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~ f • · ABSTRACT 
. . 
. . .. , . . ' 
. . ~isk . refining ·~~s b~.coine· ~n increasingly i.m!Jortan~ 
p~oce~~ · for the mc:inu .. factut-e· of . m~hanica·l pu.lp .. f~r~ the 
. . . .. ~ .. . 
·'· 
. prod"!cti<:m, o.f .new:sprint ~nd other, "gr?~ndw~o~ ,·, spec;i.al:ity) ·~ 
P~ters· •.. ~ TJt~ hi~t~cy of t~e ~;;velopm~nt .of .chip .refinerr . 
·~in~ing: wfth·~. tleir · use in · ·pulp. pt::ope~~y ·~d~·ficat.ion., ~n 
the ea~ly 1.9~0 • b ·~nd . ih~fr us~ _fqr . serlche~~c~~ a~d ' ~ : 1 
mechanica~ pul,p\ng p)'9;;••~·~ · . at Pu~~~t . i.~ briefl~ -~~~~ed.: : 
Disk re~iriing~ as a ·pulping process, has ~n ~ ~te 
• • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • .... 
of · :!-t~ pr'Om.i.se · to t'eplace chemica.i p~lp ~ot been ·with~ut its 
~eC~ni'i.i difficulties: 1;he. rruil<?< ;,n~s · h~ii.g th~ b.i\ih ~ri.;T:gy 
inp~~s•required' as'tompared· to stone ground~ood, va~i~tions 










. 'irl qua~it:y aJ1d :i:nad.eq~1at~. p'iate life. ,Each· o'f tbe ~ariabl:es· . . 
- . . . . . . ass~c'ia-ted with these . d.ifficultie's .is .revi"e~ed 'iri an . 
4\. . • - ' • ' t • •• •• y ... • 
extens~ve ·literatu~e ·: t"eview._ . : . 
.. 
. 
.. ~ • t , , , •i , ., ~ .. 
. • .
' ·since; refinec pJ::ate wea-rcmhefine-r plat~ : · ' ·':_, 
---~P<;osion bOth involve l~aS (;f 'itate rilliter;!.~i and ~;,~ )~ '.,. 
~r~tical fac~?ra in plate li·fe, tne rev.i~w 9f .. ~iteratur\_w~s 
. extena'ed ~covet- th~se ~variables. · ·A.lthough i.it~rature o~ 
• . 
·-... ... 
i • • • • • ~ • "' 
. ("' .. . , ·. . . .. ' 
~ea-r · and co~rosion o"f "t"e£iner plates~ is ex~~.~aive, l _ittle was 
.. 
found direct;J.:y pertaining .to ·refiner pJ.ate .'l.ife• · .. Becau'se . of • 
. . . . I . . ' . '. • 
1• . • •• ¢ • • ... t • • ; • , 
this defici~ncy · of info't"mation ·in bOth .the~e i!Uportan't a tea~, 
.. 
• • , . • , · . •• ' • . -~ •n , • ""' 
. exper:im(mtal ·w·ork was- conducted on b<.>th . . the w~a~. an'd " . . . 
co~toos~on :~£ :~a-:h~r~ re~i~er' . ~l~t~~ . ·: "#' ·• 
. .. ; . ,. 
:-. .. . The· wear of refine·-r plates t-un on a Sprout W~ldr.on ., 
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' -. . 
0 • • • 0 • • .. • • ... ~ 
sys\.e~s anaiytical ·app~oach . c~upled with s·t~nd~n-d 
• ' 0 .. "'· ,... • • 
• 
. . . 
met;aJ.;Lut'gical tecihn~que.s. . The .. t'efi~~·t' p~-ate.s aftet' use wel:'e 
.. f ound to qave ~~~n ~~· sh~q;ly . !l~fi.nea t~'nular·. z~ne:~ ~~· ,.. .. 
. . · . . . ,, . . . . . . . . 
~aqdomly define4 radii. · I.n each. ~one the· weat' was -=:i 
• I 
.. 
. ., . 
. asymmetdcal, with one of the _opposing ,.plates 'we~t'i~g mO're 
. . . •.•· 
·· than ·the ·:o~hei. · The lo.eation of the wear zone ·and the : disk : 
• • • '· ' .. ~ t • • • •• • ' • • ••• 
experi~ncing _weal:'_ (roto:r ··~< sta~or) ·.'!iet'e ~un~ .to b~ t'andc;m.· 
', . ' .· . • ' '. · ~ .... ~ . . • . • I · . • 
.· . At first, .,it was)?~liev~q .that; t~i~ unusual wear . 
. . . . . . . .. ·. -. . .... . . . . . 
pattern .was·. the· result .. of plat'e .~lashing ·and/or ' :damage: by 
T o .... o 'o 0 0 0 : o • ~ -- 0 o 0 o 
I f .~ • 1 • • • , ,. , , ,;., \ 1> , • • ' • J . . 
fflreign om~~erial ~ Meta·llut:gic_al" ~nd elect;o.cheml~al studies 
of th~ piat;es within the f~amew.orl( _ of systems a~alysis 
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•• • 0 • • t ' 0 ' 
0 
• • 'o • .. ' • 
· clea~iy show.ed. tha~ ·.this .was not the ca'ae, ana that 'tne .,m'et.a·l: · · .. · · 
. . \ . 
.. 
· · .. :· ·t"emoval pattet'ns obset'ved wel:'e indicative of· that . pt'oduced by · , ' 
.. 
. 
' . . . . ' 
• • .. • ' • I 
a pt'ocess no~ dis~imila t" to electt'ochemical machini~g. 
' . ; . .. ·. . ' ·. . . . \' . 
' The ciol:'t"osion characterist~cs of Ni-Hard ' plates 
~ ,• . i ' . . 
wei'e -.!.~nalyzed by · pote.~ti~stAic _pola't'lz~tion methods ._u.sing ' ~·n. · 
.... ' . ( . 
intact · t"e~i~er plate~ as th~· working · elect l:'ode . .. A potent:ial 
.. 
was . ~mpre~sed ~pon this ei_ectro~e' causi~~ 'it. to .' ~orrode. The · resultan~ curr~nt . dedsity · at'a ·fJnc~ion. ~f :~plied potentlai 
. .. . . . : ·" I ... 0 • • • 
was plotted givi ng 'l\ .pol~rization . cutve for Ni-Hard·. . The 
' · . 1 • • • . . . 
·{~r~c~dure ·followed ·~as ~s.ed :upon\As™. Stani!h~d Method Gs·, · 
modified . such ~hat a~ \ intact · refiner •plate could be used. No 
. . \ . .. ' 
attempt. was made t ·o dupl~_cate the t~~perat.Ut'8 and .consi.stency. 
. . ·. \ . . ·'· . . 
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. . . 
... .. - ~ ' - ·· , ...  -· ---.- ~ .. ,--~·--- ........ - ... -_ .. _ -· . 
I . • , 
\ • I . 
.. '\ -.· _·. ' iif .~ - ... ' ' · .. 
be~a-~se~~ ·t~e -~~perime_n~~l. diffic~~~i-~s involved ·and the ~ 
I 
• fact .·t~a: these. cond\tions .. are J till. no't. we~l understood. In 
·' 
spite of . tli!-~ limit.at\~n, th~ iesul~s . . <:!av~ . s9me interesting . . 
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.. - . • ._ , I "i ~ 
ref!n·e.r plat~ ii~e~-. · Re~plts showed· that cor·~osion rat:es were 
. . .. . ' . . I . . . 
. . I ' 
. - lower -when dissolved oxyaen was ~igh, br±rtging·into queQtion· 
) 
. . "\ I· .. , . . . , 
. . ~:.-.. : ..... . _ ·th~:}>,e_l..~~f ~h.at ·.the r~ie. p~~;e~. by · Na'~~o3 i~ ''enh~nci~g . · , - : 
• ' refiner pla~e '.Hf~ is :ia· a\ m+ i.aniiJm .of o,xygen sc;>ven9ing: .. 
0 
. . 
· ·· . ,. ~e :P~ential. f~r.~ xt~ndi~:. ~efiner. ~lat~. -~~~e.· by' 
corrosion. c_ont.ro1 techniques s discussed., These include: · .. , 
r I . . .... • . , . 
I • 
. \ ' 
. "'j : . .· . . . ' . . . ' . . 
1.. · C?On~:r;-ol · ~f ·o2 ~-9nte!lt, · · f · 
2: ~Hoying of flajk ·. , . ' 
(..,. : 3. · anodic pr,~tectiOn\. , 
4,. cathodic protec i~rL · · · · 
., .. 
I , 
.. . . ~ 
I. .· , .~ 
.. 
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1 • INTRODUCTI{;>N 
L.l H-istorical Development of Re£iner Groundwobd for 
News~dnt Manufactu~e 
..... 
The 1;-erm refining, as it p~rtains to the mechanical 
-. . . 
treabnent of paperm~king pulps, is of r!!latively· recent 
~ .. ' ' 
'origin and appears· to hav~ d.erived largely· from the 'use of 
,; . . , . . 
· disk · r'ef·.iners. Before their introduction into the.:paper 
• : • ..- • . ' I 
. . 
' industry. ab?ut .a hur1;dr~d .' years ·ag~, d.isk; refiners Wt!re·. 
. ;.. ""'"· 
extensively employed '.for . flour .milling and ex'ttaction of . oils 
~ 
... 
'from vege.table s~ed.'s. · . ' . 
. . 
Disk refiners .co!lsi,st essentially of 'two counter-
.. 
: rotating c_oncentric ·diSks fitted with· toothed abradil)g 
. . . :::::::- . - , \.. .. . 
·p1 ate's~ .. ..,: After adju~tment of the plate ~eparation ~y a .. 
predetermined . aJ,!l~Unt :, feed materia.l is f.ed fro~ t'})e cente~ ,of 
·. · . .....  
one disk . . and ' .is .reduce.d ~n .si~e as it passes through \he 
· ~efining zone to th~ · peri)?-heral gap._ The surface of the 
abradi.ng plates cqnsist of~ a·_ series of bars--breaker bars, 
... Q • . 
intermedi.at~ bars· and fine: bar zones, · with each perforini.ng a 
• • I 
specific task i.n: the refining process·\ · The. r~finer t>late.s · 
. .• 
~re ch~racter.ized · ~y three basic var;.iab'le~ r pattern·, .· 
profile, and' ~aterial. 
'
1
' 'It was just o~er fifty years ago tbat precision 
· 'I 
engineered .disk~mills were successfully irt_troduced . into 'the . 
. . . . .. 
. . .. 
paper .and boar? industry •. This ~ed to s·erious considerat·ion. 





· preparaHon. . The rapidity' w{tb 'which. disk :·f~~era ,\o~~ ' f I 















. . . 
... 
• 
. ' (t' 2 
preparation equipment is, as Steenberg (1) has not~d,. mainly 
attr i butable to the efforts · of . equipment manufacturers. . :Oisk 
' ' . • . . . . . I " r~iners were em~loyed first as ~n~lirte st~ck prepa~at1on . 
unitS' •aheaa o~,ja_per machines 1 then 1 in qqick . successiqn., 
. ~"""'; . . . . ·. ' 
.tne . t.'reat~ent' i~Sf:emichemical pulps · an~ screen r~j_ects .in 
for 
the-... 
pulp mill t2-7).· It wa~ . probably inevi-table that they. would 
((" 
be modified eventual~y for · .use as primary' units for 
mechanical pulp production using residual · sawmi·ll based' 
. . . . . 
. .· .. 
materie.ls which ~ould. not be 'pulp~d . by conv~ntioO:al atone 
groundwood methods·. Pi~heering ~of~ in this• ·ffeld was 
.carried. out, · by.Eberherdt (B-10), T~_xtor (11), and de . 
Moz;ttmorency ( 12) • 
, - . Textor ( 11) started work· on refiner mechanical pulp 
' .. . ' 
in ·the Bauer Brothers l~b9ratory dur.ing the period .o~ ~954- -
56~ i~ ·involved short runs on a comrnercial · slze.~6-inch (SOC? . 
h.p .• J refiner and consisted of ·au. mechanical reduction of 
chips followed by classifica~ion an~ clea~ing of the · refihed 
. . , . " 
,. . ~a,fer.ial. . This basi~ w.ork, reported by Eberherdt (8.:..10), 
res~lted ·in patents .by Textor _and -Eberherdt. The first 
·commercia·l . pilot-pl~nt, capable of'making 30-mi~ute r~ns ', W~S 
' • ' ' , I • ' 
.i,nst~lled by cr6w~ · Zel~erback · in thei·~ C~mas Res~arch 
: .. . . 
Division in t9SB 1 u~ing a 40-i~ch diamet~r 800 · n.'p. double . 
• : • ~ 0 • • • ' • ' 
aisk refiner . The early work iridlcated that· this refiner did 
n~~ ha~.~ e~ough· c~pacity -~~o·· ~ )ra~.t~~~~- ~~r . l-arge.· :. · . 
... . . . 
ins'tallatlons and a larger .48-inch . di,sk ref~ne.r c~pable of ' 
. . . . . 
. . · . ·. 
I 
, I r ·.·. 











































- · .. .. ~ . . . .... 
3 
and installed at two 
.... 
using 3,000~4,000 h -.p .' wa 
locations--Crown Zelierba West Linn, : Oregon, and 
tibblish:e~s·r' Paper 'Mi"ll ~t Oreg<~>n ·city, Orego~~- Both these . 
. .. 
installations were eincj'le stage refining ·syste_ms • . A ·second 
. ' 
··- . ~ " , . . 
large . refiner wa~ inst'alleii in t~e . ~~~gon -~ity Mill in . 1962 
-·. g~v.ing ' ri-~e t~ the flr~t two-stag-e syste~.' · · 
• • • ; • • • f •• • • 
-
. ./ ... . : . \ 
·rn 1:962, , ,Ho~~er, Henderson •. Wee~ and. Byingtc~m . ( 13 >. 
'• r~ported ~he· _ adva~tag~_$ of _re~ining, .. _w~od dhips .a1i . t 
:: ; co~aiate~aies If excess of 15 per cent,. · ~ c~~·\~t',;~c,l.' ·. 
refining . was cha.:-acterized· bS' very. 'high power 'usage .and 
.. . . . - . . . .. 
' ' •• ' • • •,- ' ' i ' ' o ' • I o 
fee'ding diff~cul ties. 'Their · studie~ .'~er.e not. only a 
. . . . • , . 
: ' . . . . . • . • . . I .. 
· precurso~ to .th~ 'development of high · C/I1Jttf i s 'tency fefining 
• • , • ••• • - $• • • ". • • • • .' , • • • • • •• .' • • 
.. technique, but also a major evolutiqnary step. in ~he 
• • • • J 
. ·. 
dev elopment ' of refiner mech'anical ,pu1ping .• . 
.. ( , . t . .... . . ' ' 
• • • t . . . • •• • • • •· . • : . • 
: . Dur·ing· · t,he -sa~e· period, . 195_5 ... 63, a . nwnber ... of other 
: • 1 
in~estigators were ·also working .- in this .'field. ·. Pimdame.ntal 
. . . . . . . . /,' . . ~ . . . . . : ." .. 
studies were being· carri.ed' out by· Atack· and May ( 14) at the 
• • . .. , ...£ • • • • • r. . ..... .. . 
Pulp a~d P~pe~ Research · 'Institute. o~ oanada. · Forgacs. (.l ·S·) 
~as ' doing work An til.~ cha~t~.r~.zat'ion ~~ m~~hani.cal . ~u~·ps·, :. 
• • 0 • • • • • 
while ·seath an<:\ Nei11. (16) •were wo.:-king on: :a· commercial 
. . . 
. ... . - ,. ' ·. : .. . . . . . .. 
· . system at Kenogami, Quebec, ·eva,luatill,g equipme,-tt ·and 
• l ' .. • • • • ... IJ ' 
· investfga~i~g . pulp ~atency,, :_ ~t~wa~t (17.) ~as ·wor~i~g ?~ ·a ·. :. 
commercial · plant ~uip·i~g . s~Wmill' residual.& 'it ~Powell' River; 
' o • o • I \ 
r ' 
B. c., · while · DOrland4 H~lder, Leask, and MeKi~ney (ll3) were 
. . . . 
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. . . '-'w . . . . • 
d~yision ·of . Abitibi' . Paper Company. Jon~s~ , with Cons_qlid~te,d 
Batb9rst Company, was also working dn· the consi~tency 
. . . 
problems and did much preliminar~ P\at:e Aesi'gn wo~k , ('36). At 
. . . . .. . 
Man~tiqu_e·; .·Michigan, Hoholik was st'udytng grind~ng ~follow~d 
(' ·.. ,.., _r .. _ 
.... 
by refining·. . .. 
1.2 
. t . 
Pres_en~ J!fY Problem Areas 
. ~ 












· . .. 
.· ·. i 
. .. · . ! 
: . ' 
... ... 
. ' I 
·. I .. 
~ : l 
·' ·l' . 
! • ( .. 
" I ' . l . . 
I 
. :' i: ·. 
•. ,( .. 
. I• 
. t .' 
. ~ - r . 
:t; .... 
.. ·.!· . 
• I • . 
... ·. 
. • ~ ) /'J. 
:r;efiner ·~echanicalf pulping of. chips · prodQces a substantialJ.y ' I , 
. . 
b'tr1>nge~· pulp_ ~~a~ stone .9~o. • and ·. p~'rmits ·a reduction · ..• .f· . 
· . . 
• 'D . . ..... . - . 
us~q : in new~print, the process .in the amoun~ of · chemical ' pull? 
. . . . . , .: 
::Oas not been optimized and con derable· work and research · 
I . • ' ; . • . 
' remains .to be don~. ~?we,r ·requt~einents ~or refin,er · , . . 
. 4 , . . . . . . . . . · . ··~ · 
mechan.ical pulp are much higher than fbr s~one groun<iwood, · . : · .·:~ · . 
0 
.. II 
....... . . 
. I 
. "' 
'!. ~ • 0 • •• • 
. ~ . ·. ' . ' . . .. ,, . ,,.· 
and the . escalating pric~ of energy i s a cause of c~11cern·. and 
• I 
I · . m~st. be · vercom~ ~f- ~he pr~cess i~ t~ ~~elo,p. fuy~e·~·.· · .. · . . . . 
Refiner p ate costs are high and plate li'fe must 1be inc.reased 
. ··~ith~ut ~.~ Y_ ·aerlo~s ad~~~se:· ef~ect o~ pu-lp .. qual'i~;.. sf~.c~ :· ~ 
... . ·...:...-:--
· , . ~i. 
. . .. . < . 
i . • 0 
I' ~ .• . : . ... . ~· ., ' 
. . there is pressure- on newsprint p~oducers to re'd~c~. e~~rgy. . .. ~ .. , . 
.,'·.· 
'• .4> .. 
requirements, a· ·~·eslgn · of p;t~te capabie ~f main-i:ain:i,ng. p~ip 
. . 
9uali ty at red~~ed leve~·s .of pow~·~ ~onsum)t.,i~n ...,~·li. hav~ a 
rna jor impact. 011 the ec'onomics _of ' newsprint manuf~ct.ure • 
. ·, . - ~ 
In ·respQnse to the need to re4uee eoe~gy 
... . 
. Iii • • . . \ • 
requirements, .improve pulp. p~~p'7,rties .and increase pl,ate 
. . 
life,: d~v.elopro'ent. w~rk by equipment ~uppli\rs .and pulp and • 
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·paper manufacturers is on-going. · A large amount of detailed 
. . . 
.data, particularly ·on· pla~e ..tlfe, has. bet(~· ·gathered; a~d 
.. . 
. ' 
·there is a~so much data on speci~ic energy 'consumption, 
• I 
effeet of additives , and· P'late pattern. . ~n~o.rtunately,· much 
of the data ' whieh ha,s been gathered . has not been correlated 
with me~sure~ piate parameters, a~d, no systematic approach 
. . . . . .. . . 
to the 'problem h~s b~en published in . the literature {with . the 
. • . . I • . ~ 
. . po'ssi~le .' e~cepti~n .. . of WOI:k don~ by Holzer . ( 13) and A t-ack : <. 20) 
• • 0 • 
I 
.on · plate . taper) •. 
' .. Furth~r improvements ' in- plate· aeEt.:i..gn tc;> · reduce 
~ . : • i . 
, ·<c_n~r~y. c~nsu~mptio.n and i~prove ~~ip ~~operti~s would seem to 
·-~hi~gi 0~ solyJnq th~ .follo"(~ng pro?~lems: '.· .. 
1. How to charad:e~ize plates. · · 
.: . .~ . ' 
. . 
·2 • . · Development ofj me~hods to'. correla~e 
•. 
ener'gy ( 
d c~~sumptio~nd pulp 'propertie~ to . measured 
•·. 
. . . plate ~arameter~. 
. ' ~ . 
/ 
. ·~· .· The m.a~ntaining of the desired plate 
lp ~ • • • -· • 
:· ch~racte"i·istics over the life of the 







• . .. • " I 
4 •. ." .'l'he .int.el'rel.ationship ·bet~een pl~te parameters 
. . . . . 
. . ' . . ' .. . . . 
. ··. ·and other· refiner . variables sue~ as spec~fic 
·~ ·. : enetgy~· constst~ncy, power . deneity and speed • 
. . . 
· A. systems ~~alyt.ical · .ap~ro~ach to the proble~~d 
.. . . . . : . . 
d~~a coll~c.~e~· ?n the b~sis · o,f· ~ ~atisti"c~~.~Y ~e~igne~ ·.· . :. ·. · : 
. 'exp~riment,~l techniquee . would help achieVe ,the ~\~ · .·· . . .. 
. I l 
,• · . 
-. - r: · . _..., ___ ._.,.. 
. . 
. - . 
. ,, . 
I~ 
. . 














objectives of improved mechanica~ ·pulp at reduced e~ergy 
. . . , . . 
cotit. For this reason, a · sy.stems analytical approach .was 
. . \ ' 
demonstrated in this. thesis to analy'ze the .refiner and 
• • I> I • 
refiner .pl~e -s~~tem with '-resp,eqt ~~ wear. 
o t \ ' • I 
The evaluation of pl&t e' life data· is not a .simJ?le 
0 • • .... • • ' 4 .. 
rna t ter. For example, . · the da,.ta ·can· be· from two sources: 
~ - .,.;. . ' . . ..· . . 
( • • t ;.. • • • • • 6 . t • 
1 . normal operati9n, Qne in ·which: the -.plates have 
, ; , I 
\ t • • • f 0 • ' • 
. , . . ~eye~ be~n · in physical· co~tac~: ~nd 
• • • 0 • ~ • 
..__.,. 
. ' . . . , , . . . 
2. ·· clc,.ahed .. op~rationi one '· in. which the plat~s · have . 
• ··~~ •• I. ~ • • ' • - ~ • • ' • ' L ·, . . 
.been damaged either :thrqugh pl~te to. 'plate _. · 
- ' .. 1 . . •• • •• •• ; • ,; • 1- , • J • • . 
contact or ·,qecause ·.Qf the p~ssage of ·soiite· ha'rd·;- . 
"'- . ·. . . . . .... . . . . . . 
. . .i' .- - usual'ly metal,:· 'material thr~\igh ' the refiner • . -
• . • ' • ~ • . n I .,Jt' 'a • • ~ • I • '•, • t • ' 
since clashing will· invali·date any detldgn ' measurements yna~e 
,. -
- with -respe~t' to the'plate geome~ry and surface 
~ • .... • • ~ • • ·, ; .. : • .'' ( J • ' • • 
characteris1:-~cs·, i t . is impOrtant' to ' 'recog~ize when cl~~hing 
.. • • .. • t ,· • .. ". .. l , • ' ' 0. • • 
has 6ccurred . ~~d - f.hat.' 'cla'she'd .·~la~~ -. . data not be confused .with-
. ' , • • , , .. ' 'f ' . 0 0 • , . • 
da.ta from normal oper~t.ion •. · I ·t i's' di~ficult. t.Q distinguish. 
• - • • • • • • • . , • • • • t \ 
between .·a normali~ ;~~· plate iand a· cl~~he·d. 'pia·te · and,· ln 
....... • o I !• o • o I 
' 0 ' ' \ ' ' • 0 , I • • 
0 
, • • • t 1 , fa~~,. · as. out~~ned 'in · section 3.5.3 . 1, .. this can •. o~iy be_done 
.. 
• 
_) in many ~a~es by ~i~rosc.opic ~~t'a~~urgical .e~amination . .s • .. . ' 
Plate desig~ ,programs cann~t be run · i~ 'isolation ·. 
• t • • ~ ,: • • • • • • \ 
· froin the. prodti'ctlon pto~~~s ~t:tce t~-~- ~~e and condition of · _ 
the r~f~ne~. and. au·xii~~~y :eq'u'ipme~t, ·-and suoh fatltors as . 
···-····· \ . . 
tram, ru'nout;· conditidn ·of . bearings, feed evenness., .and steam . 
. .. .. ' . . . . ' . 
. ' ' I . . 
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quali~y . depends not only on refiner plate d~sign, but also to 
. . '
a large exteni on refinin?~consistertcy~ feed rate 
:{production)., stability of .feed, 'type of refiner, type and 
. - l . 
. \ - . . .. 
quality of f~ed material when p~ates are being designed for a 





1. 3 Objectives· of Thesis · 
• J, I . 
In .summary, there is a need for a systematic 
appro~c~ to .the design of refiner plates if progress is to be 
1 ,. ~· ', I ' ' • .. • 
made toward improving pulp properties while decreaslng .costs . 
. . . ' ' - . 
·. !\. syster:ns· an~iytical 'approach .is· :needed • . ·. For these reasons 
I I ' • 
the ~bj~ctiv~s ·.o; ·this thesis we~e ~ .~e~ .as follows : 
\ ' . 
' 
.. L I . To. review t})e literature on . the design and : · 
operation of. the c;lis)c;, :refiners •. ·With particular 
.., 
2·, 
~mphasis on factors important in the design of 
refiner plates £6~ ~xte~ed pl~te l~fe/power 
· · reduction/pulp ' qual~ ty improvement. 
• j''• . ,, 
we~i' of To monitor the refiner plates run on 
.. 
Sprou~ Waldron 42-l'B reftner at ·Price (Nfld .,) 
.P.t.ilp and I P!!lper Co.mpany, .Limited, Grand Fal~s, 
Newfoundland·, u'si'ng· a systems analytical 
appro'ach . couple.d with standard metallurgical 
' . . 
'· 
techniques. Fro~ this study ·t~ eluc~data the 
' . . . .. ,. , 
wear mechanisms involved and to propo~e 
.solutions to the wear problems. 



















3. To study the c~rrosion characteristics of Ni-
Hard refiner plates using potentiostatic 
polarization methods with particular emphasis 
on identifying the role played by sodium 
sulfite in the extension of re.finer plate life. 
Knowing the role .of sodium sulfit~ and the 
mechanism by· which it extends plate life to· 
- · i propose measu~es to stop or inhibit more 
completely the corr~sion process . 



































A LITERATURE SURVEY 
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2. F CTORS INFLQENCING PLATE LIFE: A LITERATURE SURV.EY 
2.1 ntroduction 
During the early stages of development of the 
refin r mechanical pulping process; circa 1960, the prime 
\ . 
conce ns ·were not with plate lif~, but with increasing the 
stren tW of the ~ulps produce~ whilst maintaining reasonable 
. ~ 
power consumption. Helleur and Jones (19) summarized the 
di ffi ul ti·e~ typically encountered~ At ·low consistencies, .in· 
. . , . 
the r nge : of . 8%, . very high . strength pulP,s couid be ~roduced . 
but a an ~nergy· consumption up to thr.ee. times required 'for 
. . 
stone _groundwood. . ·~aising the consistency 'improved . strength 
d~c-ed erier~~- consumptiC?n but caused d.ifficulti'es' in· 
g and maintaining motor loads. aolzer et ·al (13') and" 
. ~ , 
and Wood (20) des'cribe some ' of the wot:k done during 
that er-iod to overcome . the problem. ~v~mtually, it was 
recog_'n~_zed th'a.t._ the 
betw~en the plates re 
ntroduction of a small amount of taper . 
1 • 
. . 
in · suJfici~nt s~lf feeding which· 
I • 
·' 
increased to tlie 30% range and · 
I 
., I ' 
.. 
·' .. 
The main ~ factors~· identi'fied· in the literature as 
. . . ' i 




' ' pla.t~ g~ornetry , . hardness, the addition of chemicals such. as 
; . 
s~dium carbonate t~ c~ntrf!' pH and such 
' ; i \ 
pla~e clear~pce, di~k speed and 
I 
sodium sulphite and 
. . 1: . 
J . 
operating variables as 
. :rl ... 
,, . . 
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life of a set of p lates. The effects of plate wea~ on P,Ulp 
properties and on power consumpti~n are well unders-tood and 
,, 
have been commented upon by several investigators notably 
Dorland et al (18), Mihelich et al ( 21 )., Nystrom a~d Okell 
( 22), an~ ,Beath et al ( 23 .) • As t;he plates wear., at any_ given 
. 
level of specific energy consumption stre.ngth properties 
. .. . .._ . 
. . 
deteriorate and d~bris content increa.ses. -very little, I . . . . 
. . 
.. h<?w.ever, · appe~_rs in· the literature about· the causes · of plate 
....... . . 
wear. \ 
2.2 . Plate ·.Pattern 
· . 
. . 
Refiners, of diffe~ent size and power inputs used 
. . -
. . 
for different. end result~, . need d~ft'erent refin~r ·_plate 
patterns. Each plate patte~~ is. used for ·a . . apec~fid "purpo~e 
and the us~ of an alternate patter~ invariably results in 
• <> • <o \ • 
shorter plate life o~ clashin~ . The plate patt~rn·. involves 
. : ' . . . 
. l~ngth .~£ each ' ~efining' zone, width and hei9ht of bars and 
g:rooves, taper (Section 2. 3.), and the . symmetry or. as~mrnetry 
of· bars. 
\ . 
Holzer~ ~ al. · {13). describe work done on two basic 
, . . 
refiner plates illustiated in F~gure 1. In general, their 
. ' 
· · findings w·ere that <!- plat~ which :ttad · a · relat_ively fine radial 
-· 
' 
bar, narrow gro?ves, ·and numerou,s i~t.erme.diate dams, was.:. the 
m~st satisfa~tory ~or their. type of operation. - ~e 
• ' t • .. ' f A 
di~ference in. t~e - two plates studied was in the · width of bars 
• J 

























and gr.oov:es. Their. work indicated that witH wider· bars and· 
grooves, horsepower .requirements were reduced~ high 
consistency could' be <_lttaipe9~ and throughput was increased 
at the same freeness l'evel. Holzer stated, "it is obvious 
bh~t the field of· plate patt~rn stl;ldY offers good 
po_sslbili~l~s of ' signiflcant improvements; and undoubtedly, 
· · · h1ve~~ation~ i~ 'this a~ea wil~ Continue fo~ some time. •1 .. . 
A··lew · yea·rs ·after Holzer's wo~k [1966], Mechanical 
. . (, . . . . .. . . . - , :· . ~ .• ' ' . . : 
Pulp Manufacture (2.4), reiterated· t~'E7 .. point ' tha_t the ideal 
• 11. . • 
treatment 1 . rate Of·. feet3; COnSiStenCy 1 installed ,horsepOWer 1 ' . 
. . . . . 
tr and qisk v.eloc:l,.ty. It ·also comm~nted on the usual ._symmetry 
·~f plate patterns, so th.at the refirii.ng ·ac.tion wo_uld b!e the 
,· 
same irre_sp~ctive of . direction· of~ rotation ~. Tlle eff~ct of 
~he plate groqve.s. which had be~n: 'discuss.ed by Holzer, et al : 
. --
··(1·3) ·and. At~ck and M~y (14) was als~ . given in the. report • 
·. 
Atac_k. illd ?y s17ated · th~~, · . . . . . . 
• • : it appears. 'that · the · grooves ·are· rapidly plugged . 
by a mass of ehivee, which becomes so hard that it 
·can only be removed by manual cleaning 'with a 
. suitable tooL· . Still-, the plates ·thus plugged 
· I . perform much ?et~er than plate~.with grooves· as 
shallow. ·as the rEJmaining grooves in plu'gged .plates. 
This ·is e·xplained :by. the resilienc~ . of th.ese "wood 
~~~~. :~-----~---------- ., 
1 ,. . 
. H<;>lzer 1 1et al . 1 ~The Development 




--'~---- - --··; ·· - ·· · --~ 
and Pry.· ~-dtion . o.f 'Pisk-
45, 3,· _a·Fch, 1962, p. 
. . ' 




















. fillings" in the gx:ooves. The particles are 
evidently pressed down each.time a. bar of the other 
disk passes ~nd therefore iess damaged . 2 
~It was also s~~n-~t for full utilization of the I . __....--- · . , . 
refining ~ea,~ radial velocity of the pulp parti~les 
.. 
.. 
should ·.really decrease exponentially: witQ., the distance ,from · 
. .. . 
' / ~he disk c~nter, whic~ · is, of course; not so e~sy ~~!rrange. 
· . ..- . . 
Photograpnic ·studiel,.by Atack (25) on a double disk refiner 
. 1\ . . 
. . 
have indicated that· in some cases ~a little aa . 20 per cent of 
• C) ~ • 
. the . p~ate· atea . was acti~ely dofng ~~finin.g W'Ot .. k · at any . one 
, • time .. ' ·ThiS . iS ~n i'mportant refining V~riable 1 Wh.ich is• 
• • ' ' ' ' • ' • ' ' ' ' ~ ' • • ~ • I 
. ., , . 
c?n~~~lled 'by plate· design : ~nd ~hich is manife~ted by non~ 
. . 
uh..iform plate wea,r:· as. well as .i nabJlity · tp load'· a refiner. to 
full capacit;.y. 
. \ · 
Thr;e~ publications r .eflect the importance of plate 
pattern.. Ar~esj~ and ni il~n (26 ) [l975J .state tha:t at 
. . , 
.Hall~t~ paper Mill, Sweden in cooperat1.on with Defibrator, 
·they have run and are st-ill r~nuing a substantial evaruat.io~· 
. . \ 
.program to find the · most ~ui table ~ m~tEl~ial ~~d patterns for 
their purposes. :·Their <iim is t? · use plates which allow . a 
• '"'• I • • 
. . . 
high energy .input at hign .disk cl~a~a9ce. 'They beli~~e ~~at 
... ·. •. 
lligh energy input is achieved i-f .th.e spac.e .. between !:he. plftes·· 
~ : . 
· .. 
~ . 
2 D • . Ata'ck and n. May, "Mechanrc~l ,Reduc·tion 
Double Dlsk Refining .. , Pulp an·d Paper. Mag. 
T-83 (Conve~tion, 1963); · 
. . 
of . Chips by . · . 
Can., · 64, C: p. 
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Some work •from Norway by aoydahl and Hauan (27) 
[1975] on C?mparison of results .from ~mall refiners in 
evaluating full scale · systems pointed out the importance in 
compa~i~ the smau·~r re.fin~r results to a larger r .efiner .of 
the ··plate pattern. For, various reasc:>ns, . they stated, that 
• _. t • 
the plate. pattern" in the small· and la.rge refiner is not the 
0 • • •' 
. . . 
. same since ~ach type · Of refiner has . . its ·OWn s~ecial designed 
,- pattern anQ.. t~s.er.. Although similar. in principle·, t;fe · 
o~eration: 'of diffe~ent refine~s will be in.~luenc'ed by the 
. ' ~ . 
total d~sk area,·. total p~wer applied, _ 'feed~ng- system, speed, 
. . 
and ,~hether the refine~s. a . single .disk or double · disk · 
. machihe. 
The ·.third, and perhaps the most imp.ortant paper to 
·,. J . . . 
date on plat~ ~~~by Ma~n.st:~m.· (28) work~ng with the 
Finnish P~lp . and Paper Res~ar@n-.Institute. . Basi'n.g·. resea;ch . 
..... '· ... r:·, 
work :on Ma·t,.' s ( 2 9) modet of exponential chip breakdown·;- he ,. \.· .. ., .. 
· states th.at 
) 
"The influence or refiner prate design upon the 
qu'atit:Y. of .'~he .pulp in a one-stage process,. is . 
decisive. In the ~relirninary comparisons. that were 
made.with plates availab~e ~n the market, stone- . 
groundwood quality was attainable~· In a one-stage .. 
. '• 
RMP-process with c~ld .ch~p~, these plates we~e less 
suitable, :and acc~rdingly another pl~te_ wa:s 
developed. A~ ·a starting point for t~is, .'there was 
taken an approach pqt for~ard by w.o. May in 1971 
( 29) ·. . Mathe!(latically, ·it -is . assun:ted. that chips-
splitting is e~J?licable by .:a exponenti~l fu~ction, 


























rise radially in agreement with the same function . 
However, with regard to the quality of the pulp, 
simultaneou~ consideration should be- given - to the 
bar wid~h ·"the con.templated degree of filling in 
the ref er zone, ·the plate material, and the < 
·necessa y tap~r. · Fig~ 2 ill_ustrates· a compi:omlse 
between aLl of these factors. The refining plate 
is divided -up into 'five sections. In section 5 the 
number of bars is 252, and· that in section 1 is 
792. .. . . . 
With this plate, i t ·'became an easy "atter to obtain 
RMP pu;l.p -of high quality, . and the ·shive content of 
. the pulp also being ' low. Moreover, the ·strength, 
' . . 
. properties _.were without .excepti~~ ~0 per cent 
_superior to t_hose of stone groundwood ·of .. standard 
quality. It is eyi9ent that. a plate of this type 
operates with' considerably less cutting th~n does . a ' 
standard. radial pattern. · . 
However·, a more interesting point was· that the new 
plate behaves with respect to loading in a way 
different from that of standard .plates 'availaple· on 
the market • . ll'he loading curve · for multi-sect\oned 
plat!!S is more 'linear •· This COUld , be tak~n tq)' 
indicate that the reffning energy released in a . · · 
radial direction occurs more evenly. Consequently, 
~y·~ model _appears · to be correct.~3 · 
Th~ literature points ou~ the ~portance of _plate 
pattern but says lit:-tle · e~dept tha~ a d _ifferent pat·t~rn .is · 
n'ee~e~ whenev~r any r~fi~et: variabl~ _cha~ge.s. · ca,refu'l study 
. 
must ·be made .of the relat!ons~~~ bet~een changes. in. plate 
._.r pattern and. change!( in :re_fi~er . varia?les to lead. to . corr~c~~ 
patterns for incr~ased pulp qual"ity, product,io~· economy~ ~nd 
" . . ' 
maximum plate life • · Ma:flOStrom' s ' ( .28) researqh m.ay hold the 
. , 
key to much_ -progress in the area. of plate pattern • 
.: 
3 · Mannetr~m, Br, I~~ernati~nal Me~hanical'Pulping Confere~ce 


































2.3 Running Clearance Plate Taper (Profile) 
, .. 
I . . Pla~e taper or profile h~s been found to be 
extremely important in plate. · patte·rn evaluations. It is one 
, . . 
of the basi'c factors of plate design and is ' critical in 
regard to maintaining pU:lp quality and extending plate life. 
¥ . 
H¢lzer., , et .al. (1_3) ~ub.li!;!hed som~ o_f . the. Ars: · 
data on plate tape~ at· West L.:lnn, Or~gon •. The initial' plate 
. . set·-s.'_ (evaluated) .were ·al). ground with a standard pl~te taper . 
. of o. 0.05 'inch_.,pe.:r; inch. These initi~l p"l.ate sets exhibiteq 
.. . . . . . ·... .::_ . , .· . . 
v·~ty shor~ life' (100 h?.-urs) l _argely'·due to ~eep . tongu~ alld ·, 
. . . . . . . . . 
· grOO\!'e ~cori~\g in the per.iphery~-the · apparen~-. area Of COn_tact. o . 
between the opposing ne~ · piates! Upon ~educing· the ~aper 
: . . . ) . . . . . per i~ch, the peripheral · wear· wasf 
. ' . . . 
in · 
st~~~s to· 0.002 inch 
reduce~ significantly. They surmised tha~ the reduction ih ' 
. . 
plate taper increase'd the amount ~f refining _ surface 
. . ~ . 
. availab.le. for use on new ·plat-e start-up ·and caused ' the 
available pow~~ to be ~ore· evenly dist~ibuted .o:er the entire 
plate ·surface and n<;>t conc~nt;.rated at · the pe.riphei:y. · .Thi!3 
i~creased nor.mal plate life · to ?OO. •to 600 hours. Kurd in· {SO). 
. • . I 
reite\at.ed that fo~ unifo.rm .. pui~ quality · the power. i _nput per 
. . " . . . 
-~ . . . 
squa~e inch of ground plate surface must remain consta~t • 
. 
. . 
Great·. Northern : Pap.~r .C::ompany, Millinocket,· Maine ··-
•• 
. (30) · experil1lented w~ th s'everal 4'Pes ?f plate designs ·in .the 
. . . .. '• 
• l~te 196'0 • s and · fo.und that a Bauer Patte~n pro"!'eq best for 

















·which allowed the stock to ' distribute more uniformly towards• 
h . i h . th1 • h h ' d . i t e oute_r per 1? ery, w. 1c a a flat area of approx mately ;. 
three inches. ' They found that plate clear~nces 
closest in this a:fea ~nd it was th~re/-~ they 
~. 
r - of the refining action took place. 
were at their 
believed most 
Ett~nsiv_e information qn · plate taper: has appeared 
, . 
' .i~ papers from_ ~and Finland. · ·Bergstrom • s work. ( 31 ) 
c~n~ains ·an evll.uatio~· of differen~ ,Pl~t~ t_ap~rs ·a~d1 .• • 
·~ . . . . 
I 
' I • 
,, _diff_erent width's of the c::>ute_r ,flat zone.. . They_ found .. ~hat _a 
• I . ' 
... 
. ' , ·' 
.. . . -
poor _qual.ity pulp was obtain-ed if too much work was put .into 
~ 
tne chips ·in the fe.ed zone of the· primary refiners (Table 1) • . 
' . 
This su·ggested t~at t~e ·wood parti-cles have to be ~~~in and· 
. . ' 
susceptib1e to the ·intense treatment in ·the flat outer ' zone. 
. . . ~ 
Their results indicat:ed . that a large intermediate zone taper 





Pe.terson and Dahlquist (32.) dealt with 'single .disk c. , 
and double disk refiners in different arrangements, . and the 
• • t. ..... ~ • 
effect. of · the .arr.an_gement on' p~lp properti-e~ ·~m_d el'?-ergy 
' . 
. .. ' ... 
., 
consumption. Peterson notes that ail ' samp~~ng took place • · 
after ·~n p~os,'wer:,ground \.o the. ~pti~um tap'er,. which wa~ 
essential . for a correct· ·assessment ·of the p~rformance of the 
. . ~ 
refiners •••• "'* Figures 3-5 show the effect .which an -
. . 
Disk-a. v Pete~~on, and G~ Dahlquist, ''Single 'olsk and· Dofble .,r~iners in Diff~rent Arrangements,·" I :.M.P .c., . ·197 , 
• ~t~ck~olm, P• 14s4·. · ·. . _ . . , .. 
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the effect which an incotrectly chosen taper grindins ·had on 
the energy consumptfonr ~ increase in en.~~~y co~tion, _ 
but no corresponding impro~ement ' in pulp quality. 
~ . 
Nurminen, et. 'al. .. {33), ~um~--Repola Oy Paper Mill, 
\ Rauma,~inland~, hav~ experimented with refiner plJ.tes in · • 
· .. 
' I 
their refiner i'nstallation. T11ey have work~d on plate ..,, 
.tapers, and now ihave 0-:-1 •. 5 per c'ent at 'the fine bar section · 
. . . . , . . . . 





















'" Q I 
. 
. .. r .. 
r -
.They have also made comparisons between sawdust · refiner : · · I 
groundW:,od ·m~de . wi;th differekt plate t·a·p~rs and. f~und ~e~rin~·. . \: •· J . 
to · increase,·· a~d breaking l~ngth to decrease ;ith an~ .' ' .. ··:.' · · ·.':···J · .' 
• . : -_: ... . : .. .. · I 
i 1 • i I ncreas ng taper . At the same time as ta~r triats, plate 
wearing profiles were exami~~d and no systematic ·~n~ormation . . 
. 
coul~ be obtained. 
- ; ~ . . 
· ' wor~ on pl.ate .t~per [1975]owas done · ~lso . by, Be~_th 
. . , I . . . . .... ": , . ,. 
and Mills (34) who. in~tiAlly reported· they exper~en~ed the 
' 
same. wea~ · aiJ Ho.lzer, ~ .!!· · .(13) •. . The~:r P.~avs had· a unif,pr~. 
taper but "wer~ foun~ in the. end io h'ave. d~vel.oped.- ~az;-()llel . 
. . . * . . . _,. 
faces over · ·the ,outer · 2 to · 4. inches of t}teir r.adii. ~~ '. 
'· 
r:efiner· bad told u.s that ' s~me :parallel surface was ~anted ~ ."·s 
. . .. . '"::'l . 
From there the· extreme ~a·s ·.tried, flat.1JI!J·iound ·plates·-- "a 
•• #_, 
. . .. . 
. . 
.. : . Is c. 'Mills, . and ·L."R. ·. Beath, "~ingle' Stage . Grou~dwO~ from a : 
rd i II ( ' • 12,000 h.p., ·1,SOO amd 1,80 r.p •• Ref ner. Paper · 
preaented at I.M.P.C.~ San Francisco. 1975}, :p. 56. · . 
. . . ' . 
6 I bid • I p. 57 • ·~. . . f . 
. \ t 
.. 
. .. 
' - -·-....._-,_ 
~~...·:;. __ _ 
.• .. 
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. . lB 
would not permit feeding above .B,SOO h . p . (on a 12,000 ·h.p. 
.. 
refiner). ·'·They found· that· their best comb;ination was 
.flat-ground plates running against plates having a taper of 
• ' If' • 
O.OQS iqch :per·. inch with :the outer ' fine bar' section fl~t. 
.. ~,. ' . . \ . . 
in' his work on disk misalignment, Ma.y ( 35) 
.. 
l 
considers the running clearalfce between · the sur-faces ·of 
opposing plates · as a criticai parameter that determines the. 
• • ! . 
... ' . 
. .'performance' ·of dis~ reff;ner:s• For. a given throughput o'1 
. ' . ' ' . t: . 
'\~ he· .!l'aint~·in!:l,· thi~- clear~n~e ~etermines the 'ainount of 
6;. • • • . ! - . . ., 
I 
.. . · 
( 
., 
energy expended per unit weight of the material and in turn . 
. \ .. •. ' 
the •characler" and "quality". of pulp produced • . A variation 
. .. . . d . . '--
. . . - , 
of plate clearance ·from the inner section .of the .refi~in~. f-\ . 
zone :o the. outer . pe,-fpbe~y ·~· .usUally .prOVided by a \;::_j ( 
~are~~<ly d~ig~ed tapl!r :hat inay ha~~ 'one or ~o~teps ·t? \ 
u. Ha\ O,tateS that. f his . taper ~as 'thought to p~o!!'Oi:e self- ( 
feeding . in the r~fining zone and also · to control the quality . 
. 
·" ' """ 
·.of stock;· 
i ~ 
Plate taper is necessary t.o enable· maximum feed·ing 
of the refiner · (34,35). · Too much taper places excess 
. - . 
wear on 
. • • I • • I . . ' : . 
. sm~l~ · l.r~as":"-probably th-: out~r e~ge~--o·f the pl at,es ~ An • 
obse~ation here ,is .the feasibility of dfitermining corr'ect 
. ., ~ . ' 
and optimum tapers ~hrough a study of the' W88r on•the plates. 
"" -..' A ·first ap~roltimation ·i!J ·ytha.t 
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. . . 
If this were true then the numbers could be used ~o set 
correct plate tapers. If the plate taper is not optimum the 
flux ·of energy 'diss'ipation will vary over the pla't.e. Early 
. I 
experiments :~Y Cbn.sol.i.dated Bathurst 
refiners wi'th re-taining :ri.ngt should 
( 36) · o~ s~·~ut Waldron 
be reeval.~l.ed. 
b . . . 
~ 2.~ Pla~-~ · Material : . . /._,....., 
· · ·· ... : One· _9f _t'he earl•iest r~~qrts · [1966'] --on pl~tr· ; . 
' material ,;: !~ c~nta~ed. iri Mechanical Pulp Manufacture (24) 
. . .. ~· . ·. . . 




groundwood m~riufac~ure as Ni ... Hard and M-al~oy containing . 
molybden\.\Jll and nickel but n0 chromium. With very corr:osive· 
pulps X-a1loy, a ,atain1•:• . sj:eel aUoy:: i~ used ,but· is C\· 
consi.de'red too soft -.for other applications. With the advent ;; . 
of · more efficient methods for heat treatment of . the plates 
i --.. ~ . . 
for Th-creas~ .hardness and wear resistance, 'it is' .. surmised 
. , ' 







. '\ . . . 
' . . \ 
' Bergst~m, et .al. (31), a~ the Swedish Cellulose ., 
mill in Ortviken, ~eden, have,'evaluated plate ·alloys. In · ( 
their studies {'f'l h~e dav·-::~ped t~o alloys (~ ~arteneiti~ : 
stainless stee and a lMgh .chro111e ' cast iron) which proved to 
\. . ' ' . 
' . I _,..?' . . be very suitable., material for the _1, 500 ·r .p.m. ·sunds-Bauer . 
• o ': I • o • f : ~"' 
488 refine:r; with the ~-.~ainless ·steel alloy showing very 
' . ,... ~ . ' 


















"a good plate (materi.al can almost eliminate quality 
·variati;ns · and give a muJh ~anger plate life than standard 
Ni-hard type materials~.? From personal correspondence they 
state (37~ that P.late material "is _ c~rtainly one of the main 
' 
factors in plate design~. _B 
. ' 
Nurmineri and his 9roup (33) describe various start-
up problems associated with. new refiner installations at 
i . . 0 • 
~a, finland,., especially with ._the d~r~bllity of the refiner 
. . 
_plates in .t:,he beginning·. Five . pla_te mat'erials wer;~ tri~d . 
' (T~ble 3), b~t none . could . exceed. a 400 _ ho~r run -due. to heavy 
~ ' . . . . . . 
corrosion, _whi~h- ~~~u~ t~<i_:· i~ poo~ _qua;t_if( i?_ulp ~nd · imbalanc~· · 
in the refiner causing vi~ration. ~e corrosion :process was 
,gtil~~~Ol.ved at tha~ t~e ~Ut believed tO be a COmb,inat1on 
- . 
of steam cavitation, 'chemi cal -corrosion and mechanical 
' 
' 
They eventually found a mat.erial that is fairly 
resistant to -cavitation and chemical corrosion and th~ age·of• 
• 
the plates was s~bsequently d~ubled, and ev~n ·tripled,. 
. . 
depending on ' r~finer position. The material was designat~d 
·· Uddeholm B; · a summary of .the plates is: given in Table 4. ,·. • 
7 J. Bergstrom, G., Dahlquist, B • . Fredr.ilcssoq, · and .v.' . ·:: 
Peterson, "The Design of Ref~ner -Platts", Pulp a-.ad ~aper · . 
Mag. Can., .ll• 6 , June, 1972, p. 56. · 
I \ 





















Specifications as to the chemical analyses, heat treatment, 
etc., are unavailabl~ for the new material. 
In the design of refiner plates, plate material.~ 
... , _..,._ 
• 
one of the extremely important factors to be considered. 
Conditions must be knqwn or determined•within the ' refiner and 
• suitable materials selected to minimize corrosion and ·wear 
baseti on these conditions , i.e. I pH, tempera'ture, additives. 
~2.4.1 . Hardness of Plate " Materi~l 
The structure of the working surface of refiner 
. plates is determined by the' ·matetial. · It is ~nown from the 
. --~work ·.of .Bea.th and M~lls (.J4) that a good pW'e material can 
. . ' . 
almost eliminate quality var-1-.ations and give much longer 
~ . . .. . 
, 
plate life than standard Ni-Hard type materials. 
Holzer, ~ al. (13), i~ 1962,· eva\uat_!_9 thre i:! basic 
~late pa~terns, _and three pl~te · rn~terials of varyin_g 
hardnesses, 350, 450, and 600 Brinnel. They found that 
-~everal basic factors · of plate design were critical in _regard 
'1 
\ 
.to maintaining pulp qual'i ty ·and extending plate life. Plate 
al'loys seemed t~ affept groundwood qu~li~ significantly in 
. , 
most ca~es. In general, ,better quality pulps had been . 
:.. . . . ' 
·produced using 350 Brinnel plates rather than. the harder 
alloys, although the 600 Brinnel had shown some promise. The 
softer plates were readily conditioned {Section 2 .4.2), . i.e., 




were ·replaced by a rounded .edg~ of small radius. 
. ..., 


















rt was nO't known how the hardl!r.Jalloy plates conditioned , but 
.. 
' if conditioning did not occur the quality was 'generally poor 
. : 
•/ 
because of the excessive cutting actioh of sharp'- plates. 
.. ' 
• I 
. The ·use .of · ~ofter alloy plates for_ refin.i~g was 
reiterated by ?rah-am. ·(38) of CIP Gatineau . ai;. a . riJeet~ng . 
' [November, 1976] of ·the Mechanical- Pulping . Committee o! the 
. . ) . # 
'CPPA. HI. stated .tbat CIP in their ne~ TMP mill were usin'9 · 
Japanese· stao~n1.ess .~plate~ Which are a soft stainless 
(Rc 48-.50), •They have used different allOfS .but found the 
i . 
s9fter .ones· to be thebes~; anything over Rc 50. was too hard. 
' . 
' . 
They found that , the softer plates would, once they w~re 
ridged ( fr~m contact clashing), smooth out a.nd sti..ll be very 
# . . . 
good but the ·harder plates, once ridged, deberiorated. No 
~ 
~igns of erosion or corrosion wer~ seen on . the plates but • 
I 
they •re ~rn,dow after 1,300-1,500 hours (even wear-down ~ 
' on bars). 
Tyral sld ( 39) suggests that to optain a durable 
inclined surfac;:ie the refi~er plates should be made of 
· materials· of · different hardness, t 'o 'create a scale · of ' 
we~rab'i1ity along · their~dth· • . As a condi~ion for .uniform 
I ~ ~ 
· wear ·over the whole 'Or-king sur face are.a, the pr.essure ~hould 

















decrease radially in. the direction from · the axle to the 
. 1 . - ----- ---~--+--
._periphery ·of the disks, si'nce the peripheral speed increases 
' . . - .. ..  . 
, . in ·that direction. 
t • 
Usu~lly, as wea.r ·sets in, the gap at the 
. ' ' 
. 








~ di~meter of the disk, and this re~ults in a higher pressure 




external diameter. This favors f}Per shortening at the 
tnte~nal diameter and fiprillation at the external diameter, 
i.e., highly unfavorable ·conditions which become worse as the 
. . . . " 
. . . . 
~atio of the internal to the· external" diameters decreases; 
·I . . 
At the same time ther_e is red~ction of e.£ficiency because the 
..:rorking surface· ·-is utilized· only -partially. An increase of 
j • , ' 
., . 
the ratio from the usual 0.45~0.5 'to 0.6-0.65 can remedy this 
.; 
. :1 . . . 
situation', but at the expense of reduci~g the width of the 
beating surface and in effect still red~cing . the e.fficienc~. 
:i . .. . . 
According to r.Tyralski (39) this drawback can be eliminated· by 
, • r:r • • . • . . . 
constructing. the disk's 'operating zone of at least three 
: . I 
circular concentric · zones of ·d-ifferent hardn·eas, .. e.g., 6·oo-
'· ~00 Brine~! for -the ~xter-nai zoner 300-220 .£.or the middle 
'I 
zone,, ~nd 160-200 ' .for the internal zone. This .Would m~intain 
,, . 
uniform wear and. improve ·efficiency ~ a ratio ofltliameters 
:. . . 
! . 
.. ~fj 0. 45 or even o .• 35-0. 4. · , • 1 
' ; 
:I The point t~ be ~reseed is that . pulp. _qu~l~ty .a~_d 





. . . / 
. ~late •. " :Hence, soft plates sub~e~t ·tosh·. w8p~ae~d. ears1e9ncoe,dns1i.·0d~rthed8 ~· . / . . ... ~ore lik'ely to change away from 1;he _/. 
•i • 
~late a,nd that presen.t at start-up·. I~dica~i~ns ~re th~?/~ ·I 











.. . . 










I . . 24 
cutting of fibers ahc:l maintain pulp qual it.y and 
character-istics. 
2. 4. 2 Condi·tioning 
' Whether refine_x- plates . cond~tion. or noe·•may not be 
/ 
considered .a very important fac_tor in attempting to p 'rolong . 
:-..: plat~ p .-fe (wi.t~ ass'?qiated gOod. pulp quality); Holzer- et .- -
a],: .t 13 )• St:ate .that softer plates are· readily 10 C0nditio~d I 1 • 
. . . . . . 
i.e~ ·, . the . ·sharp edc;Je~ ar~ worn · f~om _the : :r;adial bars - s.oo~ 
• • 0 ' 0. . - • •• 
· after start:..up . -~nd are repl~ced b_y a rou·n~~d e<Jge of SJY~all.. 
radius. , ·.The harder ·ailoy plates. may or. may_ not con~ition in 
the. ~arne. . manner (Section 2. 4~~1) ~ 
• 
.. 
A set of pla tea, . however 1 
which coqdi~ions will continue to show an inc»ease in · ~!'le 
~ 
wear radius of the radial ?a~s and it:' this ·w.W.r become·s-
excessivel · refining power wi.ll rise and 'throughput ·will drop, 
• • 
. -l_ea'ding ·tq ~~r~y ~late .removal ~ . ·All · pla-tes,. however, produce · 
inferiQr pulp during · a wearing 'in per.iod· caused ,by· the 
. . . 
cutting a~tion of the sharp . edges · on pulp fibers (24). . · 
~. · · . . ·_. Bea~h~·: et ~l_ ;. (21.) rna~~ an ~nt~~esti~~ ob-~e~vat~on -... 
.. . . .. / rega_rding plate wear. under higl\ ~onaistency ~per~tion ,!25-
'/~· . • : ... 30%). : They_ stated that it .. i:s u_nnecessary, and may even be 
undesir.able, to 'co~dit1ori' new pl.ates just af~er 




.: ? 9_w.o. Mihelich, · D."". Wild,_ s.e. Beauli'eu~ and.L.R." Beath, 
"Single-Stage Chip Refining- Some Major 'Operating 
Paranieter·a ·and ' ~eir · Effects o._n .Pulp Qua~~ty", · Pulp and 
Paper Mag. Can., 1!1 :5, May, . ~972, .P• .. 91 • . · . 
.. . .. 
. ' 
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25 
observation. The f actor of plate condi~ioning may ther~fore 
. . 
be i~?or~ant if it were able . to be. quantified with resp~ct to 
rate of ' wear and decl ine .of pulp quality. 
. .. 
2. 5 Di'fferent Plate ·Patterns on Rotor and Stator Disks 
A· factor ·wbtch may be . ve:.:y ·. impor.tant in .refinlng• 
and may l ead to 'i mproved plat.e . life is that o'f the U!3e of 
.. 
diffe~ent plate patter~s 9n the .rotor .:nd s~a~or disks of a · 
. .. 
refiner. This ."technique .is .mentioned by Arnesjo and Dill~n 
. . . . . 
. . . 
(26) and by. Beath and t1il'ls · (34). A co~cept of the· · refinlng 
··. . .. 
action 'in a double disk .refine-r has· ari.se!l .that the wood· · 
particles are· mainly stationary in the refining zone bu~ . 
. . 
_spi~ning around ·· t.neir·: axis un~~r t.he actio!l . of the two 
., 
·counterrotati.ng disks. Iri norm~l commercial refining, 
. . . 
. . 
however, the· particles tend more to follow one or the other 
. . ., 
disk around, .prefer.entially the one with. th~ central entry 
. "' . . \ ._, . ... .. 
ports, . the rotor, while being pounded . by the other one. 
. . 
\ . . . 
. · Mills and ·seath (34) have described ·single stage 
- groun~wood production from a ·12,900 h .•P.•, ~,500 ~nd 1-',900 
. . 
r .• p:m. double. aisle refiner. .They commented a ·fter various 
plate 'desig~ trials that "~v~r a _span of tim&, the ' best 
combination has prc;>ven· to ·oe flat · grou,nd plates. running 
. ' 
against plates having a taper of-0.005 inch per inch with the 
. '{ . 
., •. • 0 
outer fine bar section · flab ." ~o • • > 
•• 
.. 












Arnesjo.-antl Dill~n (26), in describing 
.. 
26 ' 
thermomechanical pulping at aa~lsta Paper Mill in Sweden 
essentially e:l(.tend on the idea• a~o'l/e . of particles following a 
disk . Their aim was to use plates which allowed a high 
energy input at· ~i.gh disk cl.earance. Th~y believed that high · 
• • • 0 • • • 
en~rgy . ~nput was achieved if. the ~pace between the plates w~s 
. . ·. · . . ~ 
· 'we~!. f~l~ed a~d . ~he . ·~rn~ac~ . f~equenc{·_e~~~:te~ on .. th'e f~be~s , "~ 
was high .• · Th~ir ~d.ea resulted ir:t the ~ p:f patterns with . \ .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ./ . . :· . ,. 
rather narrow-spaced ·and thin bars. especially in · ·the stator· 
. . . 
pla~es,: "th~· mat~ task. c}f which is belie'l/ed to· be to 'hold' 
· the ml>.tlia'l in : the" re.f'inin~ i~M ;• 11 ·- On the, rotor; plates a 
somewhat . more open pattern with some cross ~are, which 
prevent a .too rapid radial tr~nsport of the materials, might 
. be .used. 
2.6 Consistency 
In 1962~ Holzer, et al.· (1~) showed that . ~ewsgrade 
mechanical pulps produced by reflnin~ ~emlock chips were 
~efinitely · st•on~.er ~han · h~rqlock s17o.ne g~oundw~~s of 
equivalent freenesses pro,ided that the refining was 
: . . . . . . ·. . . ~,_:.__, .. . 
i 
.• 
~ . • • j •• • • ;l : . . . . 
10 c . Mille, and L.R. Beath, . •single Stage qroundwood from ,.a~· 
----------~2,606-lt.p., 1-,50<>-and~BOO I .p.m. Refiner.•t--(-p·a .... p""e"r--.\o. ~--.. - .---'-. -
presented ·at ·I.M.P.c., San ·Francisco, 1975), p. ·sa. · ·. 
. ' . . . 
·-·-
11 .B. Arnesjo ~nd s~ pilldn, !'Thermo-Med~anical Pulping at ... 
Hallsta ·paper Mills .• " · (Paper presented . ~t I.M.P.c., San 








conducted at a consistency· in excess of 15 per cent. Low 
' 
consistency refining . requires relatively large. volume 
d ~ 
throughput at a given tonnage ra~e; this means a reduced 
retention' time for chips and a low · shear force · -allowing 
'·~ ~ . 
ran~om posi tionihg of chips·. On the other hand, in · hi~h 
density refining, . a pulp p~d of sign~ficani; thic~nessJis 
established between th~ ~lates 'm~k.i~g. the shear;i.ng force . 
· between the ·.plates rno~e 'eff.ective ~or defiber.ing and__;-? 
1 ., 
. developing ·the groundwood ·fiber. 
. '\ , 
Chip refining . installations· in the · late 1960 '.s 
• 
operated at 20 to 25 .Per .cent consistency I which appeared to 
be the practical optimum~ although energy consumption dropped 
. •.. , 
up to 30 per cent consistency, which wa~ the maximum feasible 
consistency. The difficuity above 20 per cent consistency 
'· 
was in mai~taining C?~stant consistency and stable fl~. 
Beath and Mills · ( 34) have conducted refining trials at 
. ' , 
discharge cqns;stencies r~ng,,ing from the low. 20 • s to over 60 
P.er cent. They found, ·in general.' that p~p. qua],ity improved. 
r 
steadily' with .increasing consistency up to 50 per cent or a 
little higher. Above the .55 to 60' per cent di6charge 
consistency range pulp qua~lty . dirniniahes. Consistency 
fl~ctuations · r~sult in . nonunifor~ flow; fluctuating load, 
lower pulp quality' and may contribute directly ({o .plate 
. . . . . .. .. ~·_ ..  
c~ashi~g • .. s ?~hert and c.rotogi~o .<~O} s:~wed .. f~om ~he .. wo:r:k ·· 
of Sno an~ oosney (41) that low\ coneistency re·f~.ninq~ wl'\ere· 




















the grooves of the plate are not filled with stock, has a 
detrimental effect resulting in a considerable amount of ' 
fibe~ cutting ._ 
"'\t .. ,... 
Refining consistencies iri the range from 3 to 35 
per cent were investigated on a reject~ refiner by Wild (f2). 
He found . that the refining operati~n was improved when 
r e fining. at th~ hi.ghest consistency where. loa'd 'swings i~re 
least, t 5 p~r cent~ load, and al~o the refin'er could~_be 
~ . l .· r 
~ought to full load faster than at . low consistency. Wild J 
~ . ~ 
also found that the high consistency refining result'ed in' 
·~ 
much longer plate life on Ni-hard plates: at 30 per . cent, 
• I ' ... 
plate life was averag_ing 900 hours ae opposed to 400 hours at 
15 per cent, and only 150 hours at 6 per cent. He · 
contributed rnbst of the decline in plate life to extreme 
·. 
water-erosion at lo•r consistencies. 
. \ It appears that higher consistencies contributing 
t'o~icker \Pads and less water erosi.on lead to much longer 
plate .life . There ~s 1lso the poss~ibility that thicker ~ads 
reduce the. risk of clashing, again contributing_ to long~r :.+ 
plate life . 
I 
2. 7 Additives and · pH Control· 
The major portio~ of reported data on the use of · 
additives ~nd pH control is from Baath, et al. ( 23,43) . 
have reported (43) · t:Jtat in the. manufacture' of refiner 
' 











ground!ood at high refining consi"stencies, Ni-Hard refiner 
plates "wear" largE}~Y as a result .of corrosive attack by wood 
acids. By the addition of about four pounds of soda ash ·per .._ 
ton of chips, which raised the pH from a normal 4.·~-5.2 range 
to about 6.4~6.8,. ·they sho.wed . . that plat,e · life could be almost 
~ . . 
In. their original work; Beath, ~ .al . ·(23) rep~rt 
that the use o~ soda ash with ·Ni:.:aard plates gave ·a very 
sub.stantial cost reduction (Figure 6) •· In part, this · 
... 
. 
reduction resulted !rom a n extension of econ~mi:c plate life, 
' ~ . 
but the more important benefit of the soda ash treatment cmne 
, . . . 
by way of s~ower loss of refining effi~iency and. consequent 
savings in specific energy ~nd produc:tion capacity. The best 
f 
results were obtained by increasing the pH from 4. 8-5. 2 to 
the _range 6. 2-6. 6 • 
• 
Beath, et al ; (43) also compare sodium sulfite used 
in one refiner with soda ash used in another. Sodium sulfite 
·r."> 
is a readily -av~lable chemical .Ali.-ch can also be used. to 
9 
~djust pH. Additionally, ..:·it is known to react with · ~ood and 
.... ; 
tJ\P literature (44,45) repoFts that effedts other than those 
resulting from the ·pH change are obtaine.d:. ~ables 5 and 6 
.. 
give tlte results of their work a~ the -~;i9_~~~'!_ ~how~ in Table 
' 5 were· used ~o COJllpare plat~ iife associated co~ts •for three 
condi tionsz (1) no treatmentr (2) sodium car:bonate': (3) 
sodium sulfite. Results are shown in Flgure.]. Some relate~ , 
...... J 
. " 












data from Figure 6 is sununarized i~ Table 6 which sho
1
Ls that 
plate life costs are lowered by $1.20 per ton by t.he luse ~ of 
I 
sodium carbonate and by $3;55 per ton by the !iJOdium r:~ulfite • 
The sodium sul f ite· also has a ~sub#stantial p~l.p brigh~en~ri~ 
effect. Good rl.ate J:?rOtec~ion and baJ.ance of other ctor . 
, . 
suggest 20 to 25 pounds per ton as a good rate of add t i Qn .• \
I \ 
At that rate a brightn~ss increase of 4 to 5 units is 
I 
obtained. r ' 
Sodium carbonate is a fairly strong base so 
' . . ' ' fqur pounds p'er ton is required · to inc:rease the pulp ·f om pH 
5 to pH 6. 5 ·where substantfal protection ~gainst plate 1 . 
. ' \ \ ' 
corrosion is obtained. However , !Ciftall i ·ncreases above ~hat . 
I 
level rai~e. pulp pH to the point where the wel.l 'known 
yellowing effect of caustic ·occ~rs strongly and substant~al 
I 
.. 
loss of brightness results. Nurmi.uen, et al . (33) found,1 
. r. ·· . , . -- I 
, . 
·hO"(ever, that the addition of sodium carbonate to keep pH 1 
' ~ 
~ 
between 6 and. ·6 .• 5 did not reduce chemical. corrosion an~ n 
. ' . 
prolonging in the life of the plates could be established. 
2.8 
al. 
Reversal .of ~. 
·: In conducting earl·y laborato~y tests, oo·rland, 
(l~). in 1~61 reversed 'the rotation of plat~ ever1 50 ,. 
passes. ( 1.0 to 1,2 poun~s of . chips :Per pass.) - ~o insure . uni£ 
. . 
wear and thus ob.t~in com.fa,r~ble pulps. Holzer, ~ \1:. (1 ) 
found from 
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31 
•. 
periodic reversal o.f motor direction helped maint:aip a 
relatively high throughput during . the f~rst half life of the 
plate. B~ond· this point they found that reversal did not 
appear to help ~o any ~~at extent. · This ' reversal was 
helpful on plates· which conditioned (Sect.ion 2.4 .2 }· and 
. •,/ 
/ 
• ' ~ ~ I 
.. . " . sh9~eq increa~es in wear radii Qf tne radial· ba~s, sinc~ · if 
t- ' . 
the we~r. beca~ - excessiv~, due to nonrever~ai, _ ~efining~ower 
. . . . . . . .. .. . . 
would rise an~ ~hroughput would drop. 
... 
. Plate pa.ttei::ns were. usually symmetrical at fil'st· 
.. 1- Q. ; •,. I 
(24) so that the refining actio~ would beb the ; sam~ . 
irrespective of the ~ direction of rotation~nd moeo~s were 
~ . 
often reversed· once a week to avoidna ~ided blunting of. 
the plate pattern. As stated, hbwe~er, this practi9e was · 
.; "~ .. 
being questioned since all plates produced inferior pulp 
-
during a 1-e~ring in period., and a similar· pulp quality could 
• • .. 0 
be expected at each reversion of .rotation. , 
.Great Northern Paper Company, .Mr1linocket, Maine, l' ~ . 
started up a modified rejects refining · sy.ft"$1Jl in 1963 (45) 
' . . . . .• . 
and found it necessary to r6~erse refiner motors weekly to · 
> • "\ • • • • 
even out plate wear and td improve ref~ner efficiency and 
. . . ,r;,-:.--.. 
quality. Upon initial start-up cif their new re.finer plajl0n 
\.....) 
. i969~ Price (Nfld.) Pulp and Pape'r Compa_ny, .'Limited, Grand 
I • 
Falls, Newfound1and,· initiated pla.te reversal on · a trial 
• I I . 
, . . . 
basis but apart from the d~tr.imental fact, · that ammeters and· 
• b 1 .. .. 
,- other instruments on the refiners were not rev.ersible, th.,re 
- .... 
• I • 
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were not enough benefits indic~ted to continue the practice 
of plate reversal. 
• ·R.J .• Scott (~6) of C~rter Oji Kokt.lsaku Pan Pacific 
Limited, New Zealand, stated that they found it essential to 
re~rse the direction of t!le · disks at le.~st ev.er'y . aoo . 
. . 
.... 
megawatt hours of operation or . ~be platj! li~e wa~. dras~ically . 
·- . . . . .. . ..... 






. . ' f . . • 
reduced and. the feeding ability of. the refiner deteriorated 
' a -
rapidly. Bayd t>n .tht!~r . ·reversal o~ direct.i~n of d~sk~·· .at . 
. . . .. . 
·, . .. . . ' -
-approximatel-y every . . two · days, they were ·able t:O get a plate 
_, .. . ' . "' . 
. . ! ! 1 • 
life of .somewhere ne·ar 1'; 000 hours or 3, 500 megawatt hours, · 
. : . · .. . . ' . - : : · -.. . . ' . .. . t . .. ' . ' . ' 
at a pro~uction · rate . of l40tA·.o.~.T. per d~y~ , In their 
opin~on, also, blow hl~· . conditi~n_s in refiners W'er~ closely 
• "' . , ••. , • . ~... t 
.associated wii;.h, t~ · ~eve.rsab~i_iE.y .~f the ,. refiner and the 
• ''I) 
' . . 
ability to ~eed ~ven~y into thii re:ining /r.pne. ' . . 
~~ facet of ~xten~ng 'plat~4-tfe v1a p~r!od~c ' : · . . 
pfate direct'i?_n. reversal seems today to have.' become 'a .much. J . · . · · : n~glecied · l!ra~tic.~. . So~e · y?,ry 'aerioua atudy il'~ci · • 1 · 
· ._'. 0 ;.·-: . .:--e~perimentati_on' is qu:L.t-e evldently needed to valldate._plai.ms 
· t--J .l · o~ . ben~~i ta f~om . th_e frac1:i~~ and. t~ ~eter~ine ·parameters· .to ·~--
I : i. 
·I I . . . 
'. • ·. I 
I • • •i 
~ -~ ·: 
• '• : I 
' .. \ 
c ~ • ' ; f, 
. \ . \. decid~· the optimum times of reverpal if ind.eed reversal is 
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• 2.9 Refiner BEeed 
' 
The· peripheral v.el~city 
. . .. 
the. r.a~ge '. l2,500.:.2o~·o~o· f.~.~ ... and 
.. 
. -~ ·-~ .. ~l 
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of refiner disks lies in· · · 
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the relative disk velocity is probably what counts, with the 
top velocity being 30,000 f.p.m. The exact effect of 
~ - ·· . 
velocity changes on refining and pulp quality has not yet 
. ' 
been determined • 
• .. 
Ludhe (47) reported 50 per cent decrease in 'energy 
.' ,. 
con~umption but aJ_so lowez:' strength when going ~rom 1, 200 ·to 
1,800 .r . p . m.·, but these experiments were made at an· early 
stage (196~.J in ·the· histox:y o~ chip r~fining _. Henderson' 
_ · (48), _ b~_ incre~~ing the velocity f~o~ 1','200 to i,800 r.p.m., 
.. " . . 
got a much lower freeness and ~: ·correspondingly higher 




The· ear1r _op_inion 
. [1966] seems to be . tha,t the pulp quality increase_s with the 
./e1ocity b~t that -' the effect is small compared to other 
. . 
variables, whi~have to b~ ·controlled. If, however , a 
higher velocity makes it possible to , put more horse~ower into ·· 
. \ 





perg strom, ~ !! . ( 31 ) · report the replacement ~f 
,:suna:-BaueJ;" 480 Refiners ( 1, ooo ~·· . P.m .•. > with sund-Bauer 488 
Refiners · '(l,SOO, -%-.p.m.) in 1968 wlth the increased rotationar 
. . 
speed· c~anging refining conditions considerably. The new 
. . . ~-
r'ef~ners had a · mu~h higher · capactty than the previous rttodel 
.and could refine first-stage ·pulp to a lowe.r freeness level, 
~.;,en at hig~~r .production ~~tes . Tbey dtscovere~·, h~~ 
. . . 
. I 

















,. .. 34 
given satisfactory results at 1,000 . r.p.m., were not suitable 
at.the ·higher speed. A study .of pulp quality in relation to 
plate wear revealed that the plates were breaking down much 
faster than ~n the 1,000 r.p.m. refiners, and that pulp 
. . 
quality W:as · deterior•ting at a correspondingly high rate.. As 
.. 
a result, a program ·.tdj. deve.l<?P .entirely new refiner plates 
· was star·ted -.·. 
An interesting · a~alys;La· of the effects of an 
' 
incre~se in. speed has come f~om Beath and Mills (34) on the 
·j 
operation of ':a .Twin-:-50 inch doubl~ disJ:t refiner 
. . 
;. (1,,500 r .• p.m.) · a~d 60Hz (1,800 r.p.m.). 
._ . ' • 0 
at both SO Hz 
.. \ .. 
After solving 
star.t-up problems on 60 Hz operations, 
••• the refiner was started on 50 Hz power using 
. . the plate patte·rn 'which had .worked well at 60 Hz • 
Abnormal vibration ·occurred and the machine shut 
itself.down due to overl9ad on a · load · s~nsing 
conveyor. On opening the reffner ·the breaker bar . 
section of the plates, .and the ribbon conveyors~ . 
were .found ~olidly ~illed with chips. This end ~ 
•• 
result was .reproducible. . 
The problem was ol~ar~y due to the speed re~ction 
from the prior . l,800 r.p.m. · to 1,.500 r.p.m. While 
only 16% in speed," the changf! was 30% in terms of 
the max~um breaker bar impact on chips.· The · 
breaker bars at the lower speed would. not reduce · 
Jchips to the small sizes needed to leave the 
#-breaker bar space.•at the rate of chip feed7 that 
·space then filled and. the plu~uilt back along the • · 
ribbon. conveyors. The process ended, when the load 
sensing conveyors, having no free volume intq which 
~o discharge chips, f~lled and · ~topped on 
overload. 12 ' · 
12 c. Mills, and L.R. Beath, "Single Stage Groundwood from . . a 
12,00Q.h.p., 1,500 and 1,800 r.p.m. Refiner." (Paper · 
pre~ted at I . M.P . C. , San Francisco, 1975}, p. 59 • 
• 
• 














The solution was "to restore the loss of breaker bar impact, 
the plates were changed with the new plates having a longer 
breaker bar section •••. ".13 It is nqt known whether Beath 
and Mills predicted trouble in changing from 60 Hz to SO Hz, 
but it can be readily seen that as the refiner speed changes 1 
. I 
so does the n.ecessary plate pattern to accommodate changes in 
.throu9hput. 
t 
2.10 Steam Generation arid Removal 
Dana et al (49) have giyen a detailed. description 
of steam generation in the refining zone of disk refiners. 





The direction of .flow of steam in the refining zone 
and the pressure gradient developed the~ •••• 
'become r ical fact h the stablli ty of 
operati nd the ality of lp produced in the 
r~ ey e themselves determined by the 
_...g'eometry an speed of the ~e ner, thl plate 
pattern and plate taper, and t operating 
·conditions of throughput, motor load, and the in.l,et 
consistency. and temperature of the feed 
mate~ial. 1\ . 
In their description of s.,_ngle stage 9roundwood 
• 
from a 12,000 h.p., 1,500 and 1,800 r . p.m. refiner, Beath and 
. . 
Mills (34) discussed the egress of steam~ from various plate 
~-
"' i 
13 !.!?.!i• P• 5?. • 
lit H.R. Dana, w.o. May, K.B. Miles, and B.G. Newman, "A 's£uiij 
. of Steam .Flow and · Self-Pressurization in Chip Refiners." 










patterns, Plates (S. w .•. D20A031) whi ch have relatively wide, .. 
dee~ grooves which extend to the outer periphery made steam 
.. 
egress easy, and the pressure build-up needed to force its 
removal, small. Stearn·esca~e with those plates was so .eaey 
that. all steam left by the periphery for loads'up to 10,000 
h.p. The same plate pattern, but ' with .a complete peripheral 
. ' 
darn, gave only 65 p~r cent as large,;rpower ·i?cre~~~ ~e~ - ~nit 
hydraulic pressure increase: they considered that this was 
• · due to more difficult st,arn escape resulting in a ·higher 
• J • • 
' 
' 
. . proportion of the hydraulic pressure ~~crernent~ b~ing_ ·used to 
bal~nce increasing steam pressure. Another plate pattern 
• 
. . (s.w. D20A001) used by Beath and Mills had . a band ·of fine; 
shallow grooves at the periphery· which were a res,traint to 
ste1f~~Thoae plates normally had a baCk flow. of 
st~am at loads of 7,000 h.p • . and up •. 
~n their study of steam flow and eel~~ 
& 
pressurization in chip refiners, Dana et al. (49) 
. -~





investigate the effect of' · the opera tin~ and design parameters 
o~ ~he distribution of .pressure and the flow .of steam 
(ignoring presence. of WQ9d) by~r9gressively c~anging ea~h~ 
variabi.e-:- in .tur~ while the othe~ ~emained filxed. · .Both 
) 
operating parameter~ and design parameters were studied1 
. . \ 



















outlet pressure, plate gap, plate taper "",disk rotational 
speed, disk diameter, roughness of plate surface. 
From their work they prediqted that the pressure in 
~ ' j 
the refining zone of · a chip refiner was likely to .be 
sensitive to plate clearance, plate taper, plate roughness, , 
inlet consistency, ·. inlet pressure; disk diamet~r and motor 
. . 
. . , 
.n . . . 
• IC7 • . I 
loa·d, and insensitive to changes in inlet temp~rature, disk 
. I . . . 
:j . • 
sgee·d,·. and ,reduction of outlet pz::esaure below atmospheric. 
~ ·I . • 1 . . . . . ~ \ . 
. II , l ~ \ . 
:rhe bac~ flow '.of 'te.am wa~ likely to be:very sensitive to 
: ~ .f ~ ! .. . I• . • f , . . • 
diSk . Qiamete~,i inlje~ tempeature apd ihlet pre~ SUre 1 and 
' ~- • j ' ,; • · .•. 
I I • ' • ~nsensitive to) ~late taper, plate ~oughness, disk speed, 
f~ • • 
; . . . I . . 
inl~t consistency and .reduction of outlet pressure below 
.· · ..
atmospheric. Thi\ w~rk demonstrates that correct plate 
design \is necessary (disk diameter,· etc . ) to insure p·roper 
st~~m egress and alleviate problems 'caused -by back flow of 
• J • • I 
steam which. coqld'lead to blowback and 'clashi'ng. 
1· · Conventional refine.rs assume uniform, .taper . from .. 
. .. 
entranc-e to exit preventing steam .from ex~eeding . !!JUpersonip.· 
: •• ~ / . 0 • 
- ve:.oc~tie:~.Which~ ~c~ord~~ - t~ D~n·a . et. _al (49~ _may ·cause. the 
oc~urrence of sh~ck waves .. \ 'This may also prevent · rj_fine'rs 
. _ fr~~ ~le-~~i.ng--the ne"e·s~~t of wbtch ~-s self-
pressurization, increased retention time, excess• pressure .on 
. . 
~ . w~ar and reduced plate~life. In. 
-~·~ ... · -
A ·proposed 
: 
fine bar· sections, ·excess 
I •' 
,. 
ad~~tion, . power requirement&, are inc~eased. 
. . 
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effect--Figure B) to enable steam to clear. The results 
should be closer plate clearances without excessive . 
. 
pressures, lower shlve ~ontent and less energy for the same 
pulp properties. E~~lier · waveline plates investigated by 
I 
such companies as Conso,l.idated Bathurst in the early 1960, ' s 
P shouid perhaps· be_ review.ed·. 
2 .• 11 Op.timum Timing . of Refiner Plate Replacement 
\ . . . 
Longer_ plate life is no't necessarily optimum piate 
life. I.n the pulp and paper industry, · as in a.l.l ' others, 
.. . . 
costs associ'ated ·'with. pro4uction must al.ways be optimized ' to 
. . . . 
. . 
max~mize ·profit<· Therefore·, it is ~mp_erative to remove 
refiner plates when they have surpassed their optimum plate 
l~'fe based Ot;l. COSts·. This section is a di'scussion Of the 
" me~~ ar~iving at this optimum time. Ib is also 
~o~thwhile to note here that if for some reason ~he plates 
give. exo~llen't quality pui~ with J!O. increase'd energ~ 
'· 
consumption, ··then it w~ul~ .be senseles~ .to remove them .purely 
' ' · 
\,\ on the bas.ls 0f stat~stical data. 
One of the earliest books dealing with refiner 
medhanieial pulping (24_) : not~d that the timing of. refiner ·. 
~plate replacement . waa chiefly determined. by the increasing ·. 
· · . . <ii~ficulty ~f.· feeding the refiners. Aa . the p~a~es got .worn. 
~creW feeder would ·cOnaume more power a~d eventually an . 























refiner load. At the same time, the sh;ve content would rise 
and general quality of the pulp would· drop--<partly due to 
plate wear, partly due to fluctuatii)g·. fee'd rate (also 
\ . 
" dependent on wear · of the plates). This meant, therefore, 
that · the c:mtpu~ of pulp at a g-iven fre.efiess an? probably the~ 
qu_ality would start dropping while the specific energy 
. . . 
co_Dsumption 'w.ould increa·se . 
• 't . 
At some point, they concluded' 
. ~ . . . ~ : . . 
there would be a . minimum total cost of refiner plates and 
.. . r~f.ini?g· ~~er'i~ ·pe~ ~~~ :·C)f . pulp.· .. ·o·f '·~~U:x:.~~~ . ~~q~i·r.em~nts 
produ9tion or quality 'mig~t ~~cessitate · .. ~late:. replace.~ent 
' ... ' 




. M.ec-han.ical PUlping Conference· descr~bed the· Great Northern· 
Refining System at Mi~·lino~kef .M.ai~~ ~ · In ·describing their 
experimentation with· refiner P.lates · l}e noted tha~ ."·plate :lif.e . 
' . 
. is .generally .a result of pulp quality a'rid'· r 'efine.r efficiency, 
when both d;o_p off, .tha plates are changeci •. I.•IS· 
~ Be~th, Mihe~ich . and Wild (23) ·present a very 
.. 
·· complete and e.xtensive pap~r on the opt~mum· plate i-~~.lacement 
time • . · ·They st~te, ··~that ~e·~·iner p·lates are· a sl!bstantial. · 
. . . .. 
cost'item in maki~g refiner g~Qundwood. It is often .thought 
. '• desirable tO 'mi~imize th~ COSt Of plateS 1 per tc:>~ Of 
• •• 
15 ' c.w·. ~x:eeman, Great Northern Refining Syat~m (paJ?er 
presented at 6th· International Mechanlcaf Pulping 


























groundwood, by keeping them in service as long as possible. 
This is a naive v~t. Plates should be kept in service 
only until the sum of all ~o~ts associa.ted ":'ith pla~ lif-e 
has reached a ~~ -~.B~at~ - has said, "~n op~imum 
program for frequency of refiner~ate changes requires that ., 
the .sum of all costs · (per ton of pulp) which ire a ·ffected by 
. ,. . - . 
~ . 
plat~ 'lif~ .1~ . minimized. The essential ppi,nt is·· not .the 
amount of such ·cos.ts; but that· the a~o~11t: be mini~ized~· .. P 
. . . . ) 
~ong 
while 
the ·cos'ts considered by a~ath ~ere power· costs· which, 
. . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
• f '1 , o. • 1. ' • 
affec~ed by plate wear, were largely . ihdepend~nt of .it! 
Thus, they ··noted that the figures obtained for•tot~l plate 
life assqciated costs had . no absolute vaiidity· such~~ would . 
. . . . . . ~ \ 
have permitted them to ·have bee~ .used in comparing cqets .• 
between tw6 .ref-iner groundwood plants.· However, within a 
given refine.r groundwood plant_, they ' provided a realistic 1 
basia, ·he maintained, for: .(1) establishing optimum plate 
change intervals; ( 2) selecting the most economica-l t.ype' of 
refiner pl_ates: ' ( 3) sel~cting the · most economical· refining 1 . . . 
' . 
conditions. 
Beath, et al. ( 23) arrived at the t~.tal plate li.fe 
associated costs 'by. considering many factors. They ' derive~ 
16 .L.R. 'Bea.th, w.a. Mihelich, and o.v. · wild,··"~ Refiner f 
Groundwood Costs ~ssociated with,- Pla~e Life", Pulp · and 
Paper ·Mag. ·Cal)., 71, 8, April 17, 1970, P• 73~ • 
















from these factors the total tons' · <l.r, produced to ·T hours of 
' plate service and subsequently the plate life associated 
co~t~, ST, to T hours of plate service. The average plate 
' life associated d'ost .per ton of · 92 B•V. ~eater Val.ue) pulp 
:\' 
. costs (~T)· for v.arious plate servi~e ·li.fe times, T. 
I , • 
.. ' . . 
of WT ~a.n ~h'n be. p~otted ' agai~st plate service tiine 
. . . 
Figu~e ~): the .optimum time ·of plate charlge · is.that 
·corresponding to the ~oat' minimum of the curve. 
Beath; et !..!_ • . (23) provided several· c~se histories 
and showed . the variation in ·plate life associated with 
service ·life . The purves (Figure 6) showed that, typically, 
, /. I . 
costs decreased to a minimum from which th~y slowly •. · b~t 
. 
steadily increased. Tne curves were usually fairly flat near 
. . . 
their minim~ and the .optimum time for plate ch4nge ·Was . 
. .. . - ~ . 
therefore not critical., From Figure 6, · Beat:t" . show7d .· that the {. . 
long potential · l~fe of stainie~s: steel pl~tes, with .its . 
promise of' low ·p.~ate co~ts ~er . ton of pulp, was miLleading 
' ' . 
of ail ~oat's ' aas<;>ciated. (wt-th plate 
. ~ ._. . . , 
. . 
and . that the minimum va.lue 
life was · somewhat ~igher than it ' was for the less durable Ni-










very substantial further cost reduction. In part, this 
reduction resulted from an extension of economic plat~ life, 
but the more important benefit ~ the soda ash treatment came 
.J 
by way of slower loss of refining _ efficiency anf the 
consequent savings in specific energy and production 
capacity. 
Arnesjo and Dill~n (26) 
'. 
Hallsta Paper Mill in Hallstavik, 
....... 
in · a paper on TMP at 
swed~n, explain~e~·and 
why they change 'their refiner pla~es. They state- that, 
"equa~ly important a~ the selection of p_r.oper plat~ ?eQign 
. . 
(in TMP production) is a careful control of the ,co'ndition of 
'· 
the plates in the refiner£!!" 1 B They have found that damaged 
or too much worn plates in only one of the refiners was 
suffic~ent .to c~se a' severe qllity drop 'in the entire 
production from the plant ••. There~ore: an intensive control· 
of the plates was essential. It was, however, they. noted, 
. -also impo~;nt to let the plant run as stable ~s possible and _, 
. , i i i frequent shut-downs of ~he ref ners were h ghly undes rable. 
Thus, they concluded that plate condition' control could not 
· be, based on visu'al inspection of the plates but · rather on 
q~ality evaluation of the pulp , from each individual refiner. 
1 B B. Arne a jo, and s. Dill~n, .. TherrnC?-Mechanical Pulping at 
Hallsta Paper Mill." (Paper pr~sented at I.M.P.c., · San 










In their plant they used a gr~ph of Long Fiber 
Content (i.e., Bauer McNett.+ 30 mesh fraction) versus 
Freeness for this purpose. As indicated in Figure 9, the 
~ffect of closing the disks c_ould be egenerali~ed into two 
straight lines in such· a graph. . At high disk clearance a 
~ong fiber reduction of 0.6-0.7 per bent was obtained for 
~ach 10 ~ freeness drop, indi~ating th~t · fibrillation was . 
the main reas?h for 'the freeness d~op •. At very narrow ·. 
. . 
refiner gaps, however, the long fiber ~s reduced by· 2-3 
·' percent from· e~cp ~0 ml freeness drop, which was an · .. 
• • . • • • .. . • t . 
indication of severe .fiber· cutting, Their . aim was to operat:e 
\ 
close to the point w~ere the s'lope was change<;I· Therefore, 
they have divided the graph into ' dif£erent areas as indicated. 
in Figure 10 . When t;he plates go into the 11 area indicating . . 
bad plate condition or othef operational disturbances"l9 .they 
must be removed. 
This section poi~ts out the extreme importance of 
(• 
. removing ~he plates, not necessarily only when the .quality 
starts t~ drop or the life is long·, but ~hen ' the total plate 
.'lif•e as~ociated cos-ts have reached a 'minimum, as demonstrated 
by Beath et~ al (23). Baath's method of determining plate 
life at minimum pla~e ~a~~ociat~d .d~s~ seems t~ be very 
neglected and little is said elsewhere in the ~iterature 
19 Ibid.~, P•· 101. 



















.concerning it. Most refiner platds are removed. when the 
"blue glass" shows excess shives a~d the refiners will not 
load up to.their maximum production rates. Beath•s and 
. .. . . ' 
Arnesjo•s method.s ~eed to be,... studied more fully and put to 
use to prove or disprove their validity •. 
. . . 
2·.12 Plate Wear, 
A cohsiderable number o·f papers comment on the wear 
.. • • I 
of r .efiner plat~s and. a~so~ia.ed problems ca~sed' bY. it . . This 
, •• ,;. • • • • • • 0 • • ... 
·section deals· -wi.th and summarizes the available literature 
' I I • o 
.. . .-.) .,. 
tJhile Chapter III of _this · thesis deals with an actual case . 
. study 'of refiner pla·te wear • 
. · . . . . : ·· An early~e~pt t~ characterize wear came in a 
.. 
. . 
book entitled Mechanical Pulp Manufacture (~). · It s~ated 
that plate wear . was of three' types: .. a pitting of the 
. . 
.surface, whlc~ ." ·resembled cavftationr abrasion, which often 
. . . . . 
resulGe~ . in deep ~circul~r grooves; and met~l to metal w~r, 
. . . . It . 
' . . 
mostly clos~ to the p~riphery, where the plate~ would just 
~eet. · ·Bqi;-h p·f.~ting and m~talli.c w~ar· ~ould ~e. avoided by 
opera't~ng with proper(llate clearance_:. This meant " . 
maintaining an . adeq~at.e· rate of flow, · since the refiners were 
. • .. ·:· .. J. • . 
\ .. • in practice . se.t accor~lng· to the motor loads ' not accord'ing to 
. . . ' . l . . . . 
plate ·plearance • . · It was assumed· that the pitting was caused 
. . 
by steam trapped betwee~ .the plates. 
•, . : . 
The boolt stated that. 
. . . ., ' 
. the . circular . cjrooyes were . the 'result of nonuniform 
' 
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·45 
distribution of the refining wbr"K done by the plat'es (see 
.., 
Chapters III and IV). · The ~elution was to tape~and shape 
the plates so that the stock was more uniformly distribute? 
...-"'\ --~and each part of the refining area did about th~ same amount 
• 
of work. 'h. ' ; r ' .. .. 
An important comment made was tl)at, 11 there has been 
. 1 
no evide~ce .~'£ ~ y ~}£ect of a no.rma~·t g~adu:1 ~te wear' on 
p6w.er consumptiqn-~nd plate quality . "20 All tr;tes produ·ce 
.. . . 
... . . 
inferior pulp during a wearing-in period. In the future, . 
Q • 
they assumed that more efficient methods fp~· heat treatment 
of th~ plat~s for increased ha~dn~ss and . wear resistance, 
.• ..·.. 1 
might result in better pulp quality and proc~ss.econorny. 
. \ 
. . 
Wear of the plates seemed to be directly related to pl:ate_ 
. clearance (i.e., feed rate) ~md th·e ease of. ,steam .escape. , 
'-
The first recorded attempt to de~ermine the effect 
. "' . ....; . ' 
, of normal plate wear on th~ pulp 'quality and power · 
. . 
re~tionship was conducted ~Y Nystrom and Okell (22) ~t 
' 1 Crofton Pulp and Paper.~imited, British Columb.i,a. Th~ study .. 
. • 
commenced w~th new Ni-Hard p_lates ·in all refiners. 
.. . 
The . 
effect of normal plate wea~ on power consump~ion . and frelhess' 
.relations~ip (Fig"ttr~ .. ·ll) showe~ th~t at any given · plate ag~ 
the, fr.ee~es~ -de?reased as the P<?Wer ·col\sumption increased •. 
. • • . f \... . .. • ... . , 
As t~_e pla~e wore, h9wever;· the. power ~onsurnp~ion vereu · .. 
' \ 
• . 
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. , 
ft13eness curves shifted upward. Therefore, in order to 
' 
maintain a constant fre~nes~, the power' consumptio~ inc're~se~. -'\ 
a~ the pi:ates wore. 
f 
Similarly (Figure£! 12,i1) .. at any give_n plate age, 
th~tear facto~\and per cent ~ullen increased as - the power 
' 
incr'eased.' These curves shifted' downward as the plates wo~e . 
. .,.. , 
_:'herefore; to maintai~ f1 c~nsta~t~r cent mul~en or t~ar -~ 
factor, the power reqqilreme_nts ,tc~eased with plate· wea~ .. 1. 
This invest~gation emphasize~ the impprtance of plate 
. . 
condi~ion o~ quality, ' power effic~~rre-and _ prod'uction rate, 
and p~ovide~- an i~~entLve for the developmen~ of longer~~ 
l~sting refiner- plates. 
~· 
It ~s widely accepted, as noted by Kurdin (SO), 
that 
. > • 
the r~finer plate 
. . "\ 
serves a screening function at the : 
• . . . 
transition between ~reaker bars and the 'intermediate r~finer ~ 
bars. ' The elearance' of the plates determin~s the size of 
~ 
.. , 
. wood _particles pas.sing between the refiner bar· secti"ns. 'I'£ 
. - . 
• 
•• • • t1J-- • , .. the particle size i~ n0~ redUCed SUffic,iently 1 • p'errnit~i~g 
, ,~ . . . . .. e . 
materia~ a to pass o_n _to · the ne~t bar ~on~· ~xcessive w~ar 
l . . 
norma ly resu.lt·p at. t his _t~ansi:-ion point • . 'fh~refore·, it _is 
. . ; 
•' 
,. .,.. . .... . . ,· 
~. ec·easar if unifo~m .pu~p qual i ty ~s essent.ial, to mainta in .. 
· constant pow.er input per.:- square i nch· of ground p~ate . aurf'a~·e • 
... 
- • /) 
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.Refine~· plate~, ther~f~~,e_ ,. with . a hig~ ._~round ta~er na~u~all;:/ · 
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· of the pla.te fequi_ring an increase · ~n the total power to 
· maintain this pulp qua lit~ • 
• I 
.. 
The wear of refi~er plates has been dealt with in 
.much detail by Beath,· et· al. · (23} who stated in their pap.er 
ori :Costs. a~~~cla.t~d wii;h plate l~fe t~'a~ · progr~saive wear of 
refi~er plateo·during their oerv~~~ lt~~ r~oulted in one, or 
mor~ of : decr~asing · plllp·. qua.IJ.ly, decreasfl')g prod fiction r~te 
. . ' . . 
. . 
and inc'reas1n~sp~c~.fi~ . energy. The direct effects of plate 
~ ., 
. Wear 1 hy ' erOSiOn and c·orrOSiO~f On V8ri~U8 pUl~ qual.._l~ie~ WaS 
. ~ 
. snown ~by Mihelich,· Wild, ·aeaulieu, and 1;\e~.t.h ( 21) _.~'' ' Th~ 
. ' . . . . . ' . . . . . 
~.if~.~·rences. bet~~en n~.w ·plat~ a · (1~ ~ou·r~) ~nd worn plat~~ · 
• • • . ·" J • \ • • 
(227 'hours with no pH adjustment) and ~he effec\~ obtained by 
. .. ,
, ' . . 
them a_re seen '1n : Figures 14-19. · Figures 20-22 show ~ypical 
• ~ • ... • • • • .. .. '"It ... 
. results obtained at varying .specific e_nergy input~, . when. · . 
.ope~ating · co.n_t~n~o.usly at . approximately· . 2~er .·cent· dlspha~ge 
· ~onsistency and flo pH a·~just~ent in . the · refining zone... . · ; . 
. ' 
Figure 20. show~d that, £o~9iven specific . epergy in~uts, new· 
plat;es tend to produce -'·higher· freene~s·· pulp's than . worn. ' 
plat~~ ~ "They .noted that mOst·. o.f their other data · showed· this 
. . ·~ I 
trend, . but •there were . instanees where worn plates · produced 
. . l . """':···"' 
. ' . 
. p~ip1 of ;9-.uai or h~gher -~reeneaa than w~e~_. tliey w~~e new! 
. . . . . . . \ ' 
· .We attribute these exceptions to wood quality changes ·:and/or 
. . . . 
pla t .e darhage·. • 21 
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Figures 21 and 2~ from· Mihelich's work (.2J.) 'showed 
. . ' . 
that there was a continuous deterioration in pulp ~trength as 
\ 
the plates wore • When the pltt~s became extremely worn, 
. . . 
short-term motor load vari&tions increased and it became 
,. •• 
increasingly difficult to fully load the refiner, whioh was 
., 
tnen producing a · short-fibered, choppy pulp. Figure 23 show~ 
that shive produ~tion was very sensitive to plate condition. 
As is now widely ; accepted, the¥ advoca:ed that quality 
deterioration ~ith plate age could be reduced .considerably by 
- . 
"' : 
increasing refiping zone pH. 
Actual case histories of plate ~ife were disc~saed 
by N·urminen, !l !l_. ( 33) from th'ei.r new re~iner instal~ations • 
\ . 
at Rauma, Finland. They found tHat ~he durability of the 
' . ... ~ . ' 
refiner plates ·'was a big pr9blem in th~ . beginning. · Over a 
. . ' . ' . '\ . 
two year period they trie~, five plate materials (Table 3) but 
none of them could .exc~d a 400-hour run. The ~ause of this 
. 
was determined. to be heavy corrosion, which resulted 
f • . . 
. . -~ 
quality p~lp . and ~n . imbalance tn · the refiner causing 
• 
·" 
• in poor· 
vibrat~on. ~They . have · beert unable to solve the cQrrosion 






. ... , ' . 
chemical cort:"oaion, and mechanical wearing. Examples of . this t ' 
tnechanicial w.eari'ng-.ate se~n in Figures 24 ~d :2 • In Figure 
25, the plates have been touchlng ·each other, w in 
'\ . 
Figure. 24 there 'have been hard particles betwee .the plates. 
. . 
' t., ·. 
I I 
·"1 
f . ~ . '1 
. ' 
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..... -. .. 
\ 
weari0 In thei~opin:i.on, the particles loosened from the 
• 
p~ates (Figure 26) were ca~sing this kind of corrosion. 
.. ~ . 
Arnes jo and Di llE!n ( 26) stresses . the point that as 
important as selection of proper plate design is, ·equally 
\ important ·is a careful control 'bf the condition of t~e . plates 
/ 
in the refiner. They•have ·found that damaged o~ tob much 
J 
worn pla~es in ,only one of seven of the refiners in. their 
plant is suffici~nt to cause a severe quality drop in the 
. J . , 
entire producti9n from the plant. Therefore, they stated, 
. . . 
... 
. . that an· intensive control of the plat~s was essential. It 
is, however, also important to let the piant run as stable as 
. p~sible and frequent shut-dowps of the r2finer.s are highly 
undesirable. , Thus ·~ plate condition control cannot be based 
..... 
on visual ·inspection of the plates, but rather ori q·uality 
evaluati~:m of the pulp from each individual refiner. 
L~lib~rte (51), in discussing corrosion problems 'in 
., ,. 
the pulp and pape~ · industry, states that 'the wearing of st~e~ 
refiner plates in chip-refining constitutes the most visible 
~ .. . -
. ; . ._ 
problem in the mechanical pulping section of the mill. He 
notes that . "th~ ab~ti~n ;,f the chips, high 
\ temperatur~, and loca~ized boiling of tbe w;ter :l~ . the 
refining zone rapidly attack tne refiner· plates." 22 
• 
Laliberte, L.H., corrosion Prbbl~ms in the Pulp and Paper 
Industry, International Symposium on Pulp · & Paper .Industry · 
Corrosion· :robleme, NACB, Houoton, 'i9n, P• 9. .( · . ;\ 




































The literature on the wear of refiner p~ate4is 
quite extensive, yet without much detail. The mode··.of wear, 
its causes and probable cutes, have not 'beeri ~xpotindesJ on at 
a11 and thus there is a very urgent need for research worlt on 
, 
the wear of refiner plates. S"ome,,recent iny.estigations ha.ve 
been conducted .and these are reviewed in Chapter III. 
\ 
• 2 ... 13 . Corrosion .... 
' Corrosion has as great. an effect upon p1ate life ·'as 
wear. \ Many times these t~o· factors . ar-e · considered identical 
and at ti~es it is very dif~icu1 t ·to di~ti!lquish ~':'t~eeri . 
'~ 
"t:hem,l Each is a s 'eparate ._en~ity .but may contribute· so 
e~tensiv.ely to the other that they. are inseparable. 
. ' t . . 
H4idemey~r· (52) ·n.otes that mechanical work on a s·~rfac~ 
(i.e . , due to contact · bet wee~ rotati:ng · refiner. plates) ·may 
' ' ' 
. . . ' 
actually ~ncrease rates of C<?rrosion . consi~erably. His · · 
... 
. theory ·is ~llustrated in Fi~ure . ·27; The introduction of some 
mechanical energy (via contact rubbing) reducea; the 
activation energy necessary · for ch~mical reaction and thus 
. increases corrosion rates. Therefore, · in the case of refiner 
. . 
pl.ates, the wear process, altho.ugh it may seem very 
. . . . . 
~ . . . . 
insignificant . when ·no. seri.ous contacts occur (clashing), 
l .. . ' . . . ' . . . . 
be contributingt significantly to the . rate of. corrosion. \ . . 1 . i. . · ' ··~ \' ' . ' , . ,' 
























excellent insig,ts into the relationship between wear and 
corrosion. ., 
Corrosion is, as we have stated, an intportant 
: contributoi' to--the decline in the life of refi ner plate.s . 
Minimizing the faot ·of its importance is the lack of 
publj~hed literature on causl ~nd c~re~~ especially with.· 
respect to refiner plates themselves.l Research ha~ been 
conducted on the c9rrosion of refi~er: piates ·bY: s~ch groups 
as ·Bergstrom et. al . ( 31), but is unpublished . · 
. . 
Laliber te (51), while discussing corrosion pro~lem~ 
• 0 
# . in ·. t he mechanical pulping sec.tio~ o~ a _mill ; ~~-id reg~rding . 
. . / . ·. • . . . 
re ~ iner plate corps ion .. tna t ·"the· ~rr()sion problem ~nvol ves·. 
J • . . ' . 
the action of. ·eroa_ion accelerated by t;:he .c;:or~osiye · 
. envix-onrnent, as well as cavitati~~ caused b:r. locali~ed ·' "'· 
c 
flashing of water to steam. n23 --
• 0 
Some· paper compani~s have stated that they "tia~e 
. ~ . . . . . 
corrosion problems . and ~-re worki.ng for s.olutions "or .. else 
h0:ve1 over-;;ome their problem~~ giv,e no_ deta\i~. · Two papet'o _ 
Cl973] have giyen information on work · i .n In-effort to combat 
! • • . , 
-· . cor,rosion. Nurminen, ~.!!, (33), in de~i~ribing their n~w 
~, 
refiner installations at Ra~ma,. Finland, have. ~tated tha~ the 
; . . . . . ., 
durabi~i tl o~ r~finer 'plates .was a.·. ~ig probl:em i~ ~e 
beg~nning. 
J. 
1\~ve _ plate m~ter~~la bad been tried "(Table 3) 
. . ) 
... :0 .-
.· ,. 
23 Ibid,· p. 9~ 
' · 
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during two years Qut none of them could exceed a 400-hour 
. .tun. The reason _ was _heavy corrosion which resulted. ~ in poor 
. . ' . . I 
quality pulp and an imbalance in the re.f-iner ca~sing 
. . ,.,..._ . 
vif>r~tion. Their ·corrosion process is still unsolv.ed, b\lt. 
they believe it iB a combination of. stt:am cavitation, 
che~ical c·or{osion, and ~e¢hanic.al wearing. Steam cavitation 
can be seen from their photograph~ (F~gures 24 and 26) and 
they ais·o · ·stated· its infl,uence was partly the reason for the 
. . . 
de'fects th~y have· pic~~ed· i11 Figu.re/2~.- .. , .. 
. · Chemical, · corrosion--which they stated resu·lted frpJn 
. . . .. 
.t organic acids ~elea~ed· f~o~ woo_d-~has probab'l.y ca~s~d the · · 
.. . . . <. 
· damage shown in Figures· 25 and ~a. They attempted t~ red.uce 
. . ' 
. , 
chemical ·corrdsion l:)y adding sodi~m carbonate . in order to 
. 
keep i;.h~ pH b?twee~ 6 .and ~ 5. How.ever, the_y could establish 
no . increase. in the. life of the plat-es. They · eventually found 
a material fair.ly ~esistantlto 'cavita~lon .an~· che~ica.l 
, - .. . 
. · cor.rosioil.. ·The age of the plates were doubled, .and even 
-~~ipled, ·dependi~g ·o~ .refiner position. j This . material was. 
. . ~ - . . 
Udde'holm .B·r no details of i ttl compoei tion or format .ion are 
' . 
. provided. 
.. ' .. 
• .1 . . • 
·aeath, et al. (43) a+so concluded that in the 
-.-
manufacture of refiner groundwood at high. refining 
consistencies, lH-Hard. refiner ·p.latea wear largely ·aa a-
re~ul~ of elr~oaf.~~ attac~ by wo~d acids_. · ~eath ( 23) earlier 
. . . ~ .. 
. . . ' ' 
reported on this phenome~on and .showed that plate life could 
, ;..a ) I. 
. . 
__ ..;.....;_ . ...._ _____ -:-· ··- ---- ·---·-· -- -~·-























be almost doubled by the addition of about four pound·s of 
soda ash per ton of . chips, which raised the .. pH from a normal 
4. 8-?. '2 range to about 6. 4-6.8. Figure 29, however, ~bows 
the detrimental effect of sodium carbonate ~hen being used to 
extend plate life. 
Because sodium carbonate , is a fairly 'strong base, 
Beath, !!! at. ( 43) found that only four ·pc)-~\tda per ton was 
. 
- . "' 
required to increase the. ·pulp from pH 5 to -pH 6.5 where . 
. 
SUbstantial protection against . plate c9rrosion WaS · 'obtained. 
,, -
It was found,- however, that sma11 increases above that · l.evel 
- . . 
. . ; . , 
raise pulp p,H to the point where t~e ·well'known. yel~owing 
. . . 
e .t:£ect of ca~stic occ::ur~ strong1.y an_d · substantial · loss of 
~ t • 
brightne~s _occ_urs (Figure '29). Beath a~·so.found that the use . •; 
.. 
_of sodiuJtl ·su1fite had .. a substantial pulp br~·gh~ening effect ; 
They found that .good pllite prote~tion, . and balance of other ~ 
-~actors, suggests 20 to 25 pounds per ton as a g~od .rate of . 
addiHo~, :·~e t•: !Jf... Na2so3and. sodium c,arbonat~ addiHves 
and tht±r effect. on p~ate life i.e discussed more fully in 
. . . ~ ... . 
Section 2. 7 and Chapter IV of ·this thesis. · 
~.._~ 
2.14 · Summary 
This literature survey shows that many factors are 
• important in .refiner.plate design. EftM'nal refiner factors 
(v~riablea) such as 
feed ra.te al thqugh 
' . 
dillk parallelism, ~~~tiona an~ re.fin~r ... 
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.• 
Each of these mus.t be adjusted before .tfie refiner i.s started 
. 
~ 
and must be kept under control for the life of the set o£ 
plates. Two internal refiner Variables considered are 
consistency and ad~itives (~o~t;ol). The literature 
~ . 
indicated that consistencies in excess of 2S per cent 
produce~\uch stro~ger pulp~ \ han low consistency pulps at' 
~ !) 
equivalent freeness •. Throughput was also higher at higher 
consistencies and the amount of fiber cutting was decre~sed · 
~nsiderably. 
I _____ .... __ 
It· is also significant· to note th~·t high 
consistency refining res.ults in much longer · pl~te life on N~ 
Hard pla tea. 
The literature on additives and pH cotitrol ·used- to. 
prolong plate life attests to the extreme . importaQce. of . 
reducing chemical corrosion. None of· the reports attempt, 
however 1 to determine the types or mo4es 0£ · corrosion . . 
<>. 
involved and indeed no experimental work di~ctly related to• 
... ~ 
• '· 
. the corrosion and wear of refiner plates ha~ be~n ·reported, 
' Also, no specific .details on the· role of the adc:Utive sodium . sulf~te is known,\~king ·i~ ~n area of nece~·sar;- re~earch. 
' ' ..... . Two other factors directly reJ,.ated to· the actual 
· refiner operation are the reversal of plates ant} refiner 
speed. Extension of plate life by means of periodic· plate 
I • 
direclloh reversal seems to be a much negleq'ted . practice. 
. ~ 
• • '{ '.,JI 
Some ~ery· serious study and experimentation l$. evidently 
' . ~ 
needed t6 vtllid·~.'te ciaims of benefits from the practice and .. 
• 
·I . ... 
. . 
... . ; ~ 
• i 
' ! 
. ' ' 












to determine· parameters to decide ·the optimum times of . 
reversal . if indeed reversal is beneficial. The exact effect 
of velocity on refining and pulp quality is not known either 
with certainty; the early opinion .[1966] seems to b~ that the 
pulp qual·.i ty increases with tbe velocity but that the effect 
I 
is small compa#ed to other variables, ~hich · have· :to be 
I -
controlled. The only y~l.id as_pec~Jmo~.!!.:_is t::."h~t a~ __ .,th_e _ ___ _ 
. . . 
refiner speed changes so does the necessary plate pattern to 
· accorrunopa te change~J in througbpu:t • 
.. . . . 
,. 
. ., 
Running .cl~aran<;:e or taper, f>la¥e' pattern, , 
different pl~te _pa~terns on :rotor and -~_tator ~~s, _and steam 
• I ,' • ,, • ' , ' :_ 0 . , ' ' 
generation and ~e_moval are all factors co~trib'uting · to a 
A ' ,. • • 
f!Qrrect re.finer ~~ate geeme~ry. . The running clearance 
. between' the surfaces. of 'opposing pla~es · is-· .. a criti.cal 
pa-rameter that · determines . the. performance of ·disk refinek-s 
at~d is n.ecessar·y {o ~nab~e miuim~· feeding of the refiner. 
c·arefully ·deUgned tapered pl~-t:~ cl~arance ·is t~-;~ght to 
. -
·promote se7~-~ee<llng in t~e. refinin~ ~one and. aleo ~0 control 
~ . " Each plate pattern is use.d for a the quality of' the stock. 
. - . . . . . 
specific J?Urpo~e and the .us~ o~ a different pattern 
" invarhb~y resti~ts in shorter plate ·life or clashing. 
. . . 
Careful study must. be ma<le of the rel~t:lo~shi:p ·b·e\.ween· 
. , . . . . 
,changes in plate pattern and changes in refiner va.iables to 
.. ,.. . . ., . . . 
. . . - . . . \ . 
. lead to -correct patterns for increased pulp quality,· 
. .. ..  . . . . 
production e~onorny, -and maximum p~ate life •. · A factor-w~i.ch 
.. • • 
. . . 







' i I 









m~be extremely important in plate design and may lead to 
improved p1ate 1ife is that of the use . of different plate 
• 
pat terns on the rotor and stator disks of refiners. Thi:s 
concept is only mentioned twice in the 1iterature but 
·~ 
suggests i. tself to some much 'needed research • 
• " t 0 
' • 
The direction of £+ow o£ steam· in the r~ining zone 
• 
- and_t.he-pz:.essure gradient developed ·there, are critical 
factor's iri both the stability of operat:ion and the qua~i(y of 
. . 
pulp produced in the refiner. ·· They a~e themselves determined 
by the geometry and speed of th.e r'~finer··, ~he pl'ate :pattern 
... . ' . . . .. . ........ 
and taper. and the operating ~ondi tiona of 'throughput, motor . 
• • • ' CP • 
load; and tneTn·let ·consistency an<l ·t~mp4u~tu~e of ·the feec:l / 
material. T~ insure. p.rope.r st~am e~~~ss and ~lle~:iat·e . .J. 
~ . . ' 
. . 
problems caused : by b~clc~low ·of steam which coul~ lead .to 
. . , . . . 




Refln.er pla:t:.e m~teri~fa~tors ~u.ch ·as ·composi-tion, 
:and ~~ndi~loni~g ~ · a~e a~ i inherent p~oper~ies of . . 
the ·actua~ pl~te production, the . c 'asting te~hniques . and heat 
treatment ~ . •Pla~e ·s,ondi~ioning ' ·i·s · not ' cona.Ne':z::ed ~n :i~portant 
. . - . ; . . . 
facto( ·in attempting to pro1ong p~ate" 1ife, but ·could be "' . . . . . 
extremely important if· it . ~ere ab1e· to ·be ·9u~ntif1eci with· 
tespec~ to ra~ of wear ·and decline· ;f pulp quality. The 
· actual conditioning process app~ar.s .depend~~t on .p1a~e 
ha~d.neao which i.n turn ilr•~ ba opt.iml•~d · to.:provont o~c••.s 
cutting of fiber-a and· rna~nt;ain pU1p qua1i-ty. and . • . 




. · ... , 
- • • t I 























characteristics. Plate hardness · is in turn dependent on the 
material~ composition whicn is one of the very important 




Condi tiona have to be known or determined within the refiner 
and materials selected to minimize corrosion and .wear based ' 
an these conditions, i.e., pH, temperat.ure·, ~dit±ves ~ etc. ,. -
One of the most important considerations in 
, . 
discussin~ factors influenc~ng_pla~e life is that - ~onger 
plate life ·is not necessarily optimum plate l .ife. The 
. . ' ~ . 
importance of removing · the plate.s, not · only wh·en .th.e quality 
l. . ·- - .. 
starts to drop .or 'the · life is · long, but w'Qen· the total: plate ~ 
•.>I 
life associated .costs hav:e reached a · min~mum · must be re-
, 
. .... 
.emp~asized. Various methods o£ determining· the end of ·useful· 
·-· .. 
plate life',have ·d-eveloped in·· the· industry--blue ·glass showing 
. . . . . 
.. . 
excess shives ·. or ·inabillty. to load up refiners. to their · 
maximum production ·rates--but· a much . t.n6.r~ scientific 
. . ~ . 
approa~h, 'such as that of Arne.sj~ and Dill4.n (26) u~ing · 
·. .. . . . . . 
g,raphs (;>£ long . fiber ·content·, or Beath' s .( 2 3 ·,.43) graph of 
m·i~iinum tota~ plat;e · ll" associa£ed costs must .be re-
. . . . . . \ 
introduce£) and -gi-~en serious consideration i.~ the . timing . of 
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3. . THE APPLICATION OF SYSTEMS TECHNQIUES TO THE •STUDY OF · THE 
.WEAR OF ~FIN-ER PLATES" ' • 
.. . -. -
A li:~.erature 'study on t'he1 \lfear of re.~~ner .p}.ates . . 
has been present-ed · i~ Section. 2.12. As was stated th~re; a 
shortage of 'information concerning the wear 0~ ref~n~r plates 
• • 
exists. There is no literature indicating any experimental· 
.. .. . ~ 
... 
r~search performed to determine modes ~nd rates Of wear of • • • 
c . ~ 
refiner plat~s iq di,fferent environments. The· author has 
- • ~ , • • • •• • • • • " ., • • • • • 0 \ • • • .,... • 
cpnducted some testing using new re'fi~er plates 'supplii!d ' .by:: · ~ -
. " . . . . . 
. • • ~ ' .. • • • • • ....... • Ill • • ., • • • •• . ,- ,· ' 
· ::· . . ·P~ic~ ·. (N.fld .• ~t- P~l~ and Paper · comp~n}r, Limited, Gran~· Fall, : :; : .. _ 
.·• ... . ·· .. . ~~~t~undl~~d~ ·~hese plates ·. were exa;in~d am~r' mea~~~e~>bef~r~ . :._.\ . 
; ·, ·. ll~~e·~ .. ~U.~ i~ 'u~{- - l~ . . t~e . r.efiner pl~nt ~t Pr~,c~· .· ~·Nf.ld •) ~ ... ~~~· ' . . -.rl-
r~rqoved . and re:-exaiuined · a·fter :use. 'This cpapt.er ' presents af1· _.. 
: - - ~ . . 
- . - ~ .. . . . . .• . 
··· analy.~ of ·th.Et wear of ~hese refiner pl.:ates·. duting :the 
. . . . , , . . . . : . 
• • '4 \ ' 
· production of mechanical pulp from · chips, ):lased on. thiS . 
' .  . . -; 
..~ - . 
... 
' ( . I' 
·· actual· case history. ': ... ,. ~ - · '--
~e ' study ~a·s under~aken. usi~g- ' the sysd~~s . app'i;s~ch 
• • • • 0 • ( • • • • 
. . ~ 
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the study of wear by M~lgaard and.' Czichos-.(53) was tne 
' 
. ~ ---~deline followed to cpnduct this case .study on refiner 
' 
. ' . . 
' plates. , · , · · 
.. 
Each *·sect~_n .· o·~ · the sy'st~ms data sheet · (Figur~ 30) 
. /f. -
will. be considered sep~rately 'with detailed information, 
. where· available, be.ing included as part of thi) chapter • The 
) 
• 
section numbers . relative to each portion of th~ data sheet 
are indica~ed on Figure 31. 
. , . - ~ . A _. - .. 
3. r . 'General Prol:Hem Statement 
•l 
\ . 
I · , 
· lt. 
" . / 
.. 
,The tri~ological ~data sheet\ is intended to ·serve as 
"' . . . '...; . . ' 
. . • 
.a guide _in · .. the .analysis of wear pro~lems .. to insure that all • • 
- ~ 
~ relevant· data ~s taken ·into account. It was used here to 
determine if it can ·ind~ed s~rve this purpo~ in the severe 
. . ·' 
. ' wea'r prpblem encountered on refin'er pl~tes·. The actual 
·. . . ~,, . 
probiel'l) statement is to rt:'har.acterlte ~ 42-incn ·single 




.rotating disk Sprout Waldron refiner in op~ration. ·' 
J • 
.; 
3. 2 i: ~echn.ip~l Function of tl1~ Tribo:..'system I 
Stated simply, the techn~'=l f~ction of the tribe-
. . . 
• ,yatem be:ng CQ~~acterized was to convert wood chips into. 
.. 
~efiner · mechanical pulp. . ...
. : ,. 
. 
... • · ~ 
' 
I ., 
'l ·: ~ ... 
' . I ~} 
" '! .. .. 7 . 
. . 
; I 
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. 3 .3' Ir. Ope.ratinq Variables 
3.3.1 Tx;ee of lotion ,J .. 
4 
We hav~ considered the · c~se of a 42-inch ~ingl~ 
·rotating ·disk refine~ ~. On.e disk is· . ·mo.~ing: <'~· ,866 r •. p .m'~ ). 
. '. . . . .. .. whil~ the. ~the~ r"em~ins- stationary. .In- the mlicro syst~m of 
• .. .. ~ P. • , , • ,_ \. , 
. . . 
· - ·t~e two sets of 42-inch diameter disks wJ..th a-ttached plates .. 






where .We consider part of one bar ,"on the rot~ting disk movirig 
. past a par~ of anot~er bar on the stationary disk the motion 
is designated sliding. 
3.3.2 Duration of Operation , 
. •In the case. con~der~d here the duration of 
. I ~ . 
operation was in the order of hundreds of hours (in some 
. \ ~ . 
cases up to 1,500jlours or more) and ~ight well be considered 
' - ' •coftti'nuous. 






The on.ly ·data ~vailable on the applied, loads on ·the 
' refiner disks are the charts of the applied horsepower over ;__. \ 
the· life of the set of refiner plates . The charts for the 
complete life are available -but only a representative 
printout is shown here, (Piqure· 32). As can be seen·, there is 
some fluctuations of applied horsepower wi~h time. 
The power coneumption of a disk refiner may_ be 
separated into three principle components& the power . 
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Herbert and Marsh (56·) then preae·nt an ex~~•afn 
· for torqu~, T~sed -on the coefficient of fricti.on. ('f), 
• 
T ·• (3) 
.... 
' where f . f~ber and 
• j 1 I . . · 
~. 
41 , 
:.. . number ' of frict~on a.rea:s • 
,. 
• maximum pressure between plac}es ·, 
. .2 ·. ' -










. ri) . 
r 1.-. • inside - dia~ter of P.latea, in • 
. r 
0 
\... = o.utside diall,lete.i of ·:plates: in. 
T •. • torque, ·in.~lb. 
. . . 
. l > 
\' . 
NT. 
. rr • ft.-lb./min • 
NT · NT 12tso~ • h.p. 6600 
T 
-
6600 X h. p. ( f lb I i . ) \ N t. • rn n. . .. (4) 
"Therefore, knowing the applied 'horsepower and ·speed 
-developed by the refiner for 
! t . 
this applied horsepower, ~he 
tribo-elements (1] and [2] arel thrust developed between the 
\.4ete~mined. Some tables of the 'thrust (Tables 8, 9,10) • < 
developed by. the refiner and -steam pr~uded ~re reproduced 
• 
1
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' 
~ 3 . 3.4 Velocity v(t) · (fpm) 
., 
. The v~loci ty of the rotating ( slid~ng) refi~!!r 
diske is ~hown in Figure 33: · Thid-. shows - that· the v~locity of'· 
• • • 0 • • ' • 
. . . . . . .. '. .., . - . 
the rotating 4isks i,s not ti~e dependent but dist-ance ~'rom 
• t I o • I ·, 
ce~te_r_.&d~slt) .. . de~~~den~,· .!._e:, V(x) where ~ - 1~ ih~ ~i~~ance~ 
· fr~m ~enter · ~f .;he . r~finer di~~· . .- • · . • · . 
\ t . . 
' 3.3.5 Temperature T(t) (•c) . " -
..... . 
. ';he teiJiperature dependence of the disks during • ! .I 
. ,/' ............_ . . 
their life is seen in Figure 34 • . This ' is reiioduced . ~om the 
. . . 
. . 
work -of c. M~lls C-?8} in determining ·if an open di-scharge -
. . 1 ' . . 
refi.n'er was self-pressurizing. The figure shows that. the 
. temperature inc~ea~e8 from foo ~c at the refirier disk IS inner 
periphe~y t~ a maxir'?f pa.•c ~ear· .its ·center jn~ ·back to 




. · 3. 3·. 6 Other <JEeroting Variables , · · • ~\ : L..;,.---_. ' 
. ·There · are three primary control variableaClir .... ~~ 
,l •. . . . ' . ~ ... . " 
typ~s ~f refiner mec~a~ical pulping' operation, They are 
. 1 . 
. 'dil.utio~wate~ flow ~at:e", throughput a 'nd refiner plate gap . 
". ' ' ." --~ y • • . ,_.: 
setting~ lrt tur~, th~se variable~, or some :omb~~n of 
them, con~~scharge consiste'n~y, specific eneJIF;and 
. . 
motor load. The latter variables may be termed secondar~ 
. . 
control ~ariablea and ·are the ones invariably ·used by the 
~ _oper.ator to control .lp qu~lit.y.· ·• 
Another variable which may be considered aa an 
operating variable and of direct effect on the tribological 
.. 
.. · .
; l ....... .. . ~...............  .  . 
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. . 
system/ is the pressure devfloped between the refiner IPlates . 
\. ' ' Pres'su.re is directly .related to the· te~pera~ures developed ·by 
• • • ~ oJ 
. . . -
the satu_rated steam (Fisure ~4) and · is shown in Figure 35 •. 
This .. figure· sho'ws that as mtclt as 36 psig pressure is. 
1. dev.elop·e·d ~ear · ~he center _' o~ the·. refine~ plates. ' . • 
.. '-. 
I 
3 . 4 · til. structure . of . t~ Tribo-System 
Some of the .information on the structure .of the 
. . 
I • 
:tribo-system such as designation of element and material', 
' .. . . . . 
chemic~! compo,itions~ topography descriptors and surface 
. . ' . ~ . I . · . . 
layer· data are. included on the tribological systems data 
• p 
... 
_sheet· (Fig~re 31}. The .~ribolog~al system under 
. \ . 
consideration is composed of three elements z . ( 1) : ·tl\e -
. stationary refiner plate-r' (~) 'the rotating l'efiner plater and • 
1 - • l . ~ 
I (3) the pu.~~olution • . • Fi~ure 36 is a photograph showing 
' . . . .... . tribo-elem~nts . [l] and [2]. 
3.4 .1· Dimensions Volume) 
.. • 
Table 11 shows the dimensions of tribo-element (1) ,# 
. . ' 
and [-2]. :This refiner ' plate is .actu~ly one-twelfth of. 
tribo-ele~:nt tll_ and [2]. The .tot~«..ayatem con~te of :a · 
eircular '42-inch disk of 'twelve plates ·w~ich rotates against 
. ' . (. 
another stationary··disk '~2 plates, with tribo-element [JJ 
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3.4.2 Volume Pro erties 





As can ·be . ~een from Figure 31 .tribo-element [3·], 
. . . 
which in other s~stems is -a iub~icant·, ·! consists j,n this 
, . . . . . ( .. 
system of w'!'ter, steam, Na2so3 an~ WC?Od~ ~hip,s • .. Th~ wood ·. 
~v chips .a~d water ente!' .between tr.ib~-~l~~~~·t~ ti] ' a~d ciJ 'rnd 
ex~t ·.as p~lp and steam. Table 12 gives the volume · properili~ 
. - '... . .. (Volume) .'while · Figure. 37· ·.gives the .'actual profile dimensions 
• . t • 
of ·tribo-eleme~ts [ .1] and [2] ~·nd. thus the volume· properties 
. . . . 
. . . " . . ' ( di.lt\ens~o~s ). ·of .e~ement . [ .3], :. the "lubricant". Figure ·38 also 
.,.-.: .. 
gives a gra~h of· effective cro.s s~ct~on~~ ·afea throug~ the). 
t~ibo-elements ·based on circum~erenoe and separatiqn . between 
"' • 0 : . . ' 
· ~ates .at that_. circu~fe,renc~. . . . ~ . 
• . I . . The wood chips . which cons'ti t\ite . an integral part of . 
the' l,ubric~nt ~~J are ~f differ~nt ~izeo. A tpical ~ . .. ·· 
classification· ~f :chi;• ente~-i~g between i;ri~~eleme:nts c .~~\ 
an~ [2] ·is as follows& ~ 
• 
... i !II• 
' 
. . 
. > 1 'in. 15, 
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Volume Properties--Chemical c,orcosition 
of Trlbo-El~ment ['3], the Lubr cant · 
66 
·, · The "lubr'fc~nt~ is a mixture (Figure· 3l) ·Of. w~ter, 
I • ', • • 
Na2so), ~nd wood 'c}lips being . convert~d · to pulp and st~.am: ·,._ 
·. ;h~ da~a i 'D; j'a~l~ : 1.3 is·. typi~al' tor .:~he "l.ubri~ant" . us~ ~ 
· Price (~~ld,) Pulpj and PaperfCompany, Limited, Grand Falls, 
Newfoundland. .-
.~ 
3. 4 ~·4 Volume Pt'operties--PhYs. - - Mech. Data"':'-
Tribo-Elements [1] and . [2] 
. .·· ·. 
Tribo-elements [1] and -,(2], the r:.efiner plate~, . 
. .... .. 
were ·cast at 2,60P'F using the green sand casting· '(rio resi'ns , 
. . . . .. 
etc ~ ) techniqu·e. lfter casting they w~re cooled to . ambi~nt 
temperature ei t her outdoors or · t o room temperature. The 
·. \ 
plat~s were then, shaken out of t~eir ·m~uld:a and c'ould have 
been left for a week. or more berore further treatment • 
.. 
. -:~ 1\ stress relieving .operation was nex·t pe~formed. on 
\ ~· 
· .'. J:.h~ plates: heatiricj for two . hours at 500 'F ·and then air 
. ~ . 
quenchi ng. · This caused a me6harical c~ang' ib the ~~in 
· ~i;ructure-auav.,ni te to mar tend te • .' ·The purpose . o·f this 
\ 
• 0 • • • • • 
tre~tment was· to give a Rockwel~ hardne·sa·, Rc, of 54-58, The 
chem.ical compoait.~on of the Ni-hard plat·ea was as follows t 
3 •. 40-3.65 c, . 0.35..:.0.50 Mn, ·0.55-0.70 Si,, . 
' . . . . . 
.< • 
2 ~40-2. 70 .cr; . 4 •. 20-4. so . Ni, · . o. 2·0- 0. 3o Mo, · o. ps P, . ·. 
: < 0.120 ~ (ueually 0.15-0.20), ,balance Fe . · . 
• 
, . 
. . ' 
. . . .. .- t. 
.. -
. ,. 
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3 . 4 . 5 'Data--' • 
t . 
. . 
· Tnis section deals. with the breakdo~n of the W09d 
ch~ps (a .~on:tp~nent of the lubrican~) . as they ad.van:ce bet'weeri 
~ribo-e~ements ' [1 '] and [2] and .alsC?. with steam. pro~uctfon· ·~i-td . 
removal. The generation~and removal of steam from between 
. . 
. the I reffner plates was di.scu~sed i~ ·Section 2 ~~0 : 
. 
. The process of ·ch i p· breakdown .through t~ibo-
. . . . 
elements [ l l and [2] was discussed· ·quite ext~nsively by .Atack 
" 
and May ( 14.) ~ They demonstrated that the chips ~hanged in'to 
' ~ 
. match-stick-l.i~.e material·, ;o slender pin' chips , to large. · 
. . 
. . 
fiber· bundles, to smaller bunsles,· an4 'finally . se.parated .... . .1 
'~. 
fibers. The .refiner . used was a commercial-sized double disk 
.. 
: '+ 
I . . . 
.'r~finer (Bauer' ·Hodel:.400) with plates ,)-of the type shown in · 
. . . 
Figure 39; Tab~e + 14 gfves .the · experim~ntal condit.t.o·ns for 
. first stage refining using the C-906 ~ia(e~ (Figu~e' 39) while 
• 0 • ( ~ ; 
Table 15 ·~hows the classifications of m~terial through the: 
·~e; : plat:~s ·. · The·s~ cOJidi~io~s, r e finer ' and refiner 
p~ttern are not the same as the· refiner u_sed il,l ou·r study, 
· b'u:t the · b~eialtdown of chips .is probably in the same seq~ence 




: ' ' "& 
·al.t~C?U9h . not nece$sarily .~ependent time. wise • . Figures ·.40-_4} · 
, , . . . . . 
reproduced. from th' '·work .of Ata~k. an4 ·Hay ( 14) picture the. \ .·· .. 
... . •. . 
.· 
breakdown that occura .. between the reifiner ·plates and ~howa·:: 
... • I ' - ' 
· the •. size .and. ·type ~~Paf~d:clea thro~gh .the 
, . • • ' ..... ! •. . 
picture• ehow the cb~nging physical aspect 
' ft. I • 
'I . r· • 
plates~ · Thea a .. , 
o_f the .. ~~d chip. . ·I ' 
. . . 
' 
.. 
; 4 • 
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·case. s:tudy using Spro.ut Waldron Ni-hard plates, typ~ Dl3AOOi, 
} 
is given ·in . F.i_gur·e . 48. • ~ 
• I • \ 1 • ,; 
· :· ·· The contact patte~n . es~entially , repeats itself ove~ 
:. \ . . . . ·* . . ~ * 
... .. • • • • ,. 0 • • , , .. .. 
each one•quarter of ' t;.li~ ' plate ·pattern:--.~he · first .- quarter · · 
... . . . . . . . . 
• . .. ' . s ~ •• ~ 
. . · repeats .itsel'£ 'but . in revers~ for ._the· second quarter. Tlie 
second ha.lf.'·is the - sam'e ~- ~~: tite f _irst ~a~£-.· Th~ · heighte•of~ . 
· the sawtooths are not -~u.i.te a~ ·high ':near the c'enter. of the . 
.;1 • 
plate due .to the in·t~rference caused · by the l!oli:: holes • 
.. . .. . . . 
. . 
• • • • 0 • 0 
,After ~he first .0. 6 'inch of circumference . (less . than · 1/1.0 of 
. .. . . .. ,. . . .· . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . 
piate)~ : from .0.'60 j,t:tcn to 4.90 . itlcbes · the,r>attern oscill.~tes . \ . . . . . - . . 
to give a~ average . contact ar~a of~· about 0. s·. The' exact . 
. . 
. . . 
nature· of. this o~cillation is n?t · e~tab~ished ' prt?cis.ely but 
~s ~ssumed . to be· . . aaw~oo.th.~ · :From the .. tr·~~ncj of --~he · ref.lne.r 
, .. • •• • ' ' • ' · . . • ' ' ' • • . I ·~ , · 
plate b.eing ·coittact~d ~y· aluccessive plates ·the patt\rn in- ·f 
• • • • • '(' • 0 • f. ' . 
.. Fig.ure . 48 was . ~bta.'l_ne·d. . · · ' . 
3. 4 .a. El~-~en't C3] ( "Lubrica~t" )-...: 
· .. · App. Lubrication Mode 
. . .. 
I . 
: Elem~nt .' [JJ consists .of dilution wat.er~ Na2 so3_and: .. 
• - • 0 • • • 
· w?o~-- ch~ps. . ~ot~ t:he.ailu~i~~ ~a~~r and : N~2~~3-. ~re ·-m~·t_ered· _ 
• • • .. 0 • • • • • ~ • • • • ~ • 
·tn't.o t~e eye · (e~t!=,Y) of th~ r 'efi!ler an~ then ~i_xed ·wi_th .the 
• · • • • I • •• • I . . . - . / 
.. wood chips. . ~he chip~ are .'~eter~d 'in :.Y.ia a .belt an_d fr<?m 
• 0 . •· •• j • 
1 , ; ' , there • bY. •a ad~ew C~nveyor .into . th~ • cent~r Qt • the : di-.lca'.' ( r ~ e 0 t • 
' . 
.. 
1 ' • • 
. J 
' ' 
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• 
· · .. A ..;_ery ~m~ortant. p~~~icaf-;>r.ope_rty _ ,of· e·lement. [3]._ · . t · 
.. . ( tlie ·. "7~o~i~~n~") is·- -.i~s _resifnce _time bet~een .th.e_ . .t'~f-i~~r ·_. :· · · 
,'pl~tes ... ~~~ l.on~ - dde;s)it t~l{e .~ ·~hip. ~.o:_.-pass __ thro~;tgh ~he .. · . 
• • • • . • • tl . • , 
· entire hifini:rtg zone and _ex! t ·.as pulp fibers? "!an · (59).: in 
' . : . > I 
: his work on the .kinetic tl'leory· of· me~hanical .puiping -'hap_ 
. . . .. . . .. . . . . ~ . . . ~ . 
derived a ret'ention time, ~. in . a-· r~fine.r based on the fiber 
' . . . 
· .. length reduction (on a· weig~t basis). .The result . Was : 
. <x> 0.263 
'"" ' 1 , . 1 
- n ""'<...;.x..,.>--... c-.... 2 ... 6..... 3
2 
,{ 5·) 
where -< x > ~ and < x> 2 · ~ere the weigh t-~verag·e l,~ngths of fiber-
• • • • • • -,~ . .) ... : 0 -
samples entering and emerging from the refiner : ·He found 
. • • . • : • "'r . 
_ ~that the _ specl£!~- energy. <f~-.:P. day/to~> was~ .. 1~near : 
• • 0 
funct-i 'on, of log 'f (similar linea~i ty ~an be found i.n 
collision theory and the Arrhenius ?qu~ti~}. 
• ~~pu~~ was refine~at given plat~ a~e, patt~!n, 
: ' •'. 
• \ • t • • , • 
and separation ·at constant consistency, Yan noted that the • · 
. . . 
. . . . . . . ' . 
log of the feed rate R . . (i~ ton/day) of pulp was in~ersely . 
• • t .. .... • ' 
• c 
proportional -to spe~ifi~ e~ergy (h.p. day/ton) (Figure ·49). · , J ' 
· · ~a~ . alao · r.~lated specific - energy ~o · ~~tention ti~e ·(also ' 
• ~- • • ' • • 0 
known as residence . -.illu~.).-. Extrapolating 
. . . . •· . 
his da~a (Figure ~0) 
• J I • ' 
. to .a value :of _90~100 b.p.d./ton (·aimil~r to case study 
• I ,' • 
' ! refi~ing' co~ditlona~ · we g~t ·a residence time of o.2s-o:41~ 
·. 
t 
.· .· . 
,• 
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Gaveliri (60)· ~oted that the · residence~ime of the 
f I • • ' 
fibers in the : refining. zo~e. ~~s ~n· ~mpo ... rtant ~arlable·~ ~hich 
. ' . . .. 
. . . . 
.·wa:-s '.det,erm~ned¥ by the c~ntrifugai for.ce ,·).he· s_qreening : ,. 
. . • . . . ·' >. . . •,. . . . . . . 
process (~£,.chid>~ and fiber~ :betweei1. the . p j.ates )' and th~ 
"\.,.' . , . ~ I • I • . · . . , . , • . "' ; . . ' • 
speed with which the partic~es· were broken do~ " · It -was ;· .: . . . . ·. .. ' ,,· . : . . ' ·. . . . . . . . . . 
normally · o·. 3 t9 ;3 · seconds with the. i'lldication being' that the 
• • I • • , ",' • ', • • • 
• • • • # .. '. • • • • .. .. • • • • 
pul.p qu~li~y increas.e.d. with::shox:t~r .. resi_de~ce t~me. 




" second and ,th.::· appropriate . .J.nlet apd out;let c<=!nditions ~ - t~e 
... ~; ;-.}· : 
. . . . ... . . ,. . ' . 
the pl_a~s ( tribo-elementt~ 'r1 J and. . ·. :; . 
.. . 
. 
a~ount\f ._ fib~r , .between 
[2)) ~any in~t~nt. can 
there is 3.5& pounds of 
be determined : Fro~ the calcula~ons­
"\ . 
fiber betwe~n the plates at any. 
. ·instant. · ~ . ' 
.. . 
3.4.9 Tribologicai Transactions . ~ · · 
. The possible interactions between ~he thre~ 
. . . . . . . . . . .:, . . ·. ' I 
elements of the system. caJlll"'be broad'-y .clasaifie~ in the form 
. . 
.. of ~. matrix ·as in Figure · sl. ~ The. fields ~rt' ·the .matrix are 
. ' . . . . . . . .. 
" · numbere~ in the order . ~n which th~y ·are dealt with i~ t~e 
.following ·sections. An analysis ' of th~~~tra~saotione · 
. . . . 
·~epres.ented b?' the ma~rix is an · iterativ~ p.rocesi; involvin~ 
• • • • ' I b~~b a cons~daratio!l of all'. p~a~ij>le · processes a.n~ the ·_. .-' · 
. .. evid~~.e ·o~:~inea f,r~~nin~ t~a · elements of· ~~e ·r~.tem, 
particularly · the surfaces of t.'he •.~lid .-l.ementa and . tb~ . 
r·"- • • ' , , •, I 
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solely ~thin element:~[!], [2], ·. and · ('3]; 
V -· .··· .. •., 
. ~ .t,. 
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re~p·e~tiye~y 1 · eyP,i~~l~:y:. t~' ~UC~ ~8• def~rritation; • ~hich ' 
-
.... . ,. 
al~er the ph.Ysical nature o.f parts of the · elenienta and thoa'e · · .. 
0 .. • • 
such aS . Corr~sion;: ~i.oh tr .. maform• th:' r~e~ial• Of ~rt of..· . , '. 
j .,1 . 




the ele~ent _ to a ·material .of .,~ di~fe:~n~hemi~al :< .· ·. ·.-.<. ~/: ~~.· J~:, ::· 
<76mpos'itio~ • . The off-die(gonaJ.. .fields ~umbered ·4,· ~: s ; and· · .6 ·. · . · · : ·~ ··: .;_; ·:· · ·' 
\ • \ I \ • . ~ • ' f , • ' l 0 ' 
relate to *a~saotioris betw~~n ~l~ine~ts • . : · ,.O~r .primar.y .o~~o~rrf·. · · ' 
. .- .. . J " . 
is ·With transactions Of fields 4 and 5 Wb,ic~ ~rem9.ve material· . 
.r' . . . ~ . .. 1 0. • · .o o • 
from . ele.merl\:.s [ 1 J ·and ·' [ 2 J ,· resp~St.i.v..&i~ ; . and trari~f.t!r .this-.~__/ · • 
~ .. .. .. • 
material to [3], t:h~ volume .between these plai;'es • . · ·we are 
. ' , . 
also c~ce~n,d wit~ tran.~~ctJ.~ns -:in. field· 6. which r&ia.te 'to . • 
. • ~· ' \ : . .... . ' , . · : '--.1 • 
, • • . .... t. ' . • .--J. t!Jo • 
the tra~sfer. of me~al o~ . .cort:_oaron· prod\]c.ts fr~m one '·plate to · 
. \ , . 
I ... 
I' ! ., 
I, ; .. 




, an opposing plate;, i.e~· , . bet~e~·n. elements .[1] . an~ [2],. : ~ " 
· · In the case stud; .under . cO'~a.ide~a~.'~n two pcjs&ibl~ ·· . , .~ ' . ;· . ·, 
• • • • • • 0 
tou.te~ 1'tnu8t. ti'e~~ons.L~ered .~n~ the.ref~re , t.wo~· se~~~~;e ~set~ · o~ . ··;. . . . · ... ~ . ir.·' ·· 
' interactions.~ Tribo.r-elem~nts [lJ .. and. ClJ may no~' ~lash .~\ . · . .. ·~~·: ~ .· ·'.1>:. 
' ,. • • f J . . .. . . . .,. ' ' . • . . . ... . 
(CONDITION A) or: .~··~lsp : ~~~ r1'a11~ . (CONDITaON 1B~ "darl~~: th~~r . _-· <·: ~ .:. ·<~: . _::-...  ·. , 
I , • . , • . , .. . • • I . . . 0 




, ' . 0 • 0. . . ~.. ' • ... 
I . . I · , "-.>' ~ .... ~ . , : ·.,. ·. # 
•• • 0 •• : · : .. .. 
. . . . ~~~Fr--~~=~--.;......;;~;.;....p-;..;.,;=.....,=.o.;....o.;..._..;N'O--.' • . :·. . :. 
~ 0 • J.. r' * 0 I 
. ' . . . . .. ... 
de~ailed p~otograpbio and allu~qical. ~a!Ysis 
\ • . • .at • 
.. 
. . 
. ·, . . I .. 
.'of the used plwl'£es .is given · in. Seot~on.:. 3. 5 ~ 3·,1. . 'the . only. 
...:. . . . . , . .. . .. 
0 . • \ • . • 0 • 
. change in .. tr"ibo-eleme·l_lt · [1 fiill ~e . o~e· of .. trane,f<?rmatio~, · ' : .• . . , . 
... ~in'ce . corr~si~~ and :we~r· of . th~ . refiner ) ~late•; ~;·. k~o~~ . t'~ .·~ . . :· 
I 
. I !, :. ~· oocur. ~~. · at:tu~l '~~oha~tsm~ ~f Jcor~o~i-on ~rid . ',ta.h~ : ·. :; · ·~:_. .. ~ :.- ·: •. o ~>·_'· . . d · , ~~tri~utinq f~atore l)~ve.,bee: ~~vee~i:f~te~· ' .(~~~pt·~~  • .'~v)· ~ ::· .. :·. . .. '·; ... . ;, .' 
•\ • ,. f , I' ' '" • , I 1, 0 I W ' ' 0 • , 0 • ' •, 0 ' o • . ,\ ' ', ' . ~ ' 0 I ~ , 0 ° 
,. \ ' ' • • . ...... ' . .·, . J •• ~ : •· 1.<;, ' ·. . . ' 11 ... ' :: .: .. ', . ' ' .. ~ . ·.. . .. 
··: .. ( ~ ' \. ' • ~ . . .. J . 0 ~ • I' • ' o I " '\ • -' : I • J • \ • 1t o ' •• ' 
' ~ 
• 
•, ' I . I j· . ~ • . : . . \ I ... ; • • • • ~ .~ ~ • ( ' : ., I • . ' • I • .. • 4 .. I • • 
II. ,. · ' \ ' ...... . , • . · r , ·• ol' l' · ' · t.• • • . , ,*' • : ,, ~ ,, I· 
\ -. - \ ' I ~ 1 " ' •, • t ; ~ , I ·, • ' ' ~.. .-~.. 'It J I 
·"' , . . 
..  :':"·' .~· :··. ... · ...... ,t ' . ~. . ~ .' ·:· .  · ' ·. ·. : ... ,~ ' .. : .. ' ! .. . , • 
: ; • • .. '! .. 4 : \ · · ·' • . . ' · . .. "'- · · · . • • ; i f- • • -~! .. 4 . ' · .\,·. • ... .. , • • • • 
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• The · corrosiqn process is believed to be. due to str.~ss 
, _ 
# • .. I' • 
' ~ :~ corrosion crac.king (Sections 4. 5 and ~ 4 .-6) • _, 
. ' ' . . ' ......___.. 
;'· 3.4.9.2 .• Fi~ld 2 ~ . Tribo-Element [2k·..:__, 
~ Rotating Refiner Plate (condition A ~ No ~ 
·ctas)ling) •. t . . 
' ~ribo-element [2) may be considered in es~~~tially 
' y 
t;;e .~a'me ' way 'a!~ ' [l) except .for one diss~milarity.' ' .'!'he plates 
on the rotor. ,ai:5~ . <tribo·-~teme~~ [2J) t~st ap~roxima,~~;y .65 . . 
• • I ... • • I ' 
. . . ~ . . ' 
per· c~nt mqre mat~~.a~ than those ... on the s:a.tor. !ii~k ( tr.ipo-
-e~eme~t ~l,J) (Tabl~ t6). . ~e m~dea of wear 'd6 not,· -howeve~,. 
• .. • , · • (I ..... ·" •• • 
se~m to differ. This .loss· may indeed be due . t;o th.e ·. mecha~ics 
. ..:, 
. ' 
of the di.sk refiner bqt· ~or all purpos,es the •two sets of 
One. posgible reason for a 
. . . \ . 
difference may be di-ff.erent rat.es of heat loss from each. ;et 
' . . . ._ . 
of plates due to structural difter~nces. in t~eir mounting. ·' 
The backing arrangements for rotor and statot plates are 
• .... , • I J 
J . 
may a •lso 
.- . I . . _ 
plates 
, . aiff~rent • . These b~ckin~ arrangements 
,, 
<lifferent vibrations i'n rotor and ·stator 
cause 
which in · turn 
- . ' ~ . 
could cause diffe·rent amounts of wear. There is also the 
possibility of d~~f~nc.es in e~e~tri.ea.l ~~~-~t~a·l <lue · to 
f ....__ ' . ..\ ' 
stray or induced.c~rrent~ pa8$~ng through ~h~ rotor. .arm and 
~h~ ~tator , . ..:. contd,buting to~ ··~ore ·wear o~· .the ro~or 
. ·. 'Plates . PinallY' · :t'he work .done on the chips in converting 
. t;he~ ·p~l' is t .hrough the rotor and' not the" stator. It 
•, 
would be beneficial to eh~ck the wear on pl~~es removed fro~ 
Twin 50, • s or &'t.ner double rotatinc;J refiners to see if "there 
. r 
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. 3.4.9.3 Field 3. Trioo-Element (3]--
., "Lubricant" (condition A - No Clashing) 
The diffe-rent components of the "lubricant", water, 
s~eam, Na2so3 and wood c~ips, are transformed as 
. . i - . . . ·-· 
progreas . th-rough t~ibo-eiements [1) and . [2]. 





When wood is .impregnated with sodium sulfi"te 
: . 
... .. . . . 
(Na2so3 ) it .will react with the lignin and. with the o~ganic 
-acids present .. and ,thereafter propeed with · the t"eactive• 
~ ' . . . ' 
· carb?Xyl g-roups, a_pro'?e.ss of ·~.a~r:tification i-e~ul ting' mainly, 
- , . ... • • ' ; 4 
'in' the formation .of sodium ace~ate-and sodium hyd-rogen,_/' . 
sulfite . ..I£ t1te ;~a~t'ion ·fs ~llowed to c-ontinue,~ acidlty 
of the pulp will. drop t~ , ·about pH 4.5, _the acidity of sodium 
. . hydrogen . sulfite~ When all sodium s~lfite is consumed, the 
-----~ . pH will drop fu-rther to the acidity of the'predominant 
-.................. 
Ot"ganic acid pt"~ee~t, ac.~tic acid. 'l'h~,_ PH ma~ tiie~bilize , 
in the t"egion·· 3. 2 to 3.4. The Na2so3 is also known to ·reryve 
dissolved .oxygen from the sys~em ~ 
The energy requireme~t to reduce chips to single 
fibers .has been ·determined by Hay (61) and indicated ,that · 
' 
app-roximately 0.2 h . p . days per "t9n of energy was used. This 
..,ould produce a temperature gradient . of only ·about ·l'•c. ~ver 
.the wh~le dia~ntegration (i.e., from chips to single fibers, 
. , ·~ .. . . ' . : - . 
........ . "• . 
section 3 . 4 . 5). The diaorepanc~· between these figures and 
. .,1 
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observed · i~ chip re~lning has led to the P?Stulation of a 
refining parameter which has been called the ineff~tiveness 
I 
factor (Section 3.4.9.3.1). May (61) has assumed,a model of 
. . 
chip breakdown where disintegration occurs in discrete steps 
' . 
through the refining zone (making .it readily ~menable to 
' mathematical .treatment) . Figur~~ 52 ·and. 53 .. show pis model· 
.. . 
breakdown (see See~ion 3.4.5). 
- I :t'h~ primary tr.i.bological fut(ction in · field system • 
"·3" is/ one of altet:ation. The destruction of chips may be 
- ~· . . . s .. , · · .. 
-~- -~reated as an alter~tion_ pr~cess, to ' change wood chip~ to 
. I . , 
wood fibers. Ih a disk refirier ,' chips are broken down J:Jy 
.\. 
fracture along the grain in· fairly' well de.fineci stages .• , They 
are. first "split into m~tchstick-l·ike ma~er~al, and then, as 
they move toward the periphery of the refining zone, into 
more slender pin chips, then large fiber fundles, smaller 
buridles, and finally into separated ·ffbers • 
.. It is apparent that a radial temperature gradient 
ex~sts through the refining zone of a refiner (F~gure 34) 
. because chips, entering the machine ,cool, emerge as hot pulp, 
accompanied by a copious qua~tity 0~ st~am. T.he heat has 
originated from a conversion: of t~e mechanic~! energy ' 
pr~vided by the rotating ~isle into thermal energy in the 
refined material. One possible source of this conversi9n is 
. ' 
the disintegration process ltself, for disintegration cannot 
. ' · 
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76 
mechanical en~rgy as heat~ " Thu~, when a· fragment breaks, 
energy necessary to strain the m~terial to the breaking poin~ 
. 
is present as ·stored str~in energy in the specimen. After it 
breaks, the deformed .fragme.nts spring back to their 
unstrained·. ·shape . and most of the stored -energy- is · converted 
, -· -. 
into heat within the ~a·t~-~i\. The :fragment~ are' thus hotter 
than the paFent material, and as disintegration ·proceeds, the 
radial flow of the nlater~al · results· in an increae.ing 
temperature outwards through the refining zone·. The 
. . . \ .. . 
· temperature·· grad_ ~ent is also enhanc.ed by e~ergy dissipated by 
\ . 
. . . \ 
vi.scous mechanisms in th~ wood during the d~formation\ lea·~ing 
to failure '.· Additional' data on chip' breakdown is contained 
in· Section 3.4.5. 
3.4.9.3.1 · The Ineffectiveness Factor 
Of the 90 ho~epower days per ton 9f en~rgy 
\ 
consumed in a normal refiner groundwood 
.. 
reasonable guess might be- that about 20 
\ 
o~eration, . a \. 
to 40 horsepower days 
per ton are used to achieve separation .of the fibres, and 50 
to 70 horsepower days per ton to produce fines and internal 
surface area. The figure 20 to 40 ~orsepower days ·per ton 1s 
. , 
on~ to two hundred times as great as the energy loss 
. . . \ . 
ca-lculated above .as unavoidable for the complete separation 


































~he rapid•passage of the prqje~tions on the refiner 
. \ 
' plates, about 15,000 per second in .~he centre of the plates , 
1,'000 per .. SeCOnd tat the breaker barS 1 and the repeated 
. ~ / 
collisions and interactions ' between particles that must take 
place, s·ugg~st.s · th~t .f or ev~f.'( deformation. of a fragmen~ that 
' . . . . 
results in .. disintegration,. the fr~~.ent . i~ . s~~ject~.d -!0 incib~ . 
~~suc.ce.ss~ul ·.4eforma~i6ns. While t~ese : ~ay fail t~· produc~ 
disinte?ration, ·they . nev:ert~eless must· cons~me . energy_: · The 
energy dis.sipated over all u~~uccessful attempts a~ . : . \ . . s- . . . ··~ 
disintegration could ac~ount; for ·. the. tot~l - e.nergy ~eeded. in 
. . . . . 
prac·t;ice .to .\~epara te toe fibres. The· number · an.ci magnitude of 
these per' disintegratio~ could vary widely .from mom~nt to 
I l . . . mo~,n~. From the po nt ?f vie~ of consumpti?n ~f energy-of-
\._..~ ......... --.~.!0 . 
rupture, . however, they can be cons~dered equival ent to a 
1 . 
.. . . 
speci-fied number of defo_r!1'ations of equal· magnitude, each. of J 
. - ----~-
which dissipates \the samtf ener~y" as ·a . succ'essful: _deformati<?o, 
but which fails to produce cii~integration • . ·The number o f 
. . 
. '• \ 
these is ·-the~ equal to the·, .~neffectiven~.s.s')actor. · This _ 
constitutes a physically real definition o the 
. . . ) 
ineffectiveness fact?r, fro~ ·.whi~h its· mathematical 
• • • · .~ t ' 
definition .. as the ratio of ·two ''eAergy values autom~tically 
follows. 
The-ineffectiveness factor is therefore a measure 
of the lack of efficacy of the refiner plate pattern, · and 
. . . --
. •. \ ' 
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" 
different r~~·i~e;s . The ~re~~e_~· the ~n~~fect.~ve~ss_ -f~ct<;>r, 
the m?re hea.t 'is' _dissipated 'fn unsuccessfui ~efo~t.io~s·· a~d 
the greater the te~perature differenc e -between su~eas~ve ~ 
. 
di_sintegratiopa. it · follows ·that the ·number ~f· f1brfi!s. broken 
- • • 0 0 • - • 
·. ~.t each ~isintegration, ~'nd ... cS'nspque~tly ' the' numbe'r in' the . 
, . ... . . . 
fina·l. pu).._p, :will be a function of the -ff.ectiv~nes_s·· fact2r. 
. • • • • . ~ . • . \ • • •• # 
.i . . · .. .. ·• · , Th.e in~ffectivenss factor defines. th~ 'mechanical 
.. 
... . .. ~ . . \ . . . \ '\ 
e~~~ ..  pump~d· i~to the fragme~t~ f,at~e~n - a~·~~:ss.l~e · .·· 
d'i.si~~egrati~ns, ~a~d therefore ~h\1 .in~re~ he~~· ·content· . . · 
. . ' ~ 
,~he temperature rise . in;the ' matel:"ial prod~ced .by _this .will · 
/ . . . . . - . ... . ) · .. 
; depend on the conafs.tency of . refining:, fo·r tfle ati'IOUn.t ·. Of 
, . . ~ 
-water a~c<;>~panying the mate~i;al · must also 1>e heated. Hence 
• 
the temperature~~ each disintegration ' becomes ·a function ·of 

























' ' .. 
' . 
• 
' - ~ 
''depends on t~e refining consistency. · It lj~'a:;,l:E:;J~o~a~P::.r.P~a~· r~e:::.:. n~t~· -!.___--:----i_l-.--
that it will depe~d on the origihal temperature of the. cbip~:~--~----~+1_ .._, __ 
' " . . ' ' . ' ' 
feed, which determines the atarting _point of the . temperature .. 
·gradient. 21t 
. ' . , ,. 
The' only. poss.:Lble action here is one of 
tranamisaion · or transfer• There is the . transfer' of 
· . . 
21t w.o. · May, "A Theory ·of Chip Refinin'g ·- The · Origin of Fibre · 
Length," Pulp· and Paper· Mag. Can., 1~, 1,. January, 19'73~ 
. '• 
P'• 72. . .........--
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eo 
• deformation of the lubricant, ' under th~ action of shear 
~ ' . ~. . . 
forces (based on the work of J • . M.lgaard ( 62)). In our case 
. . 
' . 
stud'y tl.lere is listtle difference between· the two surfaces (I} 
. . . . 
~ • I • • . .. ' 
and (II') ~ tribo-elaments [!] · and [2j. •tfThe transfor;~ation of 
. . 
. . . . . 
w~k, D(w~s) mat ~ake place on the stationary ·plane: the work 
would' t~en be ~ransmitted (Figure 56). The force may pas~ f 
. -~ into the · stationary plate, retur.n . again and be dissipated in 
'the'· ~ ubricant (Figure · ~6 ) , i~ which case · both the pla tee· and 
. . . . . 
the ·lubricant h~t .up. I I 
~ ~. ·4. 9. 6 · . Condition ·a.-..:.dla~hing ~-
. . ,. ' . 
. When tribo-e.lements [1] and [2] come into contact 
with each oth~r· ox: "clash". the re.sulting interactions cv-e th'e 
~ . • 6: 
same for Fields 1 and 2 as when there was. no clashing (see 
sections 3.4.9.1 and 3.4.9.2). ~ield 3, tribo-eleme~t [3] 
• A • ' • . • 
(the "lu~ricant •) 1 however ~ is different. · With contact of 
. . 
•plate~· during refining the refining process is _ invar,iably 
. . 
going .. _ to be rougher or more s.evere· (compare Section 3 . 4. 9. 3) • 
. . .. ' " . . ' 
There will be more cutting of fibers .due' to plate to plate 
. . . 
contact and le'ss :fibrillation (produc;:tion of intact fibers). 
There will also be m~re t~rbul~e .b~tween plates since· t~e 
<I • • • • 
. . . 
• vol~~e will be dec.~eased for the same throughput (when no · 
clashin~ occurs)--and more steam cavitation • 
• 
· Fields . 4 and 5, · the ..in~eraetions b~tween tribo-
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' ' I 
transmission of the work into the ·plate itself . The total 
" 
process may therefore be a sum of all the individual ~  
I 
of deformation and vibration , at each of . the asperitie~; on· 
\ . . both s.urfaces. 
I 
. • l 
This analysis .is quite interesting and needs to be 
c~nsidereq in much greater " detai,l . !~dee~, all of th~ 
, . . . ·I 
fr.icti on mechanisms listed ~n Table 2 of Melgaard's p'aper 
~ ~2l . (on w.hi~h this previous analysis' ·~ •. baa~d > .• (1) /viscou~ 
qeformation of fluid between two soi ids, ( 2) plastic . •. · 
' . 
·~~formation' of solid e~rface . layers, ( ~) ·al tetnatingl el_a·stic 
deformation and oscillation, and (4) alternati.ng union and 
~se~aration, may be pr~sent between 'th~ . refine~ plates' as ·the 
\ . . 
I , . , . . . . ' plr• i=::l::::i:::::g ·::. r::::c:. :::::: ::·::/ ::: ~ .. ~ 
pre~io~~ ·ana~y~~s may be very _important a~d . ~y inde~d· ·\ ~ 
\ \ . . . . .  
· " expl~in . t he wea~ing-in me~hani·s·m of :-new plates and subsequent '"\ 
I h \ ~ • ,. 
we~r\ ~For exampl~l, ·it m~y explain which of the wearing paths 
. i 
1 or~ below' ls i~volved in the wearing-in proces's • . Is only 
!. 
the corner removed .. (1 )? Or i,s the cot:rier plus the top ·of the I . . .· . . 
· bar r
1
emoved ( 2)? · 
.. 












































Also, it is quite ·~ikely·tha~ there will be increased· ~ 
corrosion in this situation due to ' cont~ct of pl~tes· making 
surface . layers more susceptible to· corrosion as noted by 
H~idemeyer (52). The corrosion products, oxides, e~c., which 
. ,..~ 
/c'onsti.t;ute the surface layers are removed much quicker than 
. .. 
in . the •case of· no <?Ontac;::t, · faciii:tatil'}~, ~ncreased cor.rosion -
·agaln. · At points· of contact tn, ~emperature . i~c~eases, often 
·~ ' quite . ~onsiderably, · leading to a weakening qf the bars. 
. . . 
Fr9~· the·. observation of ~he .u!3ed plates . t~ere 
\ . app~~rs 'to besom~ wedge ~ormation . which may involve · 
transmission of material .from . (l] to [3~ . .and the · r~verse. 
e .. 
I 
Detailed "ear data is contained in s·ection 3.5;3 •. · 
. ·. 
3.5 IV •. Tribological Character-istic's 
s;;me of the informatio~ pertai.ning · to p~rt IV of 
.... 
the systems data sheet is gi~en in Figure 31 •. 
- . 
, . 3. 5 . 1 Changes· in Properties of the . Elements -: 
.. . I . . . : 
· · An important cha~gj in· .P~.o~er't:.y is the c~ang~·,· in, 
hardnes·s o~ the plates after use.. No hardness ~~.sts . .'w~r~ 
• , · • • • • • • • to • • i,! . • • . • 
cond.ucted befiore use but some micro-hardness me!Ul!lrements · 
I' .. 
·were made after use •• · A · s~~ple ·was · remoyed fr.om. the top. of an 
' . . . ' . . . 
i~termediat~ bar (positions ~ncisen for study ~ere seleb~ed' 
·i· . · · .. 
using• a random number pr.oceas).. The 8ample removal site is 
1 ' 
. .... . 
shown on Figure 60.i; Figures 6L and 62· also show ·the sample 
. .. . . ~ . . . .. . . 
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with mixed acids in glycerol and usin~ the No~nski 
interference. on the .R~i-chert Metal,lograph ·(a ~i~roscope· wi'th 
' . . 
camera ~ttachment) revealed four layers near ·the s}tr_face .'\ _..; 
. 
This is seen in Figures 63-65. A sE;~ries of micr·o-hardness 
. • te~ts 1,r(ere_ perfordt'edt acro~s the. samp21 .. and . revea~ed a h~rder 
. . . . "' 
- . s~rface l~~er (F'igu~.e 63) ~i th. no I v~sible_ sf.uc~ute_ ,· pos_sibly. 
su'ggestin<{-Cl; w~te layer.~ This is a la~er :ar1~·r~d -\by_ ':' . . .~ 
c~~si~er,.~l~ and ~apid. tem~eiature . 9ha~~es, ~i.bly ~long 
with some mechanical.aefqr~ation (usua~Ly fea~ureless in 




microscopy). · Figure~ 66 . and 67- also -sh9w martensitic aod 
. ., 
Property chl!:nges in tribo~elemept [3 ]' are describ~d · 
i~ Section l.4.5. 
/ 
· 3 •. 5 • 2 . Friction Data 
· Some of the ideas conc~rning ·friction between the 
. . 
elements is discuss'ed in Sec-t;.ions 3.4.9.5 and j.4.9.7. , · The 
only available data is 'a graph of 
-
per oven dry;. ton of . pulp produce'd 
. . 
horsepow~r· days consumed 
o I ' ' • 
(Fig~re 32 ).· for.· th·~·: life ·o'£ 
. \ . 
- ~~e .. ~et ;on .pl~t~s .. ~~~~- i~ ~his. cas; ' !3t~d~~ . t 
'4· 5 .~~ Wear DatF\ - Analysis of Worn Re'fineir Plat:es 
• ~ , X 
. . . 
T}:\e ·. onlt wear da;ta · of value that; is. avaiia"Qle is 1 
.. 
that from· ·an examination of the plates . after use . All of the· 
. . . 
plat.es '.ilere .w¢ighed· before use ·.and again afte.r . use ·to :... . . ·. 
. ' . .. . .. . . . . . . ~ . 
determine weight loss . ·sy a · r·and~-in proces·~ .(area divid~d and'. 
~ ' . ' ·., 
. random·. numbe~s us~d to determir)e areas to be stu·dieci) tEm ·.· 
. . . 
'• 
• .. 
.h . . . 
... ,• ... 
------.....---:-----...:...:.....____:_ __ --··-·---
s . 
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' 0 ·. •. 
' 
' .· -~·. 
.. _·r .. 
I . 
' · • .. . . ,• as ,· . .. q • 
.. •
• 
. . . . . . 
( 10) areas on .the finf! bar s~c-~ion· ~nd. te.n (~O.>;, areas on the · 
~ . ' . ~ \. •. 
i~t~·rm~diate .b'~r section' werti ; chos~~ to be ·ex,a~ined. · ~-~e~. : 
ar~as :w.er~ ana?-YZE\d· and ·-p~otograpned.. • . ~ ·_~> '- ··"' · · . · · ·f.· 
• • • • c • - • ~; • ,; • • •• ' • ~ ~ • ' • ,.·. '• • ~: : • 
As f"h.owp: . iry. Section·. 1'.~ d~t~ wlth' respect to . plat;.~ .. ':,; .... .:: r; 
1~ie . may co~e · ;rom ~i:t~~~ of tw~- .. ~~cef!;. . . .. .. . · .·.· .- ... .;_,:, _. · · .. ·· ·;· 
• • ' : o • I> , • ' • -~ • - I , • ', • ' ' • • ' .j ' 
( i) .;rormt~· -~~~~~t·i.~~-; · o.n~. · ~n ·: ~~-i.~h ' tl~~·. ?1~~es :hav~ .. ~e·v~r ' :. ·,·:· :._' .... : . .. · \· 
',I ' ' '' ' I ' . •: · ' • '•. :. ,' , •' •: '.:' . :,';; ' . ·. 
' , • 
0 
I o { : o • 0 ,' ' , , • • ,; o ' , o 
0 
"' 0 , 0 
0 
, o "' 
, . 
f . :·. ' , •• • i· 0 
• • • ~ 0 
. 
' ' . 
: : ~ . . 
: be~n in · physical . ·co.ntact·, · and ··. ~ .. · · · .. . · · ·. : ~ · . :· · . · · : · :: :;· . ·.··.< . . :· . 
..... :· .. ·_ . '· ·. ·.· . .- . ... , ... . ·.· :· ·.: ... : ._·:: .~· .. . : . . ··{ ...... _ ...... . '· : ... · .· · - .·~ ~ ... ,-·: ·, . . ···_,.:• .. · .. :·-._>:-'· ..
. : .. ·. . . .. · · .( 2), · .. clas~ed !Perat.:±o~, one ~n: wh'ich ~the·. plates ha~e- b.e.en· .. · . . -: ·. : .... · .· : :·· · ·-' 
~ ~ , , · • • • - : . • • • • • • •• - • • ' •• ~ •• • 0 '. ,.· · : . . • • ••• •• • • • •• '\~ • ••• , , , •• : ... • :' . .. · .: • • ••• • ::· •• ~' 
. .damageq . a·. ·her. tl:il=OUgb ._plate to ,p!'at,e contact' or beca~Ei'e .' ,· .· . :(.'' 
,•. . . .· . ·. ·, . .. ~ . . : . . . . ;. :. ;'. . : .··. · ......... ..  _,· . .. ·. ; .. ":·. :· · : .. :'· : .. ) ·.:: , .· .. 
:_ . :~,'. I _: 
"'• .. :· · · · .. : .: .' .. · of thE( pas'Sag . ·'()f;' SO'me . hard'i- ·. us:u.al!y · me.tai-~ m'a.teiia.;l ' . ·. : ·:: ·: '::~·.-:_:.. .. · .. ···~ ·· 
. . . . . . : :' .. ·. ' . ' .... ' ·, ... . ' . ' ... . . . . ,· · ...... ·:. · . . w_· . . ;'· ·~ . .'' ·, ... ·., .... ' ·: : .' . . j' .· 
. , . ;: ... -. \ ' _; . '··t.hrou'gh:. ·_e. refin~f. ~. . ' .... . ~ . ;' .: · ... ' ' .. ·. y ,· ·. ·. _;, :' . ,• ·..:·. 








f I t ~ I' 
. • .. 
.. ' o • •• 
. .. . 
.·. 
. ;: .· 
\ . • 0 • • 0 . " •• • .! . . · .. 0 ' • • • • • • . ' . • • • • • ~ 0 t , . . .. • ; • • 0 • 
\-: ~-e -~~ept. to ·the, p~.e : ~~oril~t~Y:: a~d ~, s~rfa~e _cliaractei:~·st.;l.cs ' of., 
·· the .,P.lat~~ .arid- ~ill iiw·a·ria~iy· . destroy -much w~ar · data · ;r~m 
. . .. ., . . . .~ 
.. 
. . . 
. normal oper~tion_. . . .- . : 
.. '( . 
--~· Th·~ r~fin~r plates afte:t · use wer·e· ~~unc; to have .• .. 
• • • • •• • ' • • ~ • ·" ' • • • 0 0 .. • ' • • ' 
_w~r~ -~~- ~~~.rp-~y : <t.f~·rl'ed _annular,~~nes ~~ . ra~~o~ly ·d~~inec'i 
radii. .. rn··. each zone:. the . wear was asymmetri'cal; )ltith. one of 
• : • •' . , • • • ' • • • • • 0 • .J. 
th~ ·'oppQ~.ing 'plat~s .wearing more' than the· other.. Th~ . 
.. ' : • • • • 0 • • ' 
l~cati.~ri' _ of the' we~r· zone a~d :the. disk exp.eriencing wear . f ; 
~~:o~o~ : ~r.·s~at~r, element [1~ ·or [2]) we~o~h- found . to be 
different for other sets of plates. ·,.Figure 36 shows a . . 
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typicaJ. · \.musell . re.finer plate while Figure 68 shows trib~:... ..... • .. # 
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.element . . [l] (the s~a~~r f~ate,> ~ft~r. ~t 1-s '. wo~n, _ ~t'~ . -:.igure ·: -«. . 
! 69 shows ' tribo-element rh (the .. rotor· ,plate') after ' it is 
- • t .. 0 • • ,v . . . •, ~~·~· 
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.. 
~worn . As \see.:lFfr,;. : ••• · photographs el:..ents [1] an:6 [2] 
. I 
. . . 
1 
~) .interl?ck, i.e., the unworn part of [11 fit~ectly into 
-. .. . ... 4o ~ 
, .' ~~-~*the worn part of· [2] and vice versa. , 
.. ;~ 
' ~ ~~ 
1· I 
.. 
At .first, it· was believed that this ' wear patten was 
the result of plate clashi~~ and/or damage due to foreig~ 
materiaL The typic:al. appeara'nce o£·-tongue and groove 
scori nq ·had al~ays signified clashing to re~i~er ; opetators. 
There w~s - evidence 'of the transfer of· metar from element [1] 
. . 
. ,to e<J.'e.meht. [ 2.], smearing· o.j su~.face _layers, and some wedge 
~ . . . 
• .., • ~ • • t 
.- formation. · These .,_gaip seemed to inqicate cJ_ashing • 
. . . . . '· ~ Metallurgical studies of tha plates and the metal removal ·~ 
t . • . " .. 
patterns, however, · clearly showed tha~ this was not the 
•  ' . 
-case • . - ~ 
3.5.3.1 Metallutgical Investigations 
· To help refrain ~rom analy~ing · portions of the worn 
' 
.... pl~tes that ''looked interesting hut not repJ;'esentative, the 
inte~ediate bar section (Fi~ure 36) of the plates were 
. ~ 
·divided 'into three hundred (300) blocks of one square 
. . . 
centimeter (1 cm2 )~ Ten (10) of these blocks were then . 
- -~hosen for study using a system of random numbers with each 
. ~ .. 
or. these areas being photographed and 'studied usi~g a 
Reich.ert ~ei-aliogrliph (a microscope wi.tl_l_...camera at ~achment) 
' • , .. . 
. , ~ . . . . 
'1 capable~·of a magnification of 2000X. 
. . . 
F1gures 70-~5 show 
. '"' . . · : . 
. typica~ . sitea th~t were etu~i~d. Fiq~re 70 (stat~r) ~hows a 



















.. 1 • .. 
reveals· a surface with vQry little damage apart from some 
radial cracks and blunting of ' the edges of the bars. On the 
G 
. . 
righ~ side of Figure.~3 (rotor) are seen cut down areas with 
. 
. cracks a.t th~ . bot'tom of the cut down pieces but most of the 
bars still have little wea~ - the s~rface appears as if it 
were onl¥ etcheq by an alkaline or acid medium {see. Figures 
71,73,75)• . Matching or tnterlocking with this are the bars 
. . 
from the stator pl~te ·· seen :_in:·F~gure 72. •on the left side of 
this picture are the :·cut down areas corresponding to t}le ' 
,,. • I ' 
In · a " side view we· nav·e . 
.1• 
• 
l . . 
t)le f<;>llowing: . 
.. ,• ' ..• 
'STATOR PLATE 
· .. 
· .. ·~ .. '
.. 
. . . . . . . . . .surface wit·h· ; :·.: 
cut down~ · ·. · · m·inirital wear· · . 
. ~:\~~~~(et~herpearance) 
surface wfth · ~-------a. ; 
minimal wear . . · ~ 





· The . la~t two photogra~hs, Fig~res 74 and 75 showed 





























surfaces with minimal wear (etched appearance) 





It was .found · from. these that narrow bands · of metal wer~ left 
· . . ~ . 
' . . 
between som~ · ~ut down areas and that all the cut down are~s 
had rounded edges. These facts did not indicate· ·clashing or 
.. 
momentary hars1t· mechanical contact. ,· 
. . 
~o study · this fur'tber cut down areas from used 
.. . ' . .. 
"' . p~ates ·'!'ere: mounted,·· polished, etched and stu~ied u~ing ·the • 
, ( • ·.• ' . . . . . . :. 
. . 
Reic:hert M~t:~l·l~~raph. The resul ta ·.of this · ~re .s~en in . 
' ~igure~ 76·. (3.0X). and · 77 (120X). Both ptctures·~show the . 
. . . 
·.· 
·:rounded and -smooth surface of the cut down area and also the 
. . . .. 
:· ·· ! : .. : 




•' . . 
att~s·t ,.to th~ wear as, resulting from· a 
, _' r , " • , , • 
or .riorJilal . operation. · .It . is also interesting to 
. . . 
note i~ -Figure 77 the p~e~·ence . of a ~',rack · at the base of the 
. :. 
· .worn doW!\ area.· This .may have be~n an original surface cr.ack 
.. 





















may have ·resulted either directly from the wear qr from 
stress corrosion cracking (s.c.c/o ). Of the cut down areas 
studied more than 75% had cracks at thei.r base and it is 
poss~ble that the othe:z;- 25 per cent had cracks also that wer~. 
removed as the wear progressed . 
Further microscopic examination of the intermediate 
. . 
bars, . after polishing and etching with 5% Nital, revealed 
• 
tha.t. ·a ·majOFity of t;.he corners pf the cut-down areas· were 
" . . . . . 
made of a grey ~tructurel·!=!ss m~t4:n:ial \'as seen in Figur.e 78 
parts (a) and (d). Some of the areas that were not cut down 
or. worn also had a complete ox:-· partial covering. of this grey . 
·~ I 
I 
ma:raJ...,: none, , however, _was found on the bottom of · any of . \ 
t~ cut do~h · areas~ ,. M~c{obardnes~ te~ts . performed on this 
:' :::·' . 
grey material reve~l~d·.' 'hardnesses of Rc 62-65 whilst the base 
metal had hardnessea of Rc 52-56. 'None of the layers 
underneath 'this grey material show any-different 
. 
microstructures from the parent material• · It is possible 
. 
that these areas such as are ·Seen in Figure 78(d) came about 
because of momentary contact between higher macro-aaperities 
. 
on rotor and stator bars. The covering, such as is seen in 
Figure' 78{c) near microhardn~~s mark 7 could also have 
resulted from ·\ransfer of metal and/or.the same ~ype of 
momentary COt\!-act·. The dark area With mfcrohardness ·marks .5 
and 6 · (Figure 78 { c )-r( however, appears to be part of the ...... 










original material anq may have been formed during the casting 
process. 
., 
This analysis clearly shows that the plates were • 
not clashed and that the metal removal patterns observed were 
indicativ~ of that produced by a process similar to 
electrochemical machining. 
3.5.3.2 Electrochemical MaGhiriing 
Electroc~emical machining (E.C.M. )-- is a process in 
. . 
which metal is removed without ·the use~.£ mechal)ical or 
thermal energy when an e~tric c~rrent is combined with a . 
chemical to form a reaction of reverse plating. A schematic 
, arrangement for electroc~emical machining is seen in Pigure 
• 
. 79 and Appendix A contains details of the machining process . 
It is postulated that an E:c .. M. process is occurring .between 
the opposing refiner plates and it is this process which is. 
responsible for the relatively short plate life and the . 
unusual wear patterns observed. On an industrial macro-scaie · 
. . ' 
a direct current of relatively high amperage and low voltage . 
is continuously passed between the· ·anodlc workpiece and' . 
cathodic tool (electrode') through a conductive electrolyte. 
removing metal at rates .in the. '· rang~ of 1. 6.4 to 2. 29 cm3 /1000 
amp. min. In the refini~g process it is believed the 
electrochemical machi~ing is on a micro-scale since removal 
-3 3 ' . . 
rates are in range of 4.59-7.37 x 10 em /min. (based on 
weight losses from Table t6. and plate iife data). 































the operation ~s continuous over a 600-1,000 hour time scale 
~ 
the total amount of material , removed, 3~5 kilograms per set 
.of plates, which is equivalent to 25-40 per cent of all the 
intermediate and fine bars, i.s · large and contributes 
signif~cantly to loss of refining area, thereby d~creasing 
plate life. 
With reference to Appendi~ A we find .various points 
• 
concerning· E.c·.M. to be verified from our microseopi~ · 
metallurgical examinatlon • . The worn surface of .the tribo-
' . 
elements contained no burrs or striatio'n marks and as seen in 
Figure 77 did not reveal any metallu~gi~al damage. We also 
found that the surface causing ~he. wear (the tool, Figure 73) 
did not experience any wear. 
,. . 
Aiso~ the refiner -plates used 
. . 
•were made from Ni-Hard which is a white cast iron 'containing 
·about 4 per cent nickel and ·2 per 'cent ch~omium·. Ni-Hard has 
· bE'~d in refiner plate manufacture because 9f its 
erosion-corrosion resistance in near neutral solutions such 
as pulp slu~ries. This resistance of most nickel alloys, 
however, to chemical attack does not seem to retard 
' 
electrochemical solutio~ ·during electrochemical and· 
indicates that· it is · qui'te possibly occurring. 
( 
From Appendix A we note th~t a current 
for electrochemical ~achinin~. Where does this current 
originate between the ·platea? Some ·poaaible sources 
~ocal pot~ntial differences with much of the 
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92 
• through~the ·opposing metal plates, ~hus yielding a very low 
. . 
resistance. ,There are poss'ible potential differences due to 
differences ~ _temperature, ion qon~entr~tion, a~d ~iss~lye~, 
oxygen. Al~ qf ~hese factors may rela~e tQ the ~~ner in 
which th~ wood chips move, at times perhaps; more ·or less 
. . . · ~ . ... .., t'\,. 
stationary relative to one. surface whil~ sliding at h _igh 




















































































4 . CORROSION TES~ING OF REFINER PLATES 
. 
4.1 Production of Refin~r Plates - A History 
Commercial refiner pla:tes are bulky, difficult to 
handle, · and not easily broken or cut into manageable - test 
• • 
• 
samples. Therefore, a non-destructive testing procedure was 
. . . 
developed . eo ~hat a plate 
commercial operation 
' ' 
deyeloped for _use in· thi~ 
I .. . . . . -- . 
, backgroi.md lnfot:ma·tion· on 
The Ni-Hard25 r 
"' . . ' . . 
were · ·cast · at 2600·°F using 
, the following is pr~vided as 
manufacture of refin.er.·· plates. 
• 
er plates. used ·in thi~ stpdy 
~ ~reen ~and · ~asti~g /te~hnique· · .. 
whlch uses n~ resins •. · After casting,. the r~finer plates ~ were 
cooled t<? ambient . temperature, shaket:l 01;1t .of . the~r moulds and 
. -· ; . ' . . : . , . 
· m~y \~ave been left for. a week ~r·more before fu~~her . 
--4-___ __ __ _....t'r_e_a_~eJl_t---:....:.~i·nce each plate was · shaken out at ·a ·b."f'ferent 
.· . 
. ' . ' . 
time and. temperature each of th~ twelve plates in a set could 
'have slightly d'iff~tet:lt metallurgic~! properties. ·A stress . 
. ' . 
relieving operation was ·next perfo~med on the plates1 · neahing 
· . for · two hours at· 500 •- F followed. ~y \ ~ir quenching. ; .This 
2 sNi-H~rd is a white cast iron with a Brinell hardness of 55.0 
to 725 co~ta~ning about 4% nickel and 2% chromium; . Ni-Hard 
. has found ' wide application where erosfon-coi:'rosion 
'resi'stance is nee'ded l~ near-neutral and alkaline s.olutions 
or slurries. 1 White ca·st irons such as Ni-Hard have . . 
practically ··all. of the carbon in the form ·of iron· carb~de. 
To gullrd ·against graphitization , which is relate~ · to . the ·.· 
rate of chilling from the melt, the silicon. content ,is kept 




















I \ ·----- . . I 
I 
I 
caused ai mechanical change in th~ grain 
... 
\ 
to martensite. The purpose of t~is 
' : 
·Rockwell hardness, Rc, o~ ~-:--- 11 
'94 
T~e fine and intj rmediate bar sections of the plate 
surfaces were then wet ground and 'iall edges wer~ dry 9r<?und. 
I 
On 'plates witli f.ine bars there _wa~ 100\ .clean up of surfa~es, 
that is the grinding -stone went over . 1 OOt of . the _,sur:face. A 
degree ~~ flatn~~s · of · ·~a thstus~i'dt~s of · .an inch was .a quality 
. . . . . I . 
. . .· .\ . . 
control standard d.u.ring the ' production of·. the plates. Al~o, j · . 
• • • • • 1 • • : 
an i~tegral part of the quality con~rol standar~s was a 
stress. relieving p~·ocess . wh~cp w~s \rutomatically prog.ramm~d 
and controlled . . . . \. . . 
. ·. ·. . I . . 
· The fin~l proc~~s . on. the .ll~te~ was that of 
balancing.~A Micropoi~e Balancing - ~~chine similar to ones 
used on airPlane impellors ~d jet .engines was used to . 
I ·. 
. . I • dynamically ba~a~ce a com. plete set of plates. The machine, 
. . . I . 
whfch was pro.gammable ' · indicated where_, and how ~uch, riu:~lten 
' • . • • • ~ I 




.balance them • . 
·' 
I 
Thi!J history. indicates that eaph refiner plate may 
~- different · me~allurgically. Because of this it ~s : 
ext'remely desirable that a' plate be t 'ested . before use and 
then examined· metal~urgically after use. The testing 
!1_1cludes: 
. .. 
i) · photographing ~nd ~ighing (before and after use), 
' . 















i 'i) Magnaflux testing for· determination of cracks and 
I 
checks from cast~ng and surface grinding (before use)1 
iii) Reichert Metallograph inspection for. high magnification 
• 
photogtaphy (2000X) of surface characteristics (before 
and. after . use) ; . and 
. iv) . ' . electron probe microa.nalyzer inspection for · 
" . . ~ . 
verificat'iop of/ chemical . composition and rnetallut.9Y as 
• * • • • • 
compared to ·mate·ri·al specifica·tions • . 
. . .. ' . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
I ... j : ~~2 .. Experimental :Procedu.re and Apparatus . 
I .. · '!1· set: of' un~sed refln.er plates were obtained from 
. the Price-Ne~foundland Ltd. mill at Grand Falls for . . 
pr~liminary ~xamination.' · Bach segment. of the set was 
. . . ·. · 
wei.ghed, photographed and sp~cific areas., ·· se;tected by a 
... 
random proce~s, . were subjected to microscopic examina~ion 
.. .. ,JI. • • • 
using a Reichert Metallograph capable of a magnification of 
.. - . . . 
2'000X·. Magnaflux testing· was a]. so conducted . to detect flaws . 
. \ 
in struc.turt; such as cracks. · Th~ plates·· ·w~ 
to the · mill for ·use iq a 'so·o BP ~2. · 18 Spro.ut 
refiner • .. Wh~n removed from 'th~ refiner·, the pl es were 
l 
cleaned of pulp, reweighed and rephotographed. -
. The corrosion·. c~aracteristics· of . the late · material 
we·re determined using ·a modified vex:sion of ASTM GS-72 · as. 
. . . .. .. . 
described. in Appendix B. · A detailed analysis of the .w~ar: 
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Since th~ ASTM Designation GS-72 polarization cell 
(Fig . 80) could not be used in the e~perimental set-up~a cel l 
ha~to be designed. The following were criteria consiJered 
in the 'design: ·1it} .. cell vollime; ( 2) electrode arrangement 
., .. ~, -· 
withi n the cell:~/the nature of the electrodes used: (4) 
: · 
the proposed application of the cell; (5) the facility for 
. . . 
. . 
.. . ~\.' - ' , 
additio.n/rernoval of electrolytes, . gases and eie·ctrodes ~om 
. . . .. .. . . ·. 
the ce 11; and~ ( 6.) the power. output of the potentiostat. 
Th'e celi . vo~u-~e could not · ?e. to·o· .. larg~ si'nce very 
l ·arge · resistances would -result when poorly cohducting 
• • - :::::- 0 •• • • ' l 
. . . 
. . 
electrolytes were being -tested.· Small volumes Were also · to 
.. 
• ' I • • • 
be avoided since rapid depletion · o~ reagants or .accumul~tion 
. . . 
of . . rea.ction products · could occur • . It was -dec ided th~ cell 
. ' 
would be an ~pen ·four (4) litre· beaker containing 900 ml. of 
electrolyte. .Addition or removal of the electrolyte from the 
ce:g was p~cessary to preve~t undu·e dis~antling 'of the sys~em 
. . 
and th~refore · a suction side arm was added to . the beaker. 
. : 
~einperature. cpntrot of the electrolyte was made possible by 
I ·• ' . , 
the ·use of a · suit:able immersion heater.· Aeration of ·the 
electr6l.yte ;~• ma~e p~seib~e ~f; bubbl1n9 in ail' o~ Oxygen. 
directly t~rough a Sinter:ed' glas~-ended . tu~e a~d .·ae~c:t.eracte· on ~ 
by the addition · of riitrog~n as opposed · to hydrogen. . . . . 
T~e ratio of el~~-rode area to .sol~tio1 . v~lu~e ( · 
I . 
., . 
Ratio) must ·be as l~~g~· ·as pmJs{ble ( 2. 54 em.- ~ia. · elect·rode 
used) .. Th~· cell_.capacity or' voium~ -~·electrolyte in the 
/.' 
·' 
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cell is also important ·according to Gte~ne (63) since the · 
decay rate of the initial current is exponent·iallf refated to 
the 4.fatio of el~ctrod'e area to the ·electrol:y,te ../o1ume. 
. ,. .. 
4.3 Comparison of Standard Potentiostatlc 1\nalysis Techniqu~s 
(ASTM GS} and Expe;imental ResearcH T~chnlgues 
< • 
The meth_Qd us~d. }~ th,i.s exp,erim~ntal r~searc~ 
\ ' • • 0 • 
· di.(fered significantly in· .. several ·aspects 'from' the 'method 
• :• o t o I 
ou~lined in the : strdard .re.~erence meth~Q for ~kl~g . . . .• '· 
potentiostatfc· a·~t~ic . p~lar:i~~tion meas~re~ents:, ~~T~· M~thod 
• I - ' • :_~ • • I • • ,o o • • • o • 
GS {Appendix B). .The testing 'method.' developed · ~or use on Ni- . · 
' • • • • 0 • • 
Bard plates, · however, has g,iven results '~which ar:e .' equiv~lent 
-
to the standard method resurfs and are ) also reproducible 
(section 4.3.·1) •· 
Use of the ASTM method r~q'':lireS\ stan~ard samples 
made · to fit standard equipm~nt. 'l'he hard · and b,rittie ··nature 
. / 
of the. Ni~Hard . refining· plat~s,. however., mac:te th.e fabrication 
of such samples ex~remely difficult . without alternation of 
• • ~ 0 
the phy.sical and chemic~l pr~p~rties of the ·in-Bard itself. 
' .. 
It was. also ·beneficial .to have a non-d~~~ructi~e testing 
method for sever.a1 reasonsa. :_. 
. . 
- ~) ·ASTM methods limited testing ' to P.l'at.es that wes;e unfit • 
for further use; ' . 
. . 
ii) It .is very a~vantageOUf!t to be able ~o ·test corrosicm 
.characteristics before and after. the pl~tes are. used in 
commercial opera ion. 
.. .. 
·' 
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The most signifh:ant diffrrence in our exper:_imf:mtal .. 
method A-om ASTM method GS was that the specimen ·or working 
electrod·e was still an integral. part of a ; whol..e refiner plate 
isolated via a t 'eflon disc and epoxy: resin as :Seen ln Figure 
/• ( . . . 
81. "A'lso the standaFd polarization cell was replac'ed, as 
' . 
~ 
d.escri:b~d in Section 4. 2;. witb an ordinary four litre open 
. . . 
di~et~r hole was cut ·~hrough the · • neck beake;. ~~· ~·~ em. 
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. . L .. 
an~. a tefio·~· :di~:~ · ~~-reci.tly ~~.o the ~e~i~;r. pl:a~~·. .ih~ are·a . / 
~ 
, ..  
., 
of the" refinet plate thus exp~ a. working electrode 
• 1 . : .. . 
surface ~as not prepared with sit ' paper {alt~ugh grease ana · .. 
- 0 . 
surface dirt was removed by scrut:?bing wit,h both ac.et'one and . 
e'thyl ~the~), , ~left · ~s . ~t =.~ul.d . b'e under working . 
conditlons in a ref~ner. It should ' be noted · .that the 
. . ~ .. . 0'• 
standa.rd procedure ·of p~;eparin'g . surfaces with 240/600 - grit 
• ~ t ' • 
ot' necessary, since . each refiner. pla~e would be 
different" I · th 'surface characteristics and chemical and 
physical · com '~sitio~ . (tbi.s is · i~heren~· in the · manufacture of 
' . . , . 
~e plates cribed , iQ Sectipn · 4.·1) ·~ 
All tests ~~re. ·condu~t.ed at. room temperatu.re, 22:_ 
~- . . . - . . . . ~ . 
2s•c, since the 'setup disallQ~ed · immersion· in a controlle'a-
.. ,· . : . ,· . . 
temperature bath. It would · ~e: .. ~~~s.i~'le, . ho.~ever, · ~o . ~se ari 
i~ersion type heat-er in the ~ell: . it~~i£ ., :The ~op ·of the· 
experi~entai cor~o'sion cell, the four, litr:e beaker t .. was not . 
. . , 
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99 
hydrogen gas, but these and previ.ously described variations 
did not app~ar to alter result~ (Sectio~ 4.3 ... 1 >·:o . : 
• I T~~~. working elect rode (refiner pla~e) was connected 
. 
to the ·reference electrode (Ag/AgCl or · Calomel) via an . 
. " 
ammonium nitrate (~B4N03 ) salt bridge. ·since the three 
electro~e system (auxiliary or cou~ter/working/ref~rence) was 
. . . 
·· being us.ed the auxiliary elect rod~ .-<a. pl;atinum wire 
electrode) was .centered .dlrectly above the ~o'rking electrod~ ' 
a:s seen in Fi~ures 81, 82 . The appropriate test · ·solu~iori was 
. th.~~ placed. _: i-n :.t~e_ polarizati,ot:l celt and .the experiment4l 
. . ·. . . : . . ' . . - \ . . 
. proced_ure of the.' .. standal'd reference·. method ·(ASTM GS) was used 
. . _,{~- ~~~~orm ·' all ·e~perimenta~~~n. . 
. . 
-4.3.1 . Deriva:ti1:m of standard Curve and 
of· Results 
Reprodug.ibility 
. r . 
. . ., 
Using. a standard sample of 430 s.s·. obta~ne~ J from-
the Aui.erican. ~-ociety. for Te-fng and Materials (A.S.T . M.), a .· 
• .. 
standard ·reference plot for type 430 s.s· . . (Figure 83) . was 
I:'eproduced .u&dng ·our -experimental set-up. The experi.mental 
... ~ ·. i'~a, · as, seen in ' ,-igure. 83, i:oi~cides w~th the :·ata~dud ' 
alth?u9h the tempera~ure was lower and there .~s ·no purging 
of the solution in the cell. I This r~produc~i9n of the 
• • • , >I ' I 
stat:ldai:d potenti ostatJ:c ·anodic . polar i zati Q11 plot c-onfirms 
'• 
·. . , . . . 
~hat our set':IP is precise endugh to glve repro.ducib~e· 
. . . 
. rtan·~ard -~esults. and thus results on -refiner'• plate ~~e~~~s 
' in ai~u. that are also reproduc;ibl~ . This leads to the ' .. 
. . .. 


















.. desirnble position ~f testing plates before and after the.ir 
use in commercial operatH)n. 
4.4 Analys~· of Experimental ·Results 
"" P~tentiosta~ic ·testing was- carried out .to check the 
. . 
effects of. pH,N~2s03 addi~ion a~~ diss9lved 02 content on the 
. . . 
corrosion. of Ni-Bard p~ates. ~his was don~ . t~ gain insight 
. ... , r I I. • ' • 
into ·cor_rosiqr:' behaviour - ~~ pl:ate_s' ~.Phrred · by metallogr'aphi'c 
analys~~ whic~!:sh/w.~~,.·clea.rly ·.·t~at .  co.r;:r~sio~ . processes were 
• , , .. . 0 t ... t '. ', •• • • 
at leaSt ils : ·i~.o~t aO:t ', if· not· ;irore; ' i~pOrtan ~ , : ~h~n ci.a;,h_i. ng 
~nd wear;. The objectives of ;the testing ·were to se~. if · there-
. . . ' . \ 
was any just}.rficat.io~ for : the be}:fel that. Ni-Hard. is an 
o f ~ "! I ' , • • ' o • • • \'" ' .. o ' 
active-passive ·metal,· and approximatelY. what corrosipn' rates 
. . . ' . . . . l 
could be e~pec.ted. · 1 • 
... --. ~o _pur~ue ·  thea~ · . 6bjecti'~~s ,···.t>,otenti<?_static teats 
. •, 
wer~ ru_n on -Ni-sard.··reffner . g~ates ~.~der ·different 
• ' I • # ' '" 
conditions. The · ~e~ts .were conduct~d at varying pa· and with 
the -'taaait~on' of Na.:2'so~. ~- ln ea9h case th~. te~t· sol,utio~ ~~s 
set 'at tl:le : des~red p~ . b~ the_ ~d~it~on of_ 'R2_~o 4' .a,nd/or · NaOB. 
i ' ' ' • · ·• r • ot • 
The anodic polarization curv:es obtained · were· compared with-' 
' o o • o • o ' o t I I ' ~ ' o 
the potentio'static· anodic p,olarization c~rve I of pure iron' • 
I .. o I 
· 26ponta~·a:>~~ .• G:. and Greene, N.D., Corrosion 
· McGraw-BilVN~w York~ .1967, ·_p~ . 336 ~ . 
' ., , I . -
' Engineering, 
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for many of the test runs were found to be quite simtlar 
. 
(Tables 17 - 21) .• The resu~ting curv·es exhibited a distorted 
•s• shape. An explanation could be that only the iron in the 
Ni-Bard material is actually corroding. The cu~ves are 
actually inye rted mirror images of the typical •s• type curve 
displayed by stainless . steel. 
The curves obtained had corrosioh potentials in the 
: . 
. . 
range ·Of . - .0.43 to -0.53 volts {ver-sus the Saturated Calomel 
.Eleptrode, ·sic.E. ) and the corrosion current densities were 
in the ~ange : o~ _30-250 mA/cm 2 / . The Tafel slopes . (the volts 
per decade. sl'op·~ of ;the anodic and cathodiC: polarization 
cur~es, Figure BS) ; . Ba .'and. ac; are generally ,in aqreement for 
all ru~~ ~lth'_.~. s~~tn ·and Weisert (6s) who state th~t for a 
large majority of. metal-electrolyte systems Ba varies from 
0.06 to 0.·12 V/decade and Be is ·greater than o.06V/decade. 
. . 
4 ~ 4. , . ' pB Test Results 
.. 
\ 
One of the main objectives of _J.he· potent~ostatic . 
test~ng was to determine . the effect ·Of· pH on the co·rrosion 
' 
behaviour o~ th~ NI-Hard . (efiner plates. These tests were 
\ 
,_), conducted under , controlled pH condi t~ons and Table 22 shows ' 
the progress~on of· p~ fro~ 2. 0 to 7. 0.- The values .of Bpp, · 
. 
' i and i (See Figure 85) indicate ~ · • . . cr. p~ss · 1 
. . . . 
tha~ the corrosion 
resistan~e . of· .the pl~tea is high at 
.· .. 
dterease~ ' quite · conside~ably. in ·the 
. . . 
low pH' (~.0 ·- · 3.0), . 
. r 
range, 3.~ -s.o, and then 
. . 









This · is shown in Figure 86 which indicates that there is .an 
optimum pH f_or maximum corrosion resistance of the Ni-Rard 
plates. The data collected was incomplete in this respect 
and therefore no actual ·value for this optimum pH/maximum 
resistance was obtained. A pH of 6.5 - 6.8 is used at Price 
(Nfld.) Pulp and Paper Co. -Ltd., ~rand Falls, NewfounQland, 
base d on experience. It would be very beneficial if ~he 
actual optimum value (if it existe~) coul~ be determined with 
consideration being given to mi,ll conditions with respect to 
I 
piping ~aterials, paper ·~rightness and foaming problems. 
__ From Table 19 a comparison of the dissolved oxygen · 
~nt durinq tests numbered 16-'T9 seemS to show that the 
larger-.. ~ount of dissolved oxygen in test 17 (compared to 18) 
. . 
and test 16 (compared to 19), at equiv~ient pB, aids 
passivation. This may be extremely im~o~tant when • 2so3' 
addition · (Section 4.4.2) is considered since t~is . additive, 
used .to extend plate l~fe, is .also ~n oxygen scavenger. 
·4.4 .2 Addition of Naz503 Test Results 
The major objective of the potentiostatic testing 
was to det~mine the mechanism ~Y which Na~SO~extends plate 
life and to determine the amount necessary for optimum 
protection. From Tab1es 19 - · 21 it can be seen that the . 
·: sodium sulfite had a stabilidng effect on the pH during each 
. ·'"' . 
test · run. In most of the other tests, with ,no Na2so3 
·addition, the pH increased dur.ing the run (except under very ·. 




acidic condi t ions, i.e. pH 2.0) indica~ing the loss ,, 
(disa~pearance or transforma~ion) of n+ j(ons. 
. . . 
The results may indi cate a complete lack of 
passivity and corrosion contr9l when a small amount of Na2so3 
is added (i.e •••. 0.6910 g/ 900 ml = 1.68 lbs/oven dry ton. of 
wood pulp). It is ' noted, however, that icorr at this level 
is extremely low (5.2 l!A/ cm2 ) and the ability to _passivate · is 
not ~ssential at this low val_ue. ~s · the amount of Na2so3 is 
increased (Tables 19, 20); Ec~rr' icr' .Epp and !pass (see 
Figure 85) decrease . This indicates that the addition of 
~urther Na2so3 i~creases the corrosion - ~esistanc~ and 
passivation characteristics of the Ni-Bard samples. More 
' . . 
anodic and cathb~ic combi~ations need to be run, however, to 
e.valuate i ... As more Na2so3 is ad_ded (Tables 19 - 21) the corr _ 
passive potential range decreases indicating a lower anodic 
. 
protectibility region.' Again the question of an optimum 
amount of Na2so3 givi~g maximum corrosion resistance is 
raised (Figure 87). More ~etailed tests need to be run to i. 
' \ determine this optimum value ' if it exists. We must alsg note 
\ 
, . . . 
that for moderate amoudts of Na 2so3 (i.e. > ·6.0 g/90~ m1 of 
sample) the dissolved o~ygen · level fel~ to .zero; the effect 
of this is detailed in Se9tion 4. 6. 
I 
As in actual mill operations, the use of sodium 
sulfite ~n polarization etperiments reduced refiner plate 
corrosion and extended plate life. 'The ~ddition of sodium 
' \ 
.-










sulfite to the refiner changes the rate of the cathode 
reaction, probably by oxygen reduction, which in turn, 
reduces the rate of metal dissolution. Results showed that 
corrosion rates ~ere lower when dissolved oxygen content was 
high, qringing int~ question the belief ~hat the role played 
by Na2so3 in enhancing refiner plate life is via a mechanism 
of oxygen scave~ging. · 
The test ·results i_ndicate .that very small ~ou.nt~ 
. ' 
of Na~SOj (0.84 kg/oven dry metric ~onne) ?OU~d reduce pl~te 
li·fe and '.increased ~ounts (> 8.0 kg/o.d.m.t. of pulp) · coul~ 
e~tend plate iife·. From: industr-ial expedenc~ it is knoWn 
that amounts in excess of this ' were costly ~nd could cause 
. . . 
foaming problems • . The actual role of ~he Na2so3 re _dissolved 
oxygen is, therefore, still unclear, as is also its 
intermittent use. More. experi~entation is needed to define 
mo.re precisely the role of _Na~so3 in reducing refine.r plate 
corrosion. If it were found that ·.the removal of dissolved 
· oxygen decreased Passivation, .it might be possible to use an 
oxidizer or an a~ditive that ·was not an oxygen scavenger. 
Removal of oxy~~n by Na2s~3 inside an actual 
. . ' i . 
'refiner is in all probability incomplete. Oxyg.en is likely 
' . 
to. be fe'ft in crevices, surface· cracks and unde.r pulp and 
chip particl~~ in grooves between bars. This 4tcomplete . · ' 
removal of the oxygen ~y th~ ~a2 so3 will __ result in oxygen 
differential cells being formed . These will lead to loss of · 
. ' 
--+----- ---- -.. ----- .. • ---·--- --
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material by corrosion resulti~g in , the patterns obser~d in 
Section 3. 5.3 ·- wear at sharply defined a.nnular zone.s at 
randomly defined radii (Figures 68,69). Complete oxygen 
·· removal, on the other hand, would result in even wear on all 
bar.s - this is not seen. ·This par~aeration _with 
insuff1cient q_uantities .of Na2so3 pos~ibly int~rferes ~ith 
passivation in ·pits ~nd cracks • . The Ma2so3 seeps into pits, 
raising the pB wit~in the pit ~nd produci~g the. aso3- ion. 
This ip. tu~n. could lead_ 't~ the ·production of polythion,ic 
acids under the . right ~o~ditions of temperatur'e and . pressure· •. . ·: . 
. ·,, . ' . ' . 
Polythi~nic ~cids in ' tur~ promote stress corrosion cra~king. -~ 
· · (s.c.c. ). (66). · · 
·. ' 
• . .- A 
4.5. Metall.urgical Investigation 'of Plates 
Metallurgic·al investigations Qf W'ear experi~nced by 
. . 
'refiner plates ·have been presented in -Section 3. 5. 3. 1. ·It 
·. . . 
. . 
was ·found that both rotor and stator plates exp~rienced large 
. 
amounts of metal · removal' (Table 16) .on th~ intermediate bars 
( 25-40\ material• removed ..; see Section 3. s. 3·, 2) ~orming an . 
. interl.ock'ing wear patte.rn, These cut-down. areas (see Figures . 
68,69), which were believed to have been caused by 
electrochemical· m~chining · .. <E·j··) ~ .we .. re examined ·for 
. evidences of corrosion. 
. . 
Microscopic exani.ination. revealed many radial cracks 
' 













60_, 71-75 ); as many as 20 cracks per 10 em. length of ·bar on 
the rotor plates. There were less cracks on the stator 
plates and most of· the cracks were <Qtound to be transg ranular. 
Many of these cracks, were also visible without the aid of a 
microscope (see- Figures 68;69). These cracks are thought to 
. . . 
\ 
. be due to stress corrosion cracking 
m~y. ha~e ~1g~n.ate_d/ at . su_rface cr~cks 
the new pl~es • . Residu~l stresses in 
. ~ 
(S . C . C.), some of which . 
and checks present on . 
the ne~. plat!i!s are ~lso 
believed' 'to have aided the crack propagation•. · 
,. 
,. . 
, . . :.. 
4.6 · Corrosio.n 'Mechariisms 
The 'tests performed .indicate .that t~e iron in the . 
· ·· Ni-Hard refiner plate~ is ~ndergoing· corrosion. · A possible 
set of reactions are 
++ 2Pe ~ 2Fe + 4e (.6 ·) 
02 + 2~20 .+ 4e- rs -408 ·, ( 7) 
These · r~tc;t~s acc~unt 'tor ' the increase in the .pH of. 
. . 
solutions· around corroding spec~mens from the p~oduction of · 
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·The . addition of ·f~2 -~oj ·must be considered ne~~· · If .. 





. \oxygen scav~nging inhibitor) 
·• 
. ' Note: x•s on ··the \~re.vious • 
\ . 
reac~ions - tnese do n~t 
. . \ 
o~cur . wit~ Na2s~3 
present \ ·r 
This remo.ves o·2 and . -bloc_ks . t;h! move o£" el~ctrons and thus . 
. effect! ve.ly blocks the corrosion reactions.· If . this is the 
. . ; . . . """'· . . 
dorrii~~nt use of . the N~2·so3 , to use ·UP oxygen, ~t .will . inhi.tiTt= 
- -- l 
·~·· 
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corrosion and indeed evidence seems to indicate that ~his is 
the dominant mech~nism. 
refiner plates continue 
There is one problem, however, the · 
• to corrode in- ~a2so3 solution, albeit 
at a slower rate. Other reactions must therefore be 
occurring. In aqueous media the following reactions -als·o 
'liP 
occur 
I ' • ( 9). 
2H+ + 2e- = H t 
. 2 (10) 
'• 
' ~-' 
Dotted lines represent 
incr,asing size of cracks 
• 
+ . If H forms in· surface cracks on the re~iner-plates the 
' . 
cracks could open up as H2 is formed, exte~d further . a~d 
pieces could be remoyed fr.om the plates. Surface · cracks and 
checks pres'eht due to surface grin~i!lg and man~fact.l.l~. may 
lead, due to increased pressure's in single stage operation of 
refipe~s, ._ to increased clashing, via th~ou~e of cracks as j ·· 
J . 
' I 









anodic sites for electrQchemical machining (Section 3.5.3.2). 
The increased pressures may result in loss of more materi al, 
which in turn yields larger cracks and may end in clashing. 
The e~act role of .the Na2~~3 . is not clear here. 
Na 2so3 as it t~:es· up _(scavenges) o 2 ~ai~es the pH by: J { 
reducing the . ~ ion concentration - a known effect. However, . 
if too much oxygen ·is taken out of solution, react-;on. 7, 
. ( 7) 
·. is inhibited and reaction 1 o·, . 
. . 
+ . ·- . 
2 B . . + 2e ·.= a2_t 
, 
. ( 1 0 ), 
.\ is consequen~ly enhanced. 
Th.is reaction is one of the dominant · mechanisms f!or 
·I 
elec~rochemical machi_ni~g (Section 3. 5. 3. '21· App~ndix A). It 
therefore appears that Na 2 so3 inhibits the rate of iron 
. . . 
dissolution from the. Ni-Bard plates ·but beca'use of its 
. . . ( . . . . . 
scave~ging property ala~ removes .. dissolved oxygen from ··~e 
s~lution. This in tu~n leads ~o the enhancing of a mechanism 
· that is necessary ·for electrochemica-l· ma~hining •· It is 
. \ . . . . 
· .th~ref.ore poss.ibl!i! that NazS03 exte~ds ·the_ life of the Ni- · 
. . 
B,~rd refiner _plates but also eventually cau~es their 
destruction. Since dis~olved oxygeh appears to · ~e necessary 
. for effective plate protection the'use of . an ~lternate 
additive may· pe necessary • Thia al~ernative would be 
• 
• 














selected through potentiostatic testing and could be equalfY 
as effective as Na2so3 without the detrimental oxygen 
scavenging property. This chemical may then lead to even 
longer plate life than that with Na2so3• 
4.6.1 Formation of Ridge Groove Pattern 
M~tal loss from.the plates has been attributed to 
. . . 
corl;'osio~ by a process 'similar to electrochemical mach~ning 
(sections 3,-5.3.1 and 3.5'.3.2). In elect'rochemicai 
~achining, the· part t~ be mach~n~d . is ~ade an a~ode by 
passing. a controlled current 'between . it . and the ".c~tting" 
.· . 
tool which ·serves as a cathode. Electrolyte pumped_· be~ ween 
. . 
the tool and the work piece serves. to. promote the corrosion 
, . . . , 
reaction and remove corrosion products. A similar situation 
is believed to have occurred here which explains why the · 
removal of ·metal was in a ridge~groov~ pat~~n as Jllustrated 
in Figs. 68 and 69. If the grooves ar~ created by corrosion, 
, 
these a 'reas must: be anoc;Uc with respect to '\the ridges. That 
.. 
is, the corrosion cell consists of an •active• groove which 
. ~erves as · an~node, and a · pas~~ve ridg~ _which . serves as a 
.cathd,ae~ The electr~lyte is of ~ourse· the pulp. Figure 89 
. -"' 
, 
shows schematic~lly the ' mechanism~ _which are. believed t~ -
~overn the prGcess. The sequence of events are considered to 
be as . follows: . 
' 
1. • A groove ls initiated on the plate as a result ' ·of such 
, .. 
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metal through the refiner, or localized wear due to 
• 
'entrapment of chips in the spaces between the bars. 
Alternately, surface cracks may become localized anodes 
due to crevice corrosion. 
2 . The groove, with less access to dissolved oxygen, becomes 
an active site and und.ergoes corrosion ac(:ord:ing to the 
reaction 
M + M2+ + 2e anodic· reaction 
. 
3. The electron sink for . the e~ctrons can be either 
ca~hodic reaction (at areas adjacent to the groo~e) or 
+ - . 2H + 2e • ·H2 + ~ 
cathodic reaction (within a . groove or in a craGk) 
J • 
The oxygen reduction reaction tends to passivate 
' the areas adjacent to the grooves ma~ing these areas. ' 
. 
potential ridges. The hydrogen ion discharge within the .. . 
grooves tends to promote such processes as stress corrosion 
, ··\ .cracking thereby ~ak~ng the groov~ more prohe to attack .. 
through crevice corrosi~n. it is possibie that the former 
ca~hod~~ reac~ .pred~minat:s ~hen a . bab lines up with a bar· 
• 
. • - r· 
and the latter .predominates when a bar lines UP· with a space 
between the bars of the refine.r plate .• · It shoulct)'~ted 
that a bar al.ternate~ very rapidly indeed from fac'ingj ' bar 
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the effective state of lre bar surface will be an av7.age .of 
the two situations, so t~t grooves on a bar surfac are · 
exposed to relatively fess agitated ·conditions than is the 
' case for corresponding . ridges. Thus~ it is believed that th~ 
; 
ridg~s,1being more ~xposed to , the pulp, have' greater access 
. 
. . ~ 
to buffering solutions such as sodium sulphite and dissolved 
oxygen which would tend to make such areas cathodic. 
' Data obtained from the potentiostatic. tests carl;"~e~ ;. 
out on . the Ni-Hard refiner plate material can b~ .interpreteq ·• ·. 
' ' to support th~ above ~ypothesis • . Figures ~0 ~nd 91 "\.show· ~h~t 
the lowest susc~ptib~ity to corrosion as ~ndica~ed bf the 
. . 
anodic polarizatiQn curve bei~g. <;>n the ~left, oc.cur under 
.· 
co~ditions of .'high agitation, high :pH and higl; levels · of 
dissolved 9Xygen. This is the s~uation most li~~~y ~0 
. •:) 
approximate that· ;at the. ridge ar,as. Anodic .Polarizatioa ' 
,. 
'\, 
curves on t~e . right indicating, higher susceP.tibility. to· 
. . 
cor£'osion,· occur with stagnant . solutions ·witl'flow oxygen 
content analysis,. and .\llith stagnant solut.ions ~ith . hig'h ' 
. . . . .. 
. . 
-oxyg~n content along with high acidity . :Even high~r 
' 
• I . • I •. 
corrosion rates are indic~ted for co~~~io~s o~ep~e~ed 
oxygen in agitated sol~tio~s. The .situation which ·may be 
postulat~\:1 as ~xistlng il the grooves i~ eith~r ··les:s •. 
' 
agitation,·or ~depletion of oxygen, or. indeed both factors 
' together. · . 
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\Once local electrochemical cells are established, 
. 
the associated reactions·and current flow ~nd the pattern of 
· · ac~ive and passive sites on the surface could be self-
I perpe~u~ti~g. The above -'results can not be taken as proof 
. . ~hat - a proce~s similar to . elec~roche~ical machining is the 
.• 
·governing mec~anlsm~ contro~li~g .the wear and cqrrosion of 
refiner plates s'ince it i'B ~ighly unllkely that th~ data 
...... I C ' ' obtalne~i' ~nd'er laboratory conditiQns reflects the situation 
•· • • '· .·: :• ,• .! • 
. · in a r~f~~~~. ~owev~r, . ~he fact . tha~ a. grcj.ove/.t;idge _. pattern 
' 
," ~as observed ~n. ·.~h~ · P.~at~s ~: .that this was· not a result of' ·. J. 
. ·. <?·la~hing, ~nt\ that Nl.:.hard plate. mat:-erial can h<;lve. greatly 
· .~iff~re~ -co~~osion ch~ract~ri~tics d~pending upon pH, 
dissol~ed oxygen ·. an9, degree ·of 'stagnation between plat~ ·~nd 
. ... . . 
~1-ectr.ol:yte . tn~s. ' suppo~t ·.to ;.h~. hypo;hes'i .s. 
· ) . ·~ndications( from. the potentiostatic studj..:es ~ are 
t;hat use- of sodium ~Jlphite can have beneficial' 'effects in 
' . . .. ; . . 
I ' ' ' • ;. ' 4 • ' .~ 
· reducing corrosion in .that it increases pH. On the other 
. • . • . I 
• 
. hand, there .i3-evi~ence that sodium sulphite; _b~cause of .its 
. .. . 
.~ ability . to · scavenge .oxygen, 'plays a ·role 'in making Ni-Hard 
·· : ~rone: .to· c~~vice. ·cor:rosion th~~eby promotlng. t;h~ rid~e/;roove 
. . . .. 
patte7n on plate1 fr~quently mi~interpreted as ~lashing~ 
. ' 
conclusions and Rec9mmen~ations 
I • 
. 4. 7 
' 
. . . 
.' It is noted here that the experimental.. testing . 
conducted did· riot simulate 
... 
0 
aotual\_re~ing oondit~~~· . but was 

























done 'to gain some insight into the effects of pH and the ' ~ole 
.. 
of ~a2so3 • . Expe~ience has shown that the use of Na2so3 at 
: . cont~olled pH conditions does aid plate life extension. The 





comme~cial xefine~, · bu~· .it d~es cast doubt on tlf use of 
sodium sulphite, and suggests that comme~cial t~als·1 shoul? 
. , )' :.. 
be made without sodium sulphite in o~der to test the 
. . ~ . 
conclusion's art'ived at. The~efo~e t:ne .following conclusiona ..... ,..._. 
. .. .. .. . . . / 
' have b~en dt'awrt f~om .. the ' wear stpdy and the 'corrosion(tesJ:,~n~ · 
and ani'-lyses ;· ' / 
t . • .; . 




Clashing does · occut', but it is not the p~edominan~ . 
I • , 
mechan~sm i~ loss o£ plate life, no~ ~an it alw~ys be 
vi~.ually dete~mined. Extensive meta1lut'gic.al and 
',· 
microphot~g~aphic 'examinatio~ at'e necessary to determine 
the mechanism Of wear and CO~t'Osion . 
\ 
The pr.edominant mechani.sm of 'wea~ and cor~osion is that 
\ ·. \ 
of elec~~ochemical macbinin·g q~.c ·.M). · Stress co~t'osion 
cr.acking '>~.~.C~C) is also ver~ .m~ch .in evidence. ., 
.The :qua.li t~ \£ n~~ re~ine.r plates . w~ th t'espec1;.. to . a~·~~a.ce( 
grinding c:hec~· and ct'acks is very p<Sot' . These ct"ackl3 . : . 
. . \ . . . . . ' 
make excelt co.z~osi~!l ;Sites. . . .. . . , 
~ . 4. .~e ,~ole . ,o. ·.~!2.~o3 is not completely. 'unde~s.tood. I .t is 
known to .extend plate life but. a mo~e bene£icial additive 
' 
may exi'st • . 
. . "" 
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- Con·sid~ring thes.e conclusions the following 
• • recommendations to the paper mills are proposed: 
1. 'Trials with stainles~ steel refiner plates should be 
conduct~d. These plates should have the pattern, taper 
2. 
and geometry of Ni-Hard plates that give reasonable life 
'and good pulp. . . 
.. 




checks· and cracks (corrosion s!tes) mus~ 'be co~sidered. 
··-
The surface 'grinding process must be under strict. co~trol 
and to a much cleaner surface finish. ~ 
' '· 
3 •. · Mills should have more· say, not only .in plate pattern but 
. ' 
also in metal~urgy - both composition and treatment of 
p;Lates . . 
-4. More potentiostatic testing must be conducted to 
,_?etermine the . pH and; amount of N~2so3 to glve optimum 




5. Again through · .pot:entiostat~c testing the ·role ·of Na2so3 
.must be def.in~d more ful.ly especialiy wii:-h ·r~spec.t to 
. . 
'dissolved oxygen. rt ·must be determined i; the Na2so3 : 
·does ·actually. lead to plate failur·e (via . E.C.M.) · while at 
the 'aame ' time giving extended plate · life •. ~ 
6 • . ·Fina.lly, · po~entiostatic testing must le conducte: t;o 
ascertain if i 
. I . 
. .. . \ 
anoth~~:itive would be ·aa effective ao 













I . .;. 
• 
• 
.... ... . . . . . 
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Na2so3 without its detrimental oxy9en scavenging 
• 
property. 
If these changes and recommendations do not 
co~siderably extend refiner plate life a study of anodic or 
cathodic protection (possibly in conjunotion wi th the 
recommendations) should be und~rtaken. 



















































































Effect bf plate profile on pulp quality and furnish cost . 
Sund-Ba·uer BDA 488 refiner (48 in. 1,500 r._p.m., 2,500 -h.p. 
double disk). Average over 40.0 hr. period (Reference ~1, 
.. p. 56) • . . . .. 
Width of 
Plat 
. OUter .. 
ZOne 
._larcje· 





















Furnish cost (HPD/'lbn) 
' {a) 
Energy -~Pulp Total 
~-9 18 107 
90 26 116 
92 59 151 
88 52 140 
,· 4 1 93 ~ 12 105 
0.33 70 -.so 150 ·Groundwood ' 
-










(a) Ccst of ch~cal pulp added to increase tear· factor to 66. Every % 
S\lfite adde~ to thd finish increases the COSt by · an amount _equivalent 
tc about SHPD/ ton. .. · . 
(b) _ Q c <T_ ear90£actoi)~/3 x (Breaking length)l/3 . x · (Scatt.·Coef£.)4/3 aooo . · . aoo . . 
: 
A-Ni-hard type matl. with iricreised contents .of chromium and nickel 
B - Martensitic S. steel . • 
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2% 3% 5\ 
. 
-
Sawdust I Refiner X XX 
Sawdust II XX .. ~~·- '"'--\ 





Reject I ' XX u : r 
.. 
Reject II XX - ' 
' 
. . 
-· • . . 
XX Main Tape~ X Sometimes ·used·- Ref. 3 3 , p. l 0 
. TABLE '3 






HI. MOLY · . 
HI; CROM 
HI CLEWA 





















· -.AVERAGE · PLATE 
AGE (h) -. 
;'.250 - ~.400 
250 ' - 400 
-..,.150 - 400 




REFINE~ ·POSITION {1) 
-
c (2) . (~) R (2) .. s · . 
.s2 c2·. · .Rl . ' 1 l . 2 
USED 5 7 3 ' 3 10 6 
' AVER,t.r.c- 1H.h'I'IO' hGE-(-h-) 76G--T66 9oo--::t02~1to-
ENE!lGY INPUT (MILL. kWh) . . , 3.1 2.5 2. 5 2 .3 2.4 1'.5 
' .. 
s·- Cli:IP..:AND . 1) SAWDUST-, c · ...  R 
-
REJECT RE~INERit . 
2) NEW REFINERS ' .. .. 
" 
. . . 
. ... 
. . 
-------·-···· . .. . .. ___ ,._, .. ...,..-
• ' 
I • 
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!ABLE 5: · Data Used to Compare Plate Li£e Associated ~osts 
' 
. Initia_l Energy 
•. ' ' 
No.· of Sets HPD/OE>T ., Increase 





Bauei: . No Treatment ' 15 .. 87 •. 5 o. oso·o • ! 
.. / I 
Sprout . ~ - lbs,. per ton,· 1 87.5 0_. 0231,· 
. Na2co3 .. .. $ 




















. · TABLE 6 .. .. 
. . 
· Effects ·of chem_i~al . treatment 
·NO 4~:~~g~ 
' 
~REATMEN 20LB{S'r?: ' 'Na?· 0 i 
I 





optimum Plate Service, Ho\,lrs 280' ' 92)! ' I . I -. 
· .
.,_1-2-
--tl-"' .... ~ 
. 
Plant ~veraga-Capa~~TonfDa7 _ ..... 
-
. . . .. 
. . 
cost · oecreas~. · S1/Ton ' --- 1'.-20· 3.55 . 






. \ .. . 
I .. .. 
. 
\ 




































Feed inlet. temperature 
Inlet pressure 
Outlet pressure. .. 






_5.5.8 mm (22in. _) · 
1016 mm (40in.) 
... ~s mm. -(~OlOin ~ ) · 
.0075 .mM/mm · (.0075 in/in.) 
1200 (ea.ch· disk, double disk 
refiner) -
1800 (single 'disk re£iher) 
15~ kW (2000 h.p.) 
6.4 MJ/kg ·(90 h.p.d./o.d.t. 
17% . . 
3_S9C- (l00°F) 
101 kPa · (14.7 psi} 




. - --· ·---
• ..... , •r ,.. --~ ,. - -
.. 
J 
.. ' TAB ..E ·9: Tempera~ure and pressure at different motor loads and throu~hputs 
Thr~ughput ·Motor Load - Consistency Specific Energy . Temper'ature Pre:n ure 
odt/~ · t/d h. p. kW Inlet S · out.let S hpi:s/odt kWh/t : . . °C psig kPa 
,21.5 19.5 2000 11192 . 19.6 29.2 93' .. 0 . 1835_ . 
21.5 .· 19-~ 1600 11911 19.6 · 26.3 711.4 11168 
~:a 26.1 2000 11192 23.s 35.0 69.11 1 379 
. 
'" .. \ . 
! 















103.~-1 211. 1 
-
.l c \ 




















l ... TAB ILE 9: Temperature vs.· distance at .. dl.fferent consistencies 
; .. - -
Teat Conah~enet D1Ct'erenthl prnaurt Spee1C1e 
'"'"'' 
Te.pereturt (DC) at ctven 41ataneea rroa 
UPOII IIJIII'I~Ue CJ'Undtr · out.er ptr1plltrr or rctt lntna cor~e 
:r.s•c• s.39ca 1 . 26c• · 10.80ca 1].97ca 
lnht I OlaUt\ I pd kh hp4/o4't kllb/t 1. 00 2.U 3. 2S '-25 ~.so 




2 19;1 )2.T. 5)0 3650 91 1795 125 1)2 136 130 U!l 
3 17.1 25.) 560 3860 91 1795 1ua u• 13~ 132 1.39 
• 26.0 10,2 390 2690· 60.5 1195 113 lll UT 1 21 lU 
5 22.9 3J·~-· .. - 110 28)0 60.5 1195 -111 u• '12$1' 12) 12~ 
.-
I 
6 19.7 zs.a 16,0 )170 60~5 . 1195 t_n 129 1)) 128 115 
---
' 
7 :ra; 2 12.6 uo 3310 71 1160 ·121 
' 
ue 1):t '126 126 
· -
20.) 30.0- 510 3520 U · 1'60 12~ 1)1 1]5 130 118 
•. 9 11.'1 - ·:u.e 510 )720 71 
. 
1160 127 u• 136 132 128 
10 2]. 8 5d.9 5~ ]650 9l 1195 120 131 135 . J]O U9 
( 
11 19 • .3 27 .6 56o ' )160 • 6] 12'3 129 / 138 112 135 u• 
12 19.) 2].9 390 26!10 15 eae 119 Ul Ul 121 u• 
13 1!1.] 21.9 
-· 
zeo 1,0 30 592 109 110 105 102 102 
• 
. il t.: zl.a . 360 z•eo 91 1195 111 122' 121 12) 1?) u 22.5 - 1)0 2960 
• 
91 1795 117 121 U6 128 14'8 
1~ • 20. 1 :)) . 0 180 )310 
. 
91 1195 123 131 130 1 )1 130 







). . -. ' t. 
• 
c ~ .... ... / 
>' 



















-· TABLE 10: Calculated thrust for differeqt hydraulic pressures 
''ll H7drau11c Pressure 
. 
Open1n& Closing · Dlrrerence HJdraul~e Thrust Cal culated Thrust 01rrennce 
P.a1C kPa pds · kPa pd .kPa lb . kg lb. kg ' lb . ' k' 
. 
1 130. . 5033 ~50 1'{211 1180 3309 22560 . . 102~3 13320 60112 92110 ~191 
2 760 · 5211~ 230 1586 530 36511 211910 11299 . 151110, 6~90 9500 4)09 
3 710 5309 210 tUB ~0 3861 26320 11938 1~ 7589 9590 113119 
. .. 
II I 680 11689 ... 290 1999 390 ' 2690 18330 83111 91\o ~155 '9170 ~159 5 690 11757 ·zao 19~1 1110 2826 19270 87~2 10620 4817 8650 3n>ll 
6 I 710 11895 250 17211 1160 3172 21620 9807 13~10 6083 8210 372~ 
7 720 ~9611 2110 . 1655 . 1180 3,09 22560 •102 33 12700 5761 9860 bb72 
8 7110 510~ 230 1586 . 510 3516 23970 10873 . 1~780 67011 9190 ~169 
9 750 5171 210 11111& 5110 3723 25380 11512 161~0 7321 92~0 4191 
' 
101 750 5171 . 220 1517 530 3~511 211910 11299 lllt20 E5111 1Qli90 LiS~ 
11 119 5309 210 111118 560 3861 26320 11138 1!210 E760 Bllq ~fi3 
12 620 11275 230 1586 390 2689 18330 8)111 9650 11)77 S6liO )037 
13 520' 3585 2110 1655 280 1930 13160 5969 2100 0 53 llCI~O 5:'lf. 
t• 650 111182 290 1999 360 2483 16920 7675 J0230 116kO 6690 ~05 
· 15 . 900 11826 . 270 .1862 .1130 2969 20210 9167 12750 5783 7116(1 3:?~ 
16 120 119611 2110 1655 1180 3309 i2560 10233 1535t' f~63 7;"'l,t' 3:'7('1 
17 770 .53~9 200 1376 . 570 3933 26790 };1152 19\.~50 fflil 7';'11(1 ·'ell 


































TABLE 1~: Dimensions of Tribe-Elements [1] and [2] 
Section Pr~jected Area/Plate Total Projected Area/ Cir cle of Plates 
4 
Fine . Bar* 16 . 26 in. 2 
''ll 2 195.14 in. 
• 2 2 lntermediate Bar* 
.40.48.. i~. 485·. 7 in. 










*Refer to Figure 36 ~ 
., \ • 
TABLE 12: Volume Properties (Volume) of Lubricant (element J3]) I 
. 
Volume/Plate Volume Between 
_. Section (through bars 2 Disks (0.010 in . 
of pl,t~i'tel Clearaflce) 
"··I 
.. 
3 3 Fine v . 0:5163 in. 14.3792.in. t ·, 
Intermediate Bar~ 3.2096 in. 31' 86.4594 in. 3 . . 



























' Preuure 1 ata 
Conaiatenc~• 22' 
I 













- l4\ (Avg. 10 gal./m n.) 
. - . 6'. 4 - 6 .,6 
• 2oc - B~C (dependi~g· on 
aeaaon o~ year 
- 7.0 - B.O PJ?IIl 
- 25 - 40 \lmhoa 
- o. 20 ppia 
- 1. 4 PPI1l 
- 3. 37 P,PII 
Hoia'ture Contel\t - 50 - . 60\ 




























, · - } \ 
~~ . 
TABLE 14: Exp~imental Conditions for First'-stage Refining 
:::~~:: :::::\ :::::rn 
Refiner ~lat~ Materi~l 
. . . " 
~late Taper (Measur~d) 
Rate of Fee~ ~ 
Refining ·consistency 
. Nominal Plate Separation 





Modif.ied Ni-hard · 
0 : 0046 in. per inch 
~ -. . 
6 0. D. ton/day · 
15% 











TABLE 15:· Sauer-McNett Classification of Accepted' Stock Produced 
at Various Points ~hrough the Refin~ng Zone 
,. 
, 
Radial Lengtfi Along • 
Refining Zone (in.) 1.0 2 : 5 4.0. I 5.5 7 •. 0 
• 
T • 
R28 41.2 37.0 30.9 . 3LO 31.2 
• .. 28/48 23,- 3 23. 5, 23.6 24.0 23,: ~ 
48/100 • 14.4 \ . 15.3 16.0 , 15.3 14.5 
100/200 '5. 4 • 5. 4 1·5 8.1 7.2 P.200 15.7 18.8 ·. l . 6· 21.6 23.2 
~ / .. 
" 
Ac·cepts (by weight) 19.0 3.0.3 -32.8 45.0 · 82.5 
\ I / 
' 
. 
' . \ I ~ 0'· ,. 
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· · · · .. . .. !ABLE 16: Segment ~eight Los~ After-· f18 Hours · 
• • t • -·- • • • • • - • • • •• - • • • - • • • 
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-· · • . ...:.Joss (g) · · . 
.. ~ 27 
·98 ·-.. · . 
. ~:_ . ·19J . ~ -~- ... ·: "- . 
J ' ~ . . ' .. 1 01 .. ' ! . ~ 
. - 107 ... . 
\ ~ - ' .. . · ~~~ 
.. . · · - ·111 . · c· : 
06 • t;,•_ . . 1 ~ . 









... -•' . " 




0 • • 
• .. 
.. .. 
"' . . 
i t • 
• 
. . -
Stato~ weight . 
loss (g) 
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T Jl CUrve £ .. o.o. A9itation u Direction Shape I,J, • Leftl • pH 
.;t . 
.Ano41{ 




..... ~--..•. 0 rr.r. 
• 
• 
l Anodic j •••• ..... 0 N.r. -
-
~ 
., ~ . " • · Ano4ic •••• • ••• 0 1 ~..,-.-s-1.5-7.1 





'1 •••• N.lt • 0 ['1~:-T-; 3.9-7. ~ . I~ - 4.4 , Catbodlc •••• N, lt, . -r.r. 0 







ecoJU i o . ic:r ... 2~) 1c.ORJ 
Mdec! · volt ~~AI ()lA/ ()lA/ 
. ,,,. 
_2 1_ 2 , C....2, 
... 
0 -. 4l 250 IN~ A. •• ~ .•. 
. 0 t-- U ! 250 1. 94 ".A. 
0 1-.52: !M .A. ~ . s• 
. 
. 0 - .52 li.A. 2. 04 
0 - .4,5 
. J l II.A. 1.54 
. 
. . 
0 1-~ts;; 3l c.o3 N.A. 
0 ~ ·3~ 25 16.53 
"·"· 










. )00 ns 
0 .,~ 
~.A. ,. . A. 
~ .A. ~ - " · 
. r 
• . 
·-. ... . ··- ... 
•• •c 
,,.vt.. ~VI• !.: 
deq_: dec, 
~ 
' \ ,. 





10 N.A • 
10 M.A. 
' ~.A. 115 









. ' • 
..,. ~ . ~rve T· lo. o(pJ* ~co~ io icr ltpp •• •o u Direction £ Agitation :a sol CORJ ~·· • Shape " .pH I.e vel •cS. (volt ,!,..'1~ (J,IA/ '"~4 oltl ,~4 (~~~' ~:,, ,,.J, Cgt .. -2' 
, . j •••• 1 . s 4 ~DOD • Allod1c •••• I ~.l).;s-• 0 o · ~.5l7 - • • A. 0 100 • • A. 
-···' 
" 




10 Anodic · 
•••• •••• 0 0 -.40'4 
··"· 







11 . Anodic •••• •••• 0 0 •.517 II . A • 1.4 .lSC 4000 95 M. A. s;o-c~~ 
.... , .. 
. . 
12 Anodic ) •••• •••• 0 0 -. 412 N. A. 1 . 1 ~ • 50( 4000 125 .. ,.. I 15. 0-4. • .-a.s ... 
) 
~ j • W. R. . "'·. ~. . 05( lJ Anodic •••• l~;!r~. 0- 0 1-.479 ·- · ·~"· 1 . 0 2400 100 ··"· .; • "'1. -8. 6 . \1 u AnOdic •••• •••• .o . ,o .4111 N. A 6.0 . 1 0( 2600 120 JI. A. ll";r-5;1 
-9. 0 . . --
I ' 








-T - ~Gii \ • CUrve E J).O(ppt~ Pt!lz10J ECOR u DlJr~Uoo Sbape .. A9itation 
• · ~~) pll Level 'A44ecS volt ~ fa) 
s .... ; .Jll lS AnocUc •••• l' ·o:•·• 0 0 
-··· § 22 • .!! ~.0-5.7 . 331 u Aao4ic - 4. 5 0 0 . t'·~-~-111 • -I.:Z . 21. 1 ' : 1-1·. 7 0 0 ~.444 "17 ADoc!ic 21. -5.1 ~ -~-~- ~ 
-l. t 
s 21. ! ( 11 Mo4Jc: . - "·l-,.o 0 0 • 44~ .· 21 . _,_, fZ-5-:Z.J . . 
\9 } 24 . ( 7.-•·' ' . 47"7 bocU.c - 2.2 0 '. 0 27 2J., ( 7~.7 . 
-7.0 : 
·. 3; ~-1724* 23.! ,.,o AaocU.c: l.l- 0 . • (U . Ilh - ·~ - 22. 41 -o · o. ct. t. lt . O•J.~ 
21 bodic ·~· ll.C J . l-~ ~-Oll ·.so, 0 (li . Jlb 20 . - o o .4.t. 
.. I'·~;';' 
• Equlvalut to U.l polliwl• ·per oven 4ry t.On of woocs· pulp 
. . . . 
I· I 
11, i ·· zPP ipa• •• •c . er (pAl (~/ volt : (IIA (aV/ (aV/ 
,_2 ~~~~z ;,.2 dec. cSec. 
".A. 4.37 0 llS '0 ~.A. 
~-"· 1.o• ' 0 lSOO ISO ~ -"· 
. 
··"· 
.... ., uo u ~ -"· 
•• A. ,_, .. 0 . 200 70 ~.A • 
o-
•• A. 1 . 0 .:zoe Sto '0 N.A • 
.. 
l.o' ·-~- . 20~ 1500 70 N.A 
··"· 






, TABLE 20 r 
<. 
. T ~~(pp. • curve £ Na280l u Dlrect.loo Shapo M A<jltat.ion 
• ,~, ~ Level Added , 119\ 
IH:-1 2 . 1-0.l 7. 7157 22 Anodlc -o.o 0 lli.Ub 
16 - :i- 6 . o.4.t:J 
• 11 . 1 ' 
15.3' 23. 9 2 .7-0.~ 23 Ano41c n:r 0 (37 . 6lb 
-o.o o. d.t. 
7.6-7 . , 
J - 7.4 -24 Anodic !h! ?-0. 4 0.6910 0 ~ 22.4 -o.o (l.UUi 'I':T-'1:'" o.4.t) 
-
- 7.1 [\ 24.1 7- 0. 4 :u C&tboc:tlc n:-r -o.o 0 0 . 6910 r.r-r.~ 
-7 . 21 
- j . 2fi Aftoc!lc ~n:i l.l• l .C l . 57U -5 . 0 






catb041c:' 22: 7 7-4 . 7 f• 27 
n:1' -4.1 l '· ,_.o,u -









'en" 111 1c r EPP IZcoRJ (alA~ ()lA/ ( )lA/ ivol t.l !VcSlt. ca ,_2 ,.,.2 
f-, 5] ~.A •. 3.33 .050 
t. 
1. , 53• ~~A- 2 . 53 . 050 
. ss. 5. 2 ~ .A. !not l bl•t.. 
-. ~ t. . . 
;ss .. 5 . 2 ~-3~ M. A. N.A. 
_. ,, 8B ~-"· DOt ,. obta fr 
gra b 
. 312 88 IJ.. ll 
"·"· 
N. A; 




r ea 115 
N,A, 
"·"· 
0 . 135 
• 
M. A. N.A. 
• 
•c 
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!'ABLE 21 z Experillental PotenUoatatic Reault•. (Cont·.) 
1' 1 ~ :' 
~ 
l · 
• curve 1: D.O(Pfll ) A9itat!Ol _Na2so3 I: COR ~~ u ~~r~ctlon Shape 
.. 
" pll JAvel . ~a volt. • . .R 
/ 
•• 
:) . . iH:-l ~-6:-4.1 - 0.0051 2t AIIOdie -5.3 J .177 0.1 . 6. 9- 6 . 0 
I 
_,_. 
l)-thodic ~ . w.-1 5 .1-s.t · 3 0 . 0053 . !2- ~ •• 1 • :zo:z 0 . 1 •• ,-6. 4 .. 
....: _,_.s 
-
Anocllc ) ~ ~.,-6.5 0 ~.o.ou ; 233 l1 -6.0 !7.u-•·• 
. -6 . 0 .. 
• 
·~ •, 31 · Anodic :22.5 0.25-QD 3 1. 11 . 569 . u 1& -6-6.6 
- t . 2 
.•. 
11 \ 23. 1 1.6- 2. (1 33 ~~ic ~ -d.o 3 I . J:-1 . 561 82 I"· :II-··' ( 
- 3 . 7 




. -·- -· ,.,_, ___ _ 
. . - . .... 
) 
iD 1cr l!pp ipaa 
cw yolt ( \lA/ 
... ~c: C-IIA/ ciav cav Cfj2 c:a2 a:z, dec • deo_ 
-~. - not ble Fo ... 
Jf. A. obt.a II ( r 1- · 105 N. A. 
9r• ~ . 
530 N.A. ~-~A • 
. 
IR-A. I.A . lSO 
• ... 
·N.A. ~ot .• ~1· loob- 10 N.A •tai r fr01 graJ ~ . 
... 
N. A. l. ,~ p.6SC 3.6 65 ~.A. 
. 
3.04 N.A. N.~. II.A. ..... us 










TABLE 22 : ~a/lati on o f Corrosion Char acteriatica wi t h pH . 
. 1
c r EPP 1paaa s. ' pH o.o. 
RUM ! ter 55 mi n IliA/ em' (volta I I>A/C~· (mV/dee (9pm) 
. 
• 9 . gl• 18 2.12 -. oso 200 70 6.3 
u / 2.8 8.43 o.o lSO as 9 •1 
12 · -~6 1 . 14 - . 100 4bOO 95 ' ~ H.R. •· 




:: 11 4.56 i .c4 o.o . 41 000 125 Jf . R. 
u 4 . 61 8 . 03 -.300 590 90 ... , 
'' 
' 
u s.o 7.o3 - . oso 1500 1 50 6 . 0 
u ·s.s· 8.o3 -.150 24100 100 . N. R • 
. . 
: :· .. 






l.S 6. 8 . 4 . 33 - .250 335 90 N. R. 
' 
• .. 9.,3 • 9. 9 x·io3 ,.: N.a. • . lto,t Jlecord.d 
' \ 









·~ . \ , . ( ··· -~ l / · · ~: i . . .. 
' 
. 
. \' .. 
'' 
pig· ~ - Basic p~ate pattern 
. •' 







































































l Double Diak 36•41 ADT/D 
Mill A- two staqes(l+ll" 
l DOuble Di sk 45 ADT/0 
Hill A-two stages(l+l) 
oL-4-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------­
looo 1500 2000. XWH/ADT 
f;ig. _J. " Fi:eeness vs, enerqy consumption (KWh per air-dry 











. . t • O.t6 
11 Double Dilk 40 · ADT/P 
Mill 1t. - <two · et:a~eall+l) 
96 Double Disk l6•4lADT/D 
Mill A "\tlvo a tagea ( 1+ 1) 
· Taper 3-Sl. 
· .. J 
... 




























Double Di•k tvo ata9~• (l+l) 








16-41 AO'I'/0 - Taper Sl - MUlA 
•o ADT/D - Taper 2l - Mill ·.A 






Fig, 5 . 
,.. ' . 
· .. 
1500 2000 
~ XWH/AD't' · • • 
. . 
Shivel content v1. ener9y con1umption !KWh per air-dry 
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.... 17 8 
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0 ' .6 · 8 10 12 14 
Plate Service Life, lOO'a ~f Hour• 
Plate 'life •••ociated colt v1. plate lif11 1talnle11 



































200 ·300 500 750 IOOCf 2000 .. 
Plate Service Life, Hours 
· .. . . . ,
.. 
Fig . 7. 
·~~ 
Plate life associate~ . costs effect .of ~dditiv'es • . , 
" . . . . ' . 
\ ... 
'·• •. \ 
. ' 
. . . .. 
" I • '• 
.. 
. . . ~ 
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Converging-D~verging piate. design ~o 
per~i~ s~per . sonic escape of steam . 
:(not to. scale) . . 
' .. ~~.· 
- ::IJ.' . 
. '?"' 
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Increasing disc clearance 
" . 
,Fitrer cutting ... 
area. slope :' 
2-3% per· 10 ml .• ·. 
CSF . 




.- Fibrillation· area. 
Slope : .0.6-0.7% 
,1 ·. per lO , ml; CSF . · . 
I . . 
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Freenes/3 
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. . ,: )- .Fi~ . . 9; -~n~ .f.J.'~; content versus . freeness. ' 
• "_, . . . P.rincipal· ~ffeqt of .changed disc clearance • . . 
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Area of·A:oo high 
clearance. 
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. ' 0 . ' . 
Principal ·qesign o.f ·re~irier 
. · c~nditi_on· · con~rol· g~~ph · • 
ope~fon and plate 
• 
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: 120 GJ . • 
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· Power consumption,: H:P.O./A.·o.T. 
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Powe» consumption, H.P~D . /A.D.T • 
• 
.; 
Effect of normal plate wea; 9n -percentaqe mullen 
and power: - three-stage - ref~n~ng . · . 
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Power Cogsumption, H.P~D. /A.O.T • 
Fig . 13. · Effect 
~wer: 
.... ... 
of normal plate wear on tear• factor and 
three-sta~e refining • 
• 
- --~· /-· 
. \ 
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Fig . 39 . Bauer C- 906 refiner plate segment . Six such segments 
are attached to each refiner disk . 
Fig . 40 . Representative sample of black spruce chips employed in these 
refining experiments , showing the size and shape distribution 
of the feed material . 
Fig. 41. Material sampled after passing through the breaker bar section 
alone . The fragments are seen to be quite uniform and the 
major axis of each is in the grain direction . 
1 em. 
I I 
Fig. 42. Material sampled after moving a radial distance of one inch 
from the breaker bar section . 
1 em. 
Fig . 43. Material sampled after moving a radial distance of 2.5 in . 
from the breaker bar section . Note the cylindrical aspect 
of some of the larger fragments. 
Fig . 44 . Material sampled after moving a radial distance of 4. 0 in . 
from the breaker bar section . Note the broomed ends of many 
cylindrical fragments . 
Fig . 45 . Material sampled after moving a radial distance of 5.5 ~n. 
from the breaker bar section. 
Fig . 46 . Material produced by full refiner plate . This material has 
taken on the aspect of a paperrnaking pulp . 
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Fig . 47 •• · Cumulative frequency curves of minim~ _ fragrnent thickness 
--~· 
of material; produced ~t y~ri9us points thr~ugh . the~efining · 
zone '. · The 'hori-zontal arr.ow · ori each curve dE;!notes ehe · · · 
·minimum plate sepax::ation 'at the· point of sampling. · 
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K> ttl at~ > 1,000.,000 PARTICL.ES 
8th step 
7th step 
6 ttl at.p 
a th lltep - 1024 ~RTICLES 
4 th step - 2a6 PARTICLES 
\ 1 3 r"d atef) - 64 PARTICLES 
\ / 2 fMI mp - 16 PARTICLES 
\ / I at mp - 4 PARTICLES 
\ , ~ ---- 1 I PARTICLE  - ...... ...,, 
The model assumes that chips are sequentially disintegrated 
in discrete steps through the refining zone . The radial 
orientation depicted is for clarity of illustration - in 
reality this is probably random . 
ORIGINAL CHIP 
Fig . 53 . 3rd STEP 
2nd STEP 
FIBRES BROKEN 
AS THESE SURFACES 
ARE CREATED 
FlNAL. STEP 
The model assumes that a chip breaks into four equal pieces 
during the first disintegration, and that these and subsequent 
fragments break in similar fashion to give an isomorphic pattern 
of breakdown , which ends when single fibers are liberated 
from bundles of four. 
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work done tn chip roiling, 
alidlng and deformation' 
I stationary Phte 
. ·, 
Deplct{on of forcea on ch~p froa 
:·aa Reference. 
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Fig_. SS. All forcn at ..ork _on rotatln9 Trlbo"-eluent. 
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Fig. .56 • • ' .Friction Mechanis'm-:-elastic deformations •,_ 
ih ·.wo~ ,c h ip t':r;a{lsmit ·stress to be dis-
sipat e d ~nto plates o~ pul p. 
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Resultant forces and events i! both 
plates were flat. 
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Fig.· 5~. Resultant forces and, events . Con a microscale} 
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Deformation and forces between two macro-asperities. 
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Fig . 60 . Sample site R- 1 I - 8 on top of intermediate bar - chosen 
randomly . 
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Sample Site R-1 I - 8 300X magnification , no etch. 
Sample Site R-1 I - 8 - lOOOX, Normanski interference, 
layer 1 in focus, etched. 
Fig. 64. 
Fig. 65 . 
187 
Sample Site R-l I-8 - lOOOX , Normanski interference, 
layer 2 in focus , etched. 
j 
Sample Site R-l I-8 - lOOOX, Normanski interference, 





Fig. 66 . 








2 , 3 t ~ .. • - sr .. 
• . .., • 
, "t. • II · '1)1"· 
, ... 





- ,., • 
• 
Sample Site R-l I-8 showing microhardness 
marks - 300X , etched . 
Sample Site R-l I-8 showing microhardness marks - 300X , 
Normanski interference, etched. 
189 
Fig. 68 . Tribo- Element [l] (stator) after use . 
190 
Fi9 · 69 · Tribo-E~ement \~] (rotor) after use · 
1 91 
Fig . 70 . Site s - 1 I-1 on stator bar . 
Fig . 71 . Site R- 1 I - 1 on rotor bar . 
192 
Fig . 72 . Site S-1 I - 4 on stator bar . 
Fig. 73 . Site R-1 I-4 on rotor bar . 
193 
Fig . 74 . Site S-1 I-3 on stator bar. 
Fig. 75. Site R-1 I-3 on rotor bar . 
194 
Fig . 76 . Typical cut down area - 30X magnification . 
Fig . 77 . Typical cut down area - l20X magnification. 
(b) 
Fig . 78 . Typical worn area showing partial layer of grey material 
on an unworn area {c) and also a corner of grey material 
(d) on a cut down area . 
Two sides of cut down area 
made of harder material (l20X) (c) Partial layer of grey 
material (120X) 




(a) Sample removed from a stator bar (30X) 
cut-down 
Rc 
1 . 56 . 0 
2. 62 . 0 
3 . 63 . 0 
4. 65 . 3 
5 . 67 . 5 
6 . 65 . 0 
7 . 65 . 7 
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Clo_se-up of counter and working electrodes. 
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Type· 430 S.S. 
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Fig. 83. Standard P?tentiostatic anodic polarization plot · 
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Fig. 84. Potentiostatic anodic p~larization curv~ of "iron in -normal 
sulfuric acid. 
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Anodtc a nd c athodic ,polaiization cur ve s illustrat ing some 
- o f the polar ization t ermino logy. • 
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Fig . go ; .Anodic pol arization curves for Ni-~~rd r efiner pla~e , 
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• APPENDIX A 
·; 
· · DETAILS OF ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING (ECM) 
' • 
- controlled'· rerooval of metal without the use of meah·anical 
· or thermal ener gy - . 
(. . / 
- · electric current is combined--with a chemical 't·o form a 
react~,~r:t of reverse platin"g 1 
- direct current of r e latively high -amperage a~d low _yoltage 
is continuously passed l:ietween the anodic workpi_ece . and ..-·( 
.cathodic tool (el~ctrode) · through a conductive, electrolyt~-~/ · 
,/ 
at the . anode surface, · electrons 6re removed _by the ~ufrent . 
flow, and the metallic'bonds of the molecular structure of 
this surface are broken . /~/ : .. 
·- these surface atoms proceed to go into solution as- metal; 
ions I 
simultaneously, positive·hydrogen ions are attracted to the 
neg~tively charged surface·,- ·and emitted at the cathode t , 
surface to form hydrogen atoms, which combine to form 
hydrogen molecules : , .. 
dissolved mate'rial is l'l!moved .from the g'ap between , 
workpiece· and tool by the flow of. electrolyte , which also 
' aids in carrying away the heat and hyd rogen formed · 
. . . -
machines surfaces without burrs and without the striation 
mark_s left by milling cutters . 
. . 
'of machining are -- generally metal oxides or . . 
They have an extremely small ·particle size (in. 
1.0\l) and cannot be easily fi_ltered\ 
.. 
ECM machining is stress-free and thus only relieves 
stresses in the .part 
. . ... 
- · ma)or advantages of the ECM process include stress- and 
burr-free machining, _ no burning or .thermal damage to 
workpiece surfaces, and elimination of tool wear (since 
there is no tool~to-worxpiece contact) · 
•• 
. . . 
I 
!·- - ·-:--... - - -·------......... - .a::; . 
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~as a result, undesirable surface .defects that can occur 
with mechanical machiniQg .or · grinding. operations are 
avoided. Also, the surfaces produeed frequently have 
better wear, fr~~tion, and corrosion resistant . 
characteristics ~an those obtained with mechanical · 
finishing 
' - )surface finishes produced depend -on the metal or alloy 
being processed, the electrplyte, and _ the operating 
·co-nditions used 
-average surface.finishes obtained fange from 10 to 30 · ~in. 
ECM of .nickel~base;. cobalt base, .and' .s.s ~ ·alloys gen'erally 
· .produces ·smoo1:her surfaces (5 t ·o. 15 p in . )· 'than those ·. 
obtained from·iron~base alloys and steels (25 to 60 , P in.) 
) ... . . 
- ·electrolytes are usually aqueous solutions of inorganic 
salts . su~h as sodium chloride, potassium chloride, sodium 
' nitrate or sodium chlorate . . . . . 
current 'density, in am~res per squ·are inch of cutting 
area, fs .the chief factor in· determi'niilg the permissible 
rate of tool feed, as .the metal removal process 'is governed. 
b~ Faraday's law . · 
- .a change in pH of a salt electrolyte. has l.ittle .effect on 
its condpctivity • 
. . ' 
- th~ conductivity of an electr~lyte changes greatly with 
temperature 
rate of·; flow of the electrolyte is impor:tant because the 
electrolyt~ must remove the heat and. the products of the 
' chemical reaction . 
-
.. / 
' rate of flow also has an effect on surface finish .and on 
accuracy of machining . ·High electrolyte flow rate. often 
.. improves the uniformity of metal rernov~l with a· ·given. 
electrolyte without reducing t~e r_emoval rate · · 
a peculiarity of. ECM is ·the production of striations, .' 
ridges or ·proturbarices on the Wbrkpiece opposite or nea'r 
the .electrolyte flow phannels in the tool or ~t other 
points . where sudden cha~ges in flow direction ·cause a 




:..._ __________ --,. _ _..;_ ______ --:' ______ _ ______ -.- - · --- ---- ·-·----- !-. -
- microscopic .surface defects may be caused by selectiye. i 
·attack on certain constituents in an alloy .J_ 
• . 0 - --- ·· 1 
.. . "' . . .. ~ - -
the resistance of __ most nickel al.loys to ch~mical attack 
does . not seem, to retard electrochemi~al .solution 
.. 
! 0 
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"POLARIZATION MEASUaEMENTS 1 
•• This Sta~~rd is iu~ undc~ I lie fi":d d~si&J!I.t~ •G 's: tllc: n~rnbet irnM«<iat<ly fo11o .. ;ina t..;' d~sojna;ion indiratu tht 
· r,•at .or ona•nal adopt•on or. '" tllc: use or rc•11•on, tllc: year of tuc re•i•ion. A nu mbct in patc"the~n indicates the year o1 
ut rcapp~. : . ; i 
. J. Scope necks to permi! the introduction or electrodes. 
I. I This recommcn~ed practice describcil. gas inlet and outlet tubes, a Ad a thermometer. 
an experimental procedure which can 'be used . The Luggin probe-salt .-bridge separates the 
to . check one•s experimental technique ar.d b!llk solution from UM: saturated calomcl'rcf-
instrume"ntation. If followed, this practice wiU · c;rcncc electrode, and the probe tip can be cas-
provide repeatable potcntiostatic and · poten- ily adjust.cd to bring i_t in close pr,ox_imi~y with 
tiodynamii: .anodic polarization measurements the worltJng electrode. 
that will reproduce data determined by others· ' 2.2 El~clrode H_oJder(J): · · .-
at other timcs.and in other laboratories. ' 2.2.1 The: auxib,l)l-..a~ working elcctr~es 
1.2 Standard potentiostatic and potentio- are mounted in the· ty~ or hold~r shown m 
dynamic polarization plots arc included, These fiJ. 2. A longer holder is required ·ror the 
rcrcrcncc data are based on the results from working electrode than for the auxiliary elcc- · 
different laboratories·(I.S' for the potcntiostatic: trodc. A leak-proof assembly is obtained by 
and 12 for the potc:ntiody11amic) that followed the proper compression fit between the elcc-
the standard procedure, using upecilic fcrritic trode and a TFE·ftu~rocarbon gasket. (Too 
Type 430 stainless stee.l in ~.ON H,SO,. Max- much pressure- may cause shicldinJ or the 
imum and minimum current values arc shown electrode or breakage or the glass holder, and 
at each potential to indicate the acceptable too little pre~surc may cause leakage.) 
range of valuca. ' ' 2.3 Po,ntiostat (Note 1): 
. 1.3 Deviations from the standard reference 2.3.1 A potentiostat. that will ,maiotain an 
plot.& and tbc c:auiCI for auch deviations· arc electrode potential -within I mV of a preset 
discussed in the Appendix. value over· a .. wide canse or applied currents 
1.4 Samples of the standard ferritic Type should be used. For the type anc!-'size of stand-
430 stainless steel used in obtaining the stand- atd specimen supplied,#he Pc>tentiostat should 
ard reference plot• arc available for thost who h~Ye a potential range or -0.6 to -1.6 V and 
wish to check their own test procedure and an anodic current output ra!lgc·or 1.0 to lo' 
equipment.' . · · · ~ .' 
.. ' Tllia recommeftllcd prac:tioc it .. nckr the jurladicti011 or 
2 £,. 1 ASTM Committe~ G-1 o• Cortosioll or Mcut.. 
• U pmdt C•rrcru cditioll appto\'Cill ~· 29, 1972. Pllblisllod 
2.1 Stonlarl Po!Drizotion C•/1,1 dcscriL... NO¥tmbu 1912. OriainaDy· publ•lhed u G s - 69. Last 
• """ · ,......lold edition 0' - 71. ' 
herein, ean be used for most polarization I T1lac standlfil samplca lit aV.IIab&e ftOIII ASTr.t 
measurements. This cell and its component Hudquartcn at • nominal cost. ~Mrolly. oM sa..,plcda 
be rqoolishcd and reused ror "'""f."""· This procedure Is 
parts have been described in more detail by ••aa~ed 1e1 co-rw tbc a .. i blc Motcrial. Rcq...-
GrecncH).' . Alii·~ No. t.l·7~»00. · . 
2.1.1 A SChematl·c dt' aara"m or · t'- - cell ,·, . Tins C:CilllaYIIIablc rrorn SpcdatApparoiUI Scaion, 
.. 
0 nc Laboratory Olan•lrc l)qK., Corni"' Olan Wo1k&. c ...... 
shown in FiJ. I. .A 1-liter, .round~tom flask in'l N.Y. · 
h 
. ne boldface nvmbcta ill porenthcvs"rdcr to the lillof·-.• "--:-
as been modi_fied by the! addition Of variOUS rcfucnon II the end of Olis rccotnmcndcd practice. 
' \ (1975 Annual Book of ASTM~standards, ~a~ttlO, _ Affierican · Society for 


















.,A. Many commercial potentiostats meet the . po$ition or the standard slaio.kss steel is 
specific' requirements for these types of meas- sho"'n in Table 1: 
urc:ments. 2.7.2 Platinum EltetroJts-Two platinum 
2.4 Poltntlai·Mttuurlng lnslfumtn(s (Note auxiliary etectrodu are ' prepared from high· 
I); • purity ;t . stock. Each electrode is drilled, 
2.4.1 The potent ial-measuring circuit tapped nd mounted with a TFE-nuorocar-
~'hould have a high input impedance on the bon gas c:t in the same manner as the working 
order of 1011 to 1014 0 to minimize: current electrode. 
drawn from the system during measurements. 2. 7 .2.1 A platinizcd surface is recom-
lnstrumtnu should. hiiMc sufficient sensitivity mended because of the increased surface area. 
and accuracy to detect a change or 1.0 mV This may be accomplished .by cleaning tlfe 
over a pOtential range between - 0.6 and 1.6 surface in hot aqua regia (3 parts c:oncen-
V. . . tra tfd HCI and I part concentrated HNOJ), 
2.S Curunt·Mtqsuring /nstrumtnts (Notc:.......Washing, and then drying. Bolh c:lcc.trodc:s arc 
I): · · · 'Ptatinizcd by immersing them in a solution of 
2 . .S.I An insuument that is C:apablc of 3 percent platinic c:hloridc and 0.02 percent 
measuring a current accurately to "'ithin I lead acet2te and ~lc:ct.rolyzing at a curr~nt 
percent of the: absolute value over a current density of ;40 to SO mA/tm1 for 4 or 5 min 
range betwcc:n 1 .0 and to- IAA for the approxi- (l.]). The: .polarity is reversed every minute. 
mately 5-cm1 specimen or Type 430 stainless · _Occluded chloride is removed by electrolyzing 
steel ·that is supplied 'sho)lld be used. td~.nY in a· dilute (10 ~rcent) sulfuric acid solution 
com_mhcial instruments arc 'satisfactory for for scvca~aJ minutes with a reversal i.n polarity · 
this purpose. every minute. Elcc:trodes are rinsed thor-
2.6 Anodic Polarizatioll Circuit: oughly and stored in· distilled water until 
2.6. 1 A schematic potentiostatic anodic. · ready for usc. Since certain ions can poison 
polarization wiring diagram (2) is illustrated in these elec:trodcs. periodic chc:c:ks of platini.zc:d 
Fig. 3. Note that the milliammeter is., pia~ platinum potentials agains~ a know.n reference 
betwcc:n the potcntiostat and the au~iliary electrode should be made. 
cJectrode. The potenl iomc:ter-tlcctromc:t~t 2.8 Calomel Eltctrodt (4)-A satllrated 
combination provides the high impedance calomel electrode with • controlled rate or 
necessary for potential measurement. . , . leakaie (about 3 IAI/h) is recommended. This 
2.6.2 A seanning potcntiostat is used for type of electrode. is durable, reliable, and 
potentiodynamic measurements. 1.1 ricord or commercially available. The: normal pr~u­
thc potential and current is plotted continu- tions should be taken to ensure: that it is main-
o~sly using such instillments as an X-Y rc- tained . in the: proper condition. The potential 
. corder and a . logarithmic converter lnco~ of the calomel electrode-~ould be chc:c:kc:d Jat 
rated into the circuit described in 2.6.1. periodic intervals to ensure the accuracy of 
the clc:ctroclc. NoTI! 1-The instrumental requirements arc: 
based upon Yllues typical of thC instruments in the 
IS laboratories that provided the data used in clct"• . 3. Stancla"" Experhn~t.aiJPromlure / 
minina tbc \\anda(d polarizalion plot. 3•1 Ttst Sprcimrtt Prrparaliott: 
2.7 ElttrroJts: ) 3.1.1 Prepare the surface within I h of the 
'( 2.7.1 Working Eltctrodr, prepared from a experiment. Wet grind with 240-grit SiC pa-
'
1/rin. (1.27>em) length of •/rili. (0.9~} · per, wc:t · polish with EOQ.grit SiC paper until 
diain,tcr rod stock. Each electrode is drilled, previous ooarsc scratches arc removed, rinse, 
tapped • . and ~ountcd in the manner discussed and dry. (Drilled and tapped specimens can be 
jn 2.2.1. • threaded onto an electrode liolder rod and 
2.7.1.1 The standard AISI Type 430 stain·· secured in a lathe or electric driJI for this op- •
1
. 
leu stee\ shouid be used if one wishes \o re· cration.} 
produce the standard rdcrc:ncc plot. This 3.1.2 Determine the Sl!rrace area by mcas-
material was prepared from a single heat or uring all dimensions 'to the nearest 0.01 mm.. ! 
------- - ----..IUe.lJIJ.hal WU.JDill•aOntlled (Q[ 1l1 hIt )SO() $UbiC&ctina the ICCI Under the IISkctlutuLAtlu,l)'J---------~l __ 
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• 3.1.3 Mount the specimen on the ~lectrode 
holder u described in 2.2.1. T ialucn the as-
sembly by holdin& the upper end of the 
mountina rod in a vise or clamp while tiahten-
in& the mounting nut until the aaskct is prop-
erly comp{eJKd. 
3. 1.4 Cl~an the specimen just prior to 
immersion by degrcasing ror s min in boiling 
benzene (Cautl011: Usc unde.r hood), followed,~ 
by rinsing in distilled water. · 
3.2 Prepare I liter of 1.0 N H,SQ, ffom 
reagent grad~ acid and distilled water, using. 
, 27.2 ml or 98 percent H,SO,fliter or solutio.n. 
"[ransrer 900 ml or solution to clean polniu-
tion c:dl. . 
3.3 Brl n& the temperature of the solution to 
30 :± I C by immersin& the test cdl in a c:on-
trollcd-t.emperature waler bath or by other 
convenient means. . · 
' 3.4 Place the platinized auxiliary elec-
trodes, sah-bridae probe, and other compo-
nenu in the test cen and temporarily close the 
center !>penin& with a glass stopper. Fill the 
salt bridjc with test solution. • 
Non l - The leftb of the solutioa ill lhe rd'er· 
en.ac: ancl polari.utioft c:elh sllouJd be tbe same to 
nold siphoninJ . If this is impossible. a dcHcd sol~t­
tion·•et (no( arcaJCd) stoPCOCk can be uiCd in tllc 
iall bridae to climinat~ sipbonUta. . 
J.S Purse the .01ut.ion prior to immersion 
or the test specimea, for a mini.mum of 1/a h 
with oay,cn-rrc:e hydrosen aas at the rate or 
ISO cm1 /min• to remove oxygen from solution . 
3.6 Transfer the specimen ~ the test cell 
and adjust ·the sall-brid&c probe tip 10 it is 
about 2 mm from the: specimen elec:trodu. 
218 
till. .. 
J .8.3 •Usc a potentiodynamic potential 
sweep rate or 0.6 V /h (:t:S percent) record ina 
the current continuously with c:flange in poten-
tial. 
3.9 Plot anodic: pol:ariz.ation data on semi· 1 
losarithmic paper in accordance with ASTM , 
Recommended Prac"ec G 3, ror Conventions 
Applicable to ElectroChemical Mc.asuremcnu 
in Corrosion Tcstina' ~potential-ord inate, cur· 
rent density-abscissa). 
4. Standard Rcfcrtnu Plott · 
4.1 Standard polarization plou ba.Jcd 0 113 
polentiostatic data from 15 different labora· 
tories and potentiodynamic data from ll dif-
(crcnt labOratories are shown in Fias. 4A and 
.48 15). the plots sh'ow a ranac or acceptable 
current density values at each potential. The, 
avera at: corrosion P,Otential is· - O.S2 V, and the 
avcraae platinized plat inum potential is -0.~ 
v. 
4.2 TheM plots were prepared from data 
obtained by followin& the standard proccduri 
discv~ in this n:commcndc:d pract i~ . 
4.3 Typical deviatioRS rrom the standard 
potentiostatic: plot arc shown and discusSC!f 
in Appendla AI : Referen~o this discunioll _ 
may be h~lpful in delermin• 1 the reuons (or 
differences between an ell peri ntal curve and 
the standard plots. ' , 
4.4 The pole!ltiodynamic: standard curv~ 
ahowa aood aarccment with the potentiostatic 
standard curve determined at 1111 equivalent 
overall polarization rate .• 
. 3.7 Record the open-circuit specimen po-: 5. Reproducibility ·-~ J 
tentlal, that is, the corrosion potential, after S. l It 11 possible to show eat:ellcnt repeata· 
SS min Immersion. Record the platin\ud plat.. bllhy in the same laboratory when following a 
inu"! pol~ntlal1 ~ min after immenion or the set procedure. However, these data may, not 
apec:amca. · : t ., agree with that in another laboratory. Aa 
. 3.1 Pot~tttWI Sallt.· ' . eumple or repeatable data is shown in F i&- S, 
).~. I St;art ~ potan!al • scan h a ncr but the: curve docs not aarec c:omplctcly witb 
.s~camen ur~mers10o, bqtn'!mJ at _the c:o~ the standard plot in th~t the scc:ondary <:11rrcat 
I IOD polcllhal . (£._) for polenbody~amec . density maaimum OCC\Irl It a potential of 
mcaaure~ntl a..t &be, nearest SO.mV mac- about 100 mV more active than the standard. 
'mcnt above £_,for the potentiOllatic: mea- S.l Tb~ small spread In data obtained from • 
urcmenu. PrOCICcd tbrouah + 1.60 V versua a number or laboratories and used in the prci"' 





U ~ __ • • ' · aood reproducibility is possible when a stand-
3. . K ......,tenuostauc pot~ntial step · 
_____________ _..tc~ min, rccor.dinJ.thu:llt:·'---..:...------..!..- ~--
rcnt at the end or each S.min period at poten.- • A~"fil loolo/ ASTN s,....,.._ Par\ 10. 
. .. . , 
662. 
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ard procedure is followed. his techniques, This ·shoulct kad to po. 
S.3 The availability or a standard procc• . '"'.ll'""'~ curves in the literature which CJIR 
dure. standiii'C! mater ial. and a standard plot with greater confidence than is 
should make it easy for an investigator to 
T A aU: I 0..-c:ai r-,.Vtloto tf Sla ..... 
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AI. DEVIATIONS FROM STANDARD POLARIZATION PLOTS 
Al.l Hla• Passh« Carrtal O«ulcles (Crtdce 
Elf ret I 
A 1.1.1 Eutnples of passive current densilics 
wh.ich arc arulcr than 1ltose for the aund~rd J»-
lentlostalic: plol an: sho- inoFia. AI . Tltia c«ec:t Ia 
attributable to a crevice bctweeft the specimen and 
. mountina malcrial (6). The crevice may-be the re-
sult or lhe mounlina t.c:c:haique or the mlterial uiCid 
for mountina. . · 
Al.l .2 The potential drop alona the narrow path 
or the . clec:trolyte within the crevice· between the 
IJICC:imen and the mountina malcrial ptcvcnu this 
area from passintinJ. Ahhouah the face or !he 
specimen passivatcs, 1hc hiah current density asso-
Ciated with the active crevice can1ribu1ea to an in-
cieasc -in the mc:.asurcd current .density. Specimen 
electrodes for ' polarization measurcmcnh must be 
mounted without crCYic:e sites to avoid sudl erro-
neous passive current densities. · 
AU Low Pa~" Curreat Dttlshlet (IISinunealal 
Elredl . • A~.2. 1 Tbe lOw passive current densities shlwn 
(I) Greene, N. D~ E:qnrlm,fllll EJ,ttrod' KiMt· 
i c1, Rensselaer Polytechnic: lnsti lute. Troy, 
N.Y., 196S. 
(11 France. Jr., W. D., "Coatrollcd Potc{ltial Cor· 
rosion Testa, Their ApplitatioRJ and Umita· 
tiOfla," Mattrl4b RtHGitll 11tttl SllllldGI'Ib, Vol 
9, No. I, 1969, p. 11. 
(3) Mellon, M. O.,•Qutuulr4tl~ AulyJb, Thomu 
Y. Crowdl Co., Rcw York, 19SS. 
141 IYCS, D. J., and Janz. G. J ., R'fnrrt« £1«.. 
t1'041tt, TltiOfy t~lf4 Pt«ti«, Academic Press, 
New York. N. Y., 1961. 
15) " The Reproducibility of Potentlostitic and Po-






iA FiJ. Al arc undoubtedly the result or Instrumen-
tal probkms.· This eft'ea can be el iminated by cali-
bratina the current OYer the entire ranae or intcrcst 
bdorc conduclina an cxperlmenL 
AI.J Catllo.ilk Cuncats Dudaa AIIHIC Polarlu-
11 .. (0XJ1ftl Uect) 
Al.l.t The "neaative loop" at potentials be-
tween -0.350 V and - O.OSO V, shown by dashed 
liaea in Fla. ;A3. occurs wile!' the tp .. l cathodic cur· 
· rent exceeds the total anodic current. Such re1uiU 
an: charactcristic:s or oanen bcina pre5enl in 'the 
solutioa (7). This .eiTea c:an be anticipated II dll 
rea~rded platinum potential i' considerably rnprc 
noble than -0.26 V. The hydroacn purae shou)d 
remove o•yaeil from the system. but there may ' be 
an air leak or the hydroaen may be contaminated 
with Ol]JCn. It is nca:ssary to lake e.ttrernc care ia 
the dcsian of atauware equipment and to ensure a 
hiah order or p_uril)' In the ••• lh11 Ia used to IVOid 
Olly,en c:onllmiRIIIOft, 
menu," ASTM Subcommittee O.lfXI, Section 
I, Interlaboratory Tcstina Proaram, Ju~~e, 1967. 
Anilable (rom W. D. france, Jr. , Gcncral 
Moton Technical Center, 12 Mile and Mo•nd 
Roads, Warren, Midi. 41090. 
(6) Gnenc., N. D., France. Jr., W. D., and Wilde. B. 
E., "Electrode Mountin1 for Potentiostatic 
Anodic Polarization· Studies," Co,oJitM, 
CO AJ.Volll, 196S, p. l75. (7) G ..... D~ ''Effect or OXYJCII oa the 'Ao-. 
liwo-Pa e Behavior of Stain!Css Sled." JOII,_ 
"Ill of tltt rotlttrrriCfll Sot1,1; , JESOA, Vol 
too; t960. p. 1 
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